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Your Dream Wedding…at
Cape Sienna Phuket Hotel & Villas.

Spring or Summer, Grand or Private, Sunshine 
or Twilight… We make dreams come true on 
the most special and important day of your life. 
We take delight in making your every thought
count and making everything perfect to your 
imagination, every moment a memorable one.
To each the perception of a perfect wedding 
is unique, but has one thing in common, Hap-
piness! And we believe in delivering all the 
things that are associated with your happiness
on that day.

CAPE SIENNA PHUKET HOTEL & VILLAS, 18/40 MOO.6 NAKALAY ROAD, T.KAMALA, A.KATU, PHUKET 83150, THAILAND
 +66(0)76 337300    +66(0)76 337399    MICE@CAPESIENNA.COM    CAPESIENNA.COM

Cape Sienna Hotel & Villas offers a wedding 
setting for extravagant and intimate groups 
which is unmatched in Phuket.

Put your hands together and leave it with our 
professional team… just say I DO...!
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Lee Marine Co.,Ltd.    Head Office: Ao Po Grand Marina, Phuket, Thailand Office: +66 76 681 015   Fax: +66 76 317 304www.leemarine.com info@leemarine.com

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTOR IN THAILAND

At Lee Marine - PRIVACY IS LUXURY

Performance personified The ultimate boating experience

Pershing 70 Riviera 4800 Sport Yacht

Latest Ferretti Yacht design

New Model – Ferretti 780
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In a vintage European Riviera-style 
setting, where classical music and 
opera play non-stop, the new and 
unique Aria Opera Cafe is the place 
to meet friends and enjoy a drink 
and meal together. Located at Boat 
Avenue, near Laguna Phuket on 
the left side of Villa Market, you 
can relax at Aria Opera Cafe while 
listening to the beautiful sound of 
classical music and opera pieces 
through the JBL vintage speakers.
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to Aria Opera 
Cafe, with its exciting menu — ranging from 
East to West, local to fusion, and a selection 
of good wines, rosés and Champagnes. Of 
course, Aria Opera Cafe also serves excellent 
coffee and fabulous English teas by Newby. 
There are also other beverages, such as cock-
tails/mocktails and smoothies to complete 
your dining experience. Our signature menu 
features Deluxe Salmon Steak, Spaghetti Von-
golé, the ever popular Chiang Mai Jao (a tra-
ditional northern Thai Khantoke meal), South-
ern Phuket (a local Thai village set meal), and 
Singapore Lah Bak Ku Teh (infused spicy pork 
soup with Oolong Cha). Apart from a variety 
of main courses, Aria Opera Cafe also serves 
light fusion meals such as canapes and cros-
tini finger food, oysters, and caviar with wine 
or Champagne. 
 
For those craving an authentic afternoon tea 
— Aria Opera Cafe serves traditional English 
afternoon tea from 2 pm to 5 pm daily. This 
delicious treat consists of three tiers of good-
ies — sandwiches filled with thinly sliced cu-
cumber, egg mayonnaise and roast beef, fluffy 
English scones, fruit tarts, and mini cakes, as 
well as a choice of high-end teas for a perfect 
afternoon experience. For something more 
luxurious, why not opt for a glass of bubbly 
Moët Champagne with strawberries to add a 
classy touch to your afternoon tea.
 
So if you are all dressed up and want to dine 
at a classy vintage cafe with a European Rive-
ra ambience, come down to Aria Opera Cafe, 
where you can have a wonderful time with 
your friends or loved ones. Call us now or ask 
your hotel concierge to make a reservation 
for you.

Aria Opera Cafe Phuket 
49/35 Boat Avenue (outside Laguna Phuket) 
Open daily 8am - 10pm       
Reservations  076 325 299   / 088 079 5999 
www.ariaoperacafe.com    
Facebook/Tripadvisor: Aria Opera Cafe

ARIA OPERA CAFE - A CLASSY VINTAGE RIVERA CAFE
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“ONE OF THE 
BEST BEACH BARS 

IN THE WORLD” 
CNN TRAVEL

BangTao Beach, Phuket
catchbeachclub.com



Spectacular Sea View
25 luxury apartments, full sea view, private pool (except studio), 500m from Surin Beach

Sense of Space
Only 3 buildings and 1 or 2 units per floor

Sky Villa, Penthouses & Apartments
Studio to 4 bedrooms

Freehold and Leasehold / Condo ‘A’ delivery June 2018 / Condo ‘B’ & ‘C’ delivery June 2019

www.andamaya.com / email: info@andamaya.com          tel: +66 (0)84 848 5273 / +66 (0)84 850 5829 
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past. Running Wednesdays and Saturdays, the 
route trundles from Tanjung Aru to the ‘Rice 
Bowl of Sabah’, Papar and takes approximate-
ly 4 hours. Brimming with nostalgia, it is de-
signed in typical early 20th century style.

Monkey Train, Rajasthan
So-called because of the monkeys that gather 
around the stations to be fed by passengers, 
the Monkey Train is a lovely, lazy journey that 
takes you through the hilly Kamlighat region 
of central Rajasthan. This short trip has been 
operating since 1930 and is still an essential 
line for many local villagers.

Eastern and Oriental Express
Ideal for those wanting to travel in the utmost 
style, the Eastern and Oriental Express is one 
of the most luxurious trains on the continent. 
The line offers multiple routes across Asia, the 
most popular being that between Singapore 
and Bangkok. This is a three-day long excur-
sion in which you can travel in pre-eminent 
luxury, with 24-hour steward service in a pri-
vate cabin. Though relatively expensive, it is 
worthy of the price tag: its journeys take you 
through rural landscapes, colonial cities, tea 
plantations, temples and more.

Bamboo train, Cambodia
Not your typical train, this bamboo vehicle 
has neither motor nor engine; in fact, if it 
weren’t for significant improvements in infra-
structure in recent years, this railway would 
have become obsolete had it not been trans-

formed into a fun travel experience! At only 
20 minutes long, this is a fun brief trip (ideal 
for kids) that allows you to see the country-
side in an unusual way.

Goteik Viaduct, Myanmar
Drive north from Mandalay to board the Go-
teik viaduct railway in Nawnghkio, Myanmar. 
The bridge connects the towns of Pyin Oo 
Lwin and Lashio and is the highest railway 
trestle in Myanmar. Though time spent over 
the actual bridge is of course limited, it’s an 
impressive construction and the slow trundle 
over is a lot of fun.

Da Nang to Nha Trang, Vietnam
A charming, laid-back day trip that guides 
you through lush paddy fields and villages. 
A perfect one to just sit back and enjoy the 
countryside.

Yangon to Mandalay sleeper train, 
Myanmar
Not for the faint-hearted, this 13 hour trip pro-
vides little by way of creature comforts- but 
is a truly unforgettable, once in a lifetime ex-
perience.

Sam Clark

An atmospheric train ride is second 
to none. The perfect way to get 
to know a country’s landscapes 
and customs, train trips transform 
perfunctory journey time into an 
experience in itself. 

Train through the hill country, Sri Lanka
Widely hailed as the world’s most beautiful 
train journey, this fantastic route is definitely 
one for the bucket list. Wind your way through 
densely covered tea plantations, remote vil-
lages and spectacular waterfalls on this jour-
ney from Kandy up into the highest corners 
of the hills. Seats in the 1st class seat observa-
tion cabin are limited, but travelling in 2nd or 
3rd class allows you to encounter the vibrant, 
bustling daily life of Sri Lankan locals.

Toy trains, India
India’s toy trains run on historic mountain 
railway lines that once provided access to co-
lonial hill settlements. Three of the lines- the 
Kalka-Shimla Railway, Nilgiri Mountain Rail-
way, and Darjeeling Himalayan Railway– are 
now UNESCO world heritage sites and their 
routes showcase stunning mountainside 
scenery across India.

British North Borneo Steam Railway
The British North Borneo railway is Borneo’s 
oldest running steam train and a rather ro-
mantic memento of the country’s colonial 

ASIA’S MOST BEAUTIFUL TRAIN JOURNEYS

Are the days of Da Vinci dead? Is it possible to, at 
once, be a world-class painter, engineer, scientist, 
and more?

“No way. Those times are long gone. Nothing was discovered then. Now 
the best you can do is pick your field and master it.”

The devout specialist is fond of labeling the impetuous learner–Da 
Vinci and Ben Franklin being just two forgotten examples–“jack of all 
trades, master of none.” The chorus unites: In the modern world, it is 
he who specializes who survives and thrives. There is no place for Re-
naissance men or women. Starry-eyed amateurs.

Is it true? I don’t think so. Here are the top five reasons why being a “jack 
of all trades,” what I prefer to call a “generalist,” is making a comeback:

“Jack of all trades, master of none” is an artificial pairing.

It is entirely possible to be a jack of all trades, master of many. How? 
Specialists overestimate the time needed to “master” a skill and con-
fuse “master” with “perfect”…

Generalists recognize that the 80/20 principle applies to skills: 20% of 
a language’s vocabulary will enable you to communicate and under-
stand at least 80%, 20% of a dance like tango (lead and footwork) sep-
arates the novice from the pro, 20% of the moves in a sport account 
for 80% of the scoring, etc. Is this settling for mediocre?

Not at all. Generalists take the condensed study up to, but not be-
yond, the point of rapidly diminishing returns. There is perhaps a 5% 
comprehension difference between the focused generalist who stud-
ies Japanese systematically for 2 years vs. the specialist who studies 
Japanese for 10 with the lack of urgency typical of those who claim 
that something “takes a lifetime to learn.” Hogwash. Based on my ex-
perience and research, it is possible to become world-class in almost 
any skill within one year.

In a world of dogmatic specialists, it’s the generalist who ends up 
running the show.

Is the CEO a better accountant than the CFO or CPA? Was Steve Jobs a 
better programmer than top coders at Apple? No, but he had a broad 
range of skills and saw the unseen interconnectedness. As technolo-
gy becomes a commodity with the democratization of information, 
it’s the big-picture generalists who will predict, innovate, and rise to 
power fastest. There is a reason military “generals” are called such.

Boredom is failure.

In a first-world economy where we have the physical necessities cov-
ered with even low-class income, Mazlow’s hierarchy of needs drives 
us to need more for any measure of comparative “success.” Lack of in-
tellectual stimulation, not superlative material wealth, is what drives 
us to depression and emotional bankruptcy. Generalizing and experi-
menting prevents this, while over-specialization guarantees it.

Diversity of intellectual playgrounds breeds confidence instead of 
fear of the unknown.

It also breeds empathy with the broadest range of human conditions 
and appreciation of the broadest range of human accomplishments. 
The alternative is the defensive xenophobia and smugness uniquely 
common to those whose identities are defined by their job title or 
single skill, which they pursue out of obligation and not enjoyment.

It’s more fun, in the most serious existential sense.

The jack of all trades maximizes his number of peak experiences in 
life and learns to enjoy the pursuit of excellence unrelated to material 
gain, all while finding the few things he is truly uniquely suited to 
dominate.

The specialist who imprisons himself in self-inflicted one-dimen-
sionality — pursuing and impossible perfection — spends decades 
stagnant or making imperceptible incremental improvements while 
the curious generalist consistently measures improvement in quan-
tum leaps. It is only the latter who enjoys the process of pursuing 
excellence.

Don’t put on experiential blinders in the name of specializing. It’s both 
unnecessary and crippling. Those who label you a “jack of all trades, 
master of none” are seldom satisfied with themselves.

Why take their advice?

Here is a description of the incredible Alfred Lee Loomis, a generalist 
of the highest order who changed the course of World War II with his 
private science experiments, here taken from the incredible portrait 
of his life, Tuxedo Park:

Loomis did not conform to the conventional measure of a great sci-
entist. He was too complex to categorize — financier, philanthropist, 
society figure, physicist, inventor, amateur, dilettante — a contradic-
tion in terms.

Be too complex to categorize.

Look far and wide.  
There are worlds to conquer.

tim.blog

GOOD REASONS TO BE A JACK OF ALL TRADES
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international guest DJs, and tempting food 
and drinks promotions to attract a stylish 
global clientele.

Enhancing the unique choice of word-class 
beachfront facilities, MontAzure’s anchor 
hotel, InterContinental Phuket Resort, will 
open in 2019 to offer visitors and residents 
of Kamala even more options for dining and 
entertainment, complementing the breath-
taking sea views and tropical surroundings.

Show units are open for viewing on site.
 
For more information
call +66 (0) 93 624 8800 or
visit www.montazure.com

Right next door to HQ Beach Restaurant 
Lounge on MontAzure’s expansive beach-
front strip, lifestyle aficionados can expe-
rience legendary international music and 
party brand Café Del Mar. Phuket’s hippest 
venue boasts its own swimming pool and 
40 metres of beach frontage with a contem-
porary tropical design. A rolling schedule of 
cool events includes weekly pool parties, 

contemporary upscale brands. Adding to 
the oceanfront allure, HQ Beach Lounge Res-
taurant is located right next to the luxury 
condos and has become an island favourite 
for its chic, contemporary oceanfront dining 
and entertainment. The sea view restaurant 
at HQ serves delicious light fare, signature 
cocktails, fine wines and an eclectic music 
selection to match the casual surroundings. 

Once a sleepy fisherman’s village, 
Kamala beach on Phuket’s idyllic 
sunset coast has evolved into a 
popular destination for visitors 
from around the world. The long 
sweep of soft sand and wide 
protected bay make the seas safe 
for swimming for most of the year, 
and the oceanfront casuarina 
trees and lush forest backdrop 
lend a soothing sense of natural 
grandeur. 

At the centre of Kamala bay sits the original 
fishing village, a quaint traditional island set-
tlement with some local houses converted 
into seafood restaurants, beach boutiques 
and guesthouses. To the south, a series of 
dramatic headlands and bays are peppered 
with luxurious private holiday homes, which 
led to this part of Phuket being dubbed the 
Millionaire’s Mile. 

The northern end of the Kamala bay is home 
to Phuket’s newest and most sophisticat-
ed beachfront strip – MontAzure – with an 
appealing choice of upscale leisure and life-
style choices for visitors and island residents.

The beach zone features Twinpalms Resi-
dences MontAzure, a resort residence man-
aged by one of Phuket’s most successful 

KAMALA RISING WITH MONTAZURE
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Pioneering developers, Sai and 
Danny continue to impress with 
their innovative and forward 
thinking property developments.
 

When asked to interview prominent property 
developers Danny and Sai, I wasn’t sure what 
to expect. All I knew was that they were ex-
tremely busy and with good reason. Since 
starting Latitude 7 group, the parent company 
responsible for the highly popular 6th Avenue 
Surin development, their stellar reputations 
were created. Their impressive achievements 
are widely known and they’ve managed to 
accumulate a number of condominium and 
condo-hotel developments in a brief period 
of time. Foreign investors represent 95% of 
buyers and a comprehensive strategy taking 
clients from purchase right through to the 
management of properties, provides this suc-
cessful formula.

After the highly successful 6th Avenue Surin 
Condominium development comprising a 
full hotel service style condo-hotel, they be-
gan creating their second development. Pal-
myrah Surin is a tropical paradise, reflective 
of its name Palmyra, Ton-Taan in Thai, which 
is a large palm tree with deep historical her-
itage. The 166 apartments provide buyers 
with expertly designed condominiums in a 
lush tropical setting. It’s an ideal investment 
opportunity for those seeking to capitalize 
on the bustling energy of Phuket, whilst still 
being able to retreat to one of Phuket’s top 
beaches, Surin beach, located a mere 300m 
walk away.  
 
The Peaks Residence Phuket provides 435 
foreign and Thai freehold luxury seaside con-
dominiums that offer superior contemporary 
and luxurious designs. Overlooking the ma-
jestic blue waters of Kata beach and nestled 
between the lush mountainous vistas, the 
development has received an enormous 
amount of interest and in turn, presales. It is 
conveniently located whilst still offering the 
tranquility and peace that is achieved by liv-
ing atop the hills of Kata Noi. This is one of the 
last remaining developments that provides 
spectacular views of the ocean and if you’re 
familiar with Phuket property then you know 
that seaside land on where to build is very 
difficult to secure. Being located only a short 
stroll away from wonderful restaurants and 
shopping precinct, The Peaks Residence af-
fords a much sought after lifestyle. 
 
The Ocean Club Phuket is another exciting 
project and apart from traditional condomin-

that is part of a hotel operation. In this way, 
“buyers will not only reap the rewards of 
gaining a regular income stream but will also 
be afforded the opportunity to use that in-
vestment whilst on vacation in Phuket”. This 
exclusive concept offers investors the possi-
bility of “testing the waters” in Phuket, with 
the option to sell back the property should 
they so desire. This model is the ideal vehicle 
for new investors hoping to better under-
stand the Phuket property market with very 
low risk. It enables them to receive a great 
ROI thanks to its enviable beachfront loca-
tion. While Phuket is known for attracting 
retirees to the island, this development will 
also attract a younger demographic seeking 
to ‘tap into’ the real estate sector. 
 
When asked whether their business model 
and focus were changing as a result of this 
new type of development, the duo explained 
that “we always want to be forward thinking 
and innovative”. “We are not abandoning our 
core market” but rather have cleverly chosen 
to expand based on what the market is dic-
tating. Building and construction plans are 
being finalised and construction is expected 
to commence in the summer of 2018.
 
When one looks at any of their condomini-
um developments, it becomes immediately 
evident that a sophisticated aesthetic, dé-
cor and design are applied to all their pur-
pose-built properties. This thoughtful busi-
ness insight is one of the key philosophies 
that separates the dynamic duo from many 
other property developers. The company’s 
business model and ethos reflect lifestyle 
living at its best.
 
Danny and Sai are pioneering a new type of 
business practice in Phuket, demonstrating 
that businesses can flourish while still main-
taining a forward thinking attitude and ethical 
principles.  The dynamic team is planning on 
doing a lot more than creating superb condo-
miniums, as they want to focus on helping the 
community they’ve been part of for so many 
years. Their upcoming hotel development will 
donate a portion of the rental income gener-
ated to charity. “We need to focus our atten-
tion on helping the community and children 
in need, which is why we would also like to 
create an orphanage with the support of our 
clients and projects. We must all do our part to 
help those in need”. You will seldom hear them 
discuss such philanthropic endeavors because 
another fascinating fact is their humility. This 
is probably the reason for their enormous suc-
cess and what I predict will be a very long and 
prosperous career for them both.
 
For further information about the aforemen-
tioned developments, including investment 
opportunities, please refer to the following:
 
6th Avenue Surin 
www.6avenuephuket.com 
Palmyrah Surin  
www.palmyrahsurin.com 
The Peaks Residence 
www.thepeaksresidence.com

SALES: Lin Prachakrich 
Email 邮件: lin@thepeaksresidence..com 
Tel 手提: +66 (0)81 892 2419 
We Chat 微信: linphuket 
 
Written by Natalie Rebecca Hechtman

iums and condo-hotels, the co-founders pur-
sued their biggest challenge to date. Adding 
to their impressive portfolio is the soon to be 
constructed Bang Tao development. This is 
an opportunity quite unlike any other. Bang 
Tao, a trending suburb of Phuket that lies 
between Surin and Nai Yang beaches, is syn-
onymous with luxury living and boasts some 
of the most prestigious resorts and villas in 
Phuket. With a pristine beach spanning 4km 
(6 miles) seemingly untouched by human in-
terference, it’s easy to understand why this 
is one of the most desired destinations in 
Phuket. It is home to many magnificent 5 star 
resorts and condominiums, as well as thriv-
ing retail strip malls such as Boat Avenue. 
 
After securing one of the last remaining 
beachfront parcels of land, the couple are 
now contemplating their preferred hotel 
partner for the development of a 5 star re-
sort. While no final decisions have been 
made at this time, discussions have been on-
going with a prominent hotel brand. Other 
hotel brands may still have the opportunity 
to vie for the coveted partnership, in order 
to become part of a truly exceptional hotel 
concept. The brand aligned with the devel-
opment will manage the 235 room hotel 
comprising 45sqm apartments. 
 
Danny and Sai commented that many people 
want to purchase a property in Phuket but 
are unsure about the best ways to approach 
it. This development offers buyers an alter-
native to the usual condo, villa and house 
options. Here, buyers and even new buyers 
entering the market can invest in a property 

The site for the interview was Catch Beach 
Club, Bang Tao. This location was selected 
in part because they’re loyal patrons of the 
restaurant but also because their upcoming 
hotel development will be situated in Bang 
Tao. It’s easy to understand why they made 
the decision to invest more than 2 years, fi-
nalizing the land deal in order to secure this 
development. The magnificent views over 
Bang Tao beach are breathtaking and unlike 
some Phuket beaches, Bang Tao evokes such 
a feeling of calmness. 
 
Standing near the entrance, Danny and Sai 
greeted me warmly and I was immediately 
struck by the quiet confidence this dynam-
ic duo exudes. These are two very strong, 

intelligent and resourceful people who are 
always responsive to market trends. It’s been 
a relatively short period of time since the 
company’s inception, yet impressive sales re-
cords, including 74% of The Peaks Residence 
Kata Noi being presold and in only 5 months, 
have amazed the property development 
community.

In addition to their savvy business practices 
are their unique dispositions. People in the 
restaurant, ranging from waiters, waitress-
es and managers, immediately welcomed 
them. This wasn’t because they were celebri-
ties like Leonardo DiCaprio, (who visited the 
restaurant earlier in the year) but rather, be-
cause they are respected and revered in their 
profession and in the Phuket community. It 
is abundantly clear that people with whom 
they come into contact genuinely like them 
and in the property development world this 
speaks volumes. It’s this very personable at-
titude that distinguishes them, as irrespec-
tive of their successes, Danny and Sai remain 
themselves. The accomplished duo remain 
kind, humble and approachable, creating 
innovative property developments that are 
always market driven.
 
The pioneering couple have maintained 
a certain style of business practice very in 
keeping with Thai culture. They are cogni-
zant of the fact that each person has two 
ears yet only one mouth and therefore be-
lieve one should listen more and talk less. 
This perspective has afforded them the abil-
ity to learn rapidly and surpass their com-
petitors. They know exactly what they are 
doing and have created their own way of 
doing business. 

PIONEERING PHUKET DEVELOPERS
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Time spent at Diamond Condominium will 
provide you with all the conveniences that 
make for a perfect holiday. At Diamond you 
are ideally located between Laguna and Surin 
Beaches and are surrounded by restaurants, 
shopping centers, luxury spas and massage 
facilities and perhaps most importantly, you 
are just minutes from some of the regions 
finest beaches. Our shuttle bus is available to 
take you to unspoilt Bangtao Beach for a fun 
day out with your family or a refreshing swim 
in the dreamy turquoise waters of the Anda-
man Sea. For those who prefer a little exercise, 
the sea and a whole host of other activities are 
a short stroll away.

In addition, the project is under construc-
tion with all required approvals, such as 
Government EIA (Environmental Impact As-
sessment), so you can be assured our envi-
ronmental management practices are to the 
highest standards and all within a secure, gat-
ed community. 

Good things come and go and you should 
take advantage when the opportunity arises. 
Buying an apartment at Diamond Condo-
minium is such an opportunity - the ultimate 
coastal lifestyle is waiting for you.

diamondcondominium.com 
Instagram: diamondcondophuket

want to build something that people want to 
buy; something that has good quality, is great 
value and in a prime location for a correct and 
affordable price”.

And indeed he stays true to what he believes 
and is committed to delivering his promises! 
Diamond Condominium enjoys breathtaking 
panoramic views of this tropical paradise and 
condominium come at surprisingly afforda-
ble prices. Rating from 3.5 to 25 Million Baht, 
there is a selection of well-designed and prac-
tical 1 to 4 bedroom floor plans to choose 
from. Simply put, it’s not only an amazingly 
affordable dream but a dream come true.

Whether you want an invigorating swim or a re-
laxing time with family and friends, at the heart 
of our project is a Olympic Size Swimming pool 
set within 2,000 sqm of park-like tropical land-
scaping. With a total land size of approximately 
9472.4 sqm, the 295 units will be professionally 
managed by Jones Lang LaSalle. Diamond Con-
dominium we offer investors a 7% guaranteed 
return on investment for 5 years.

Words and expressions come and go and 
eventually lose their essence. Nevertheless, 
“Location, Location, Location” still holds true 
today and should never be ignored when in-
vesting in real estate. The site for this premi-
um community has been carefully selected, 
and enjoys a prime location between Laguna 
and Surin Beaches, one of the most sought-af-
ter areas on this island paradise. Set amidst a 
spectacular tropical landscape with the Anda-
man Sea to the West and lush tropical moun-
tains to the East, a cooling breeze on your skin 
and fresh air to breathe are part of the Dia-
mond experience.

Diamond Condominium is an exclu-
sive condominium complex situ-
ated alongside Phuket’s renowned 
west coast beach, Bangtao. The 
development comprises 295 classi-
cally designed condominiums fea-
turing 1-4 bedrooms with complete 
living spaces to include gourmet 
diner kitchens, luxurious bathroom 
suites and spacious private terrac-
es overlooking the resort-like 2000 
sqm. of tropical landscaping and 
aquatic zone.

Providing a unique opportunity for freehold 
ownership along the Andaman coast, Dia-
mond Condominium is brought to you by a 
highly experienced development team. Own-
ers and guests will benefit from the globally 
recognized property management service of 
Jones Lang LaSalle.

To receive your Diamond Condominium prop-
erty investment portfolio please contact our 
sales office.

For thousands of years, the diamond has 
reigned supreme among the gems of this 
planet. It is timeless and truly the ultimate 
symbol for sophistication and refinement.

That’s why we have named our premium res-
idential development “Diamond Condomini-
um”. We firmly believe that our project offers 
you the highest quality, yet a surprisingly af-
fordable price!

A quality community is hard to find, and is of-
ten unattainable for most people because it 
is priced beyond their means. This is not the 
case, however, at Diamond Condominium. 
Project Manager and Developer Jo D’Hondt, 
with unerring determination, states: “We 

A SOPHISTICATED COMBINATION OF STYLE, 
LUXURY AND COMFORT

Completion in 2018
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A huge common swimming pool and two 
fitness rooms with top quality professional 
equipment complete the project.

For an investor, this project offers a guaran-
teed R.O.I., since all high-end villas and lux-
ury apartments in the area are usually fully 
booked for the peak season — sometimes 
even a year in advance. The rental rates in 
Surin are normally higher than for the rest of 
the island.

As the project is in the early stages of con-
struction (in fact, the access road and all the 
underground water and electrical supply 
systems are already complete), investors can 
customize their apartments in terms of lay-
out and amenities. An interior designer can 
provide assistance for the choice of furniture 
and decoration.

andamaya.com

With over 30 million visitors ex-
pected in 2017, Thailand is likely 
to remain a very attractive prop-
osition for real estate investors. 
About eight million of these visitors 
will head for the famous island of 
Phuket, which offers some of the 
best beaches in Asia as well as an 
enviable lifestyle. The west coast of 
the island boasts the most amazing 
sunsets and Surin Beach is one of 
the best places to experience them, 
with its ideal location in the center, 
and only a 20-minute drive from 
Phuket International Airport and the 
famous Patong nightlife.

In Surin, one can find every aspect of a re-
laxed tropical lifestyle with top rated resorts 
like Amanpuri and Twinpalms, a great selec-
tion of restaurants for fine dining as well as 
cozy bars, fashion boutiques, and of course 
the beautiful turquoise sea.

Over the past 10 years, the hills of Surin have 
been very popular among up-market resort 
developers like Baan Thai Surin Hill, Ayara 
Hilltops, Surin Heights, The Surin, Vertigo, 
Baan Thai Surin Hill, etc. The only five rai of 
land left with full sea views has been taken 
by the ANDAMAYA project.

Andamaya is a project carried out by 2 well- 
established companies in Thailand, with 
several successful condo and villa develop-
ments such as Asia Baan Villas, Surin Sabai 
Condo, Cherng Lay Condo and Villas, and 
Siamaya Holiday Resort.

The project consists of three condominiums 
with seven luxury apartments in each. With 
the exception of studios, all apartments have 
a private swimming pool and full sea views. 
The project is located on the hillside just 500 
meters from the sea, surrounded by luxury 
villa resorts. A private access road with 24-
hour security offers peace of mind to future 
owners. The buildings are integrated into the 
surrounding nature, and their very low visual 
impact reinforces the feeling of calmness.

The three buildings have only five floors and 
there are no more than two apartments per 
floor.

There is also a sky villa with 600 square me-
ters of space, two penthouse apartments 
measuring 300 square meters each, and from 
4 to 1 bedroom  apartments ranging from 50 
to 400 square meters. Each apartment has a 
storage room as well as a covered parking 
place. In addition, at the rear of each build-
ing, there is a guest studio and maid’s room 
exclusively for the use of the owners.

A FULL SEAVIEW ON SURIN BEACH 
WITH ANDAMAYA

How quickly one works out of it also depends 
on how much akash one develops within 
themselves. Once one’s perception rises be-
yond the physical nature, then suddenly there 
is no male, there is no female. There is just a 
human form, which can be made competent 
in many different ways. Competence is not 
just of doing things, competence is of percep-
tion. Competence is as a life, not as a person 
– that one’s life can become more competent 
than another life to be alive. To be more alive 
than everything else around you, this means 
you know life in larger dollops than others.

Aspiring to Transcend
Every human being is capable of this. It is just 
that socially, people are unfortunately condi-
tioned to believe that they should continue 
with the same things that they have been do-
ing all their life, otherwise you are a cop-out. 
Because of this very judgmental and stigma-
tizing society and out of their own emotional 
and psychological insecurities, they continue 
doing the same things. Otherwise, this aspira-
tion of wanting to transcend is there in every 
human being. If they give themselves a little 
bit of time away from their office, from their 
family, from their friends, from social media, 
from their phones and computers, everyone 
will know that they need to transcend their 
present limitations, there is no question 
about it. They do not need a teaching, they do 
not need someone goading them all the time. 
Every human being will know if they just give 
themselves some time.

isha.sadhguru.org

Speaking about the fundamental 
differences between male and 
female, Sadhguru discusses the 
elemental tendencies of one’s 
physical and mental body.

Q: Namaskaram, Sadhguru. My question is, 
in terms of the five elements and how they 
function in the human system, what is the 
difference in body and mind between males 
and females?

Sadhguru: This need not be true for every in-
dividual, but generally, the female is leaning 
more towards water while the male is leaning 
more towards earth. This gives a female a cer-
tain level of flexibility, both in body and mind. 
Leaning towards the earth gives the male 
a certain sense of firmness and assertion, a 
certain rigidity, which also gives a certain 
strength of manifestation.

A lot of women think they are intuitive. It is 
not necessarily true with every woman, but 
by nature, because the experiential dimen-
sion of the female is a little higher than the 
logical, they may be a little less logical. As I 
said, this is not true with every individual. The 
general tendency is that a woman wants to 
experience life, while a man wants to under-
stand life. It is a big difference, the way they 
approach it. This is mainly because of the tilt 
of the female towards water and the male 
towards earth. The other elements play differ-
ently in each individual.

Body and Brain
There is no such thing as body and mind, 
there is just body, body and body! There is 
a physical body, there is a mental body and 
there is an energy body. There is no such 
thing as mind, as such. That is a European 
invention. Generally, the thought process 
that is happening is considered as mind. The 
thought process is just one aspect of the 
mental body. There is much more happening 
right across the system.

By modern definition, what you are referring 
to as mind is just a certain amount of memory 
and intelligence. If you look at the nature of 
your body, every cell in your body has more 
memory – a trillion times more memory – 
than you carry in your conscious mind. And 
we always measure one’s intelligence in terms 
of the complexity of activity that one can per-
form. If one can do only simple things, we say, 
“He is a simpleton.” If one can do many com-
plex things, then we say, “He is an intelligent 
person.” If you go by this definition, every cell 
in your body, every molecule of DNA in the 
system is performing more complex functions 
than your thought process can ever imagine.
So both in terms of memory and the com-
plexity of activity, which is referred to as in-
telligence, every cell in your body is far more 
than your entire brain put together. The only 
thing is, it is functioning on an automatic 
mode – you are not conscious of it. With the 

mental activity, as we refer to the psychologi-
cal space, you can be reasonably conscious of 
it. But you are generally not conscious of the 
mental body that you carry.

Both men and women can train themselves, 
or can become capable or competent of what 
the other is competent of, in the mental space. 
That is, a woman, by training, can very much 
become competent of whatever thought a 
man is competent of, or a man can become 
competent of whatever intuitiveness a wom-
an may be competent of. But that will need 
a certain amount of training. By nature, they 
would tend to lean this way because in one, 
the earth element is strong, while in the other, 
the water element is strong or dominant.

Complementary Elements
This disposition of elements in male and fe-
male is the way it is essentially to fulfill cer-
tain basic responsibilities of being male and 
female. These responsibilities can be argued 
about today in the modern world because we 
have created an artificial world of our own. 
Our cities, our homes, our dwelling places, 
our working places are all of our making. 
Here, the gender differences are leveled out.

But if you lived in the wild, then you would 
see that these dispositions were natural-
ly necessary. Above all, we exist because a 
woman that we call our mother bore us. This 
means that generating the next generation 
of people is the responsibility of the female 
body. Because of that, it is made in a certain 
way, and water is an important element for 
the reproductive purpose.

The way these two dimensions of the hu-
man species are engineered elementally is 
complementary to each other till a certain 
age. After that, they reorganize themselves 
to become their own. After that, people 
may try to make their emotions paramount 
and still try to continue that, more out of 
habit and emotional insecurity. Otherwise, 
the rapport between these two dimensions 
– of leaning towards water and leaning to-
wards earth on the elemental level – is only 
to a certain point.

THE ELEMENTS OF MALE AND FEMALE
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具有丰富经验的房地产代理人“陈梦琳”
英语泰语和普通话流利）微信号：Linphuket  
手提：+66 (0)818 922 419   网络：myhomephuket.com

Lin Prachakrich
F LU E N T  I N  E N G L I S H ,  T H A I  & C H I N E S E

T E L :  +66 ( 0 ) 81 892 2419
L I N @ M Y H O M E P H U K E T. CO M 

PHUKET’S 

Luxury Property Agent
Sincere & Personal

V I L L A S    C O N D O M I N I U M S    H O T E L S    L A N D

普吉房产中介
诚信为本，服务为先
别墅  公寓  酒店  土地

C U E N C A, E C U A D O R
Sitting near the equator (Ec-
uador is Spanish for equator), 
Cuenca is a slightly less expen-
sive option to the capital Quito. 
The roughly 400,000-person 
town is located in the southern 
Andes mountains and known 
for its stunning Spanish colonial 
architecture, consistent climate, 
and gorgeous textiles and 
crafts. Outside of the dozens of 
historic sites, the Tomebamba 
River that runs through the city 
and national parks make for 
lovely scenery. The charming 
city is growing more rapidly than 
most, and International Living 
estimates that around 5,000 
expats currently live there. A 
decent-size apartment will run 
about $450 per month.

L A S TA B L A S, PA N A M A
This year, the country of Panama 
took the number one spot on 
International Living’s list of 
where to retire. But for the most 
bang-for-your-buck option, 
look to Las Tablas. Unlike the 
bustling capital of Panama City, 
which has a thriving nightlife 
scene and chain hotels, Las 
Tablas is a low-key destination 
just minutes from the Gulf of 
Panama. It’s known for its annual 
Carnival festival and art-filled 
culture, where dancing and 
music are part of everyday life. 
There isn’t a ton to do or see 
here, but for some, that’s the 
point. Those that move to this 
small town simply immerse 
themselves in the local Spanish 
culture, become friends with 
neighbors, and stroll around the 
main square. For retirees that 
don’t mind being a bit far from 
a major city and all that comes 
with it -- decent shopping, large 
supermarkets, and airports -- Las 
Tablas is worth considering.

A B R U Z Z O, I TA LY
Abruzzo is actually a region of 
Italy, but it’s been making lots 
of where-to-retire lists thanks 
to its cheap housing, unspoiled 
terrain, and charming towns. The 
large stretch of land lies east of 
Rome and houses three national 
parks with rugged mountains 
and wildlife. Retirees looking for 
a quaint spot can look into cities 
such as L’Aquila and Chieti, while 
those seeking water views will 
prefer the more popular Pescara. 
This region generally has a good 
mix of traditional and modern 
life. Don’t expect a ton of sites 
and international chain stores 
here, but Rome is under a two-
and-a-half-hour drive away.

V A L L E T TA, M A LTA
History buffs looking to live and 
be within easy travel distance of 
numerous historic sites would 
do well in Valletta, Malta. Valetta 
was founded in 1565 as a refuge 
for soldiers returning from the 
Crusades and has retained that 
history with original Baroque 
architecture, fortified city walls, 
and a famous Caravaggio paint-
ing in St. John’s Co-Cathedral. 
There are seemingly historic sites 
at every turn, and Valletta will 
be European Capital of Culture 
in 2018 -- meaning there will 
be lots of cultural events going 
on that year. Retirees can spend 
their days quietly on the tiny 
island nation of Malta, eating 
lots of Mediterranean food and 
drinking wine, or easily travel to 
Europe, Africa, and the Middle 
East (it’s closest to southern Italy 
and Tunisia).

THE WORLD’S BEST PLACES TO RETIRE

P U E R T O  V A L L A R TA , M E X I CO
Mexico has long been a haven 
for retirees and expats. The 
country is packed with gorgeous 
beaches, culture-filled cities, and 
inexpensive food and housing 
that make living there easy on 
the eyes and the wallet. While 
San Miguel de Allende has a 
large expat community, it’s 
located in central Mexico and a 
far drive from the nearest beach. 
That’s why Puerto Vallarta takes 
our top spot for a move to Mexi-
co. Though it’s certainly a tourist 
town, it’s hard to beat waking up 
to the sound of crashing waves 
in one of Mexico’s nicest beach 
destinations. The city also has 
historic sites, a bustling nightlife, 
and in addition to local markets, 
a Walmart for those that prefer 
international brands. Expatisan.
com puts the average monthly 
rent for a 900-square-foot space 
in a normal area at $394.

TA M A R I N D O, CO S TA  R I C A
After years of battling snowy 
winters, it’s no surprise that 
many retirees put warm weather 
as one of their top priorities for 
a new locale. And the Central 
American country of Costa Rica 
will provide just that. Costa Rica 
has it all -- volcanoes, remote 
beaches, tropical rainforests, 
and plenty of available activi-
ties for the adventure-minded. 
Some of the more developed 
regions of Costa Rica are going 
to cost much more than the 
less-populated areas, though 
this also means roads are easier 
to navigate and goods are more 
readily available. Tamarindo is 
one of the most expensive cities 
and has one of the largest expat 
communities, but it’s conven-
ient and beautiful, making the 
cost worth it for many. Average 
monthly rent is about $1,000. 

 V A L E N C I A, S PA I N
The coastal city of Valencia is the 
third largest city in Spain, follow-
ing Madrid and Barcelona. The 
easily livable locale is known for 
a vibrant historic center, urban 
beaches, and thriving cultural 
and food scene. Cathedrals and 
museums are interspersed with 
city parks and delectable tapas 
restaurants. Plus, its large expat 
community means travelers 
are bound to encounter fellow 
retirees at the neighborhood 
Irish pub or American restau-
rant. Expats also generally rave 
about the healthcare system as 
well as affordable housing and 
fresh food. The average monthly 
rent for a 900-square-foot space 
runs about $550, according to 
Expatisan.com.

P H U K E T, T H A I L A N D
Thailand’s cost of living makes 
retiring in Phuket a true bargain 
when compared to many other 
countries. To retire in Phuket 
provides a stunning standard of 
living with a range of world-class 
cuisine options. The normal food 
bill for a family of four in Phuket 
is just 5,000 baht per week 
including freshly caught seafood 
and seasonal fruits or veggies. 
How would you like to hire your 
own chef or driver for around 
700 to 1,000 baht per day? Be 
it housekeeping, gardening, a 
driver or private nurse – hiring 
personal aides is truly a great 
value. If you retire in Phuket, 
you may never need to iron a 
shirt, clean a bathroom or buy 
your own groceries again. This of 
course, is a huge bonus in one’s 
golden (or early retirement) 
years. With the excellent climate 
many retirees spend the bulk of 
their time outdoors, playing at 
one of the island’s world-class 
golf courses or walking along 
the beach.
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Mansfield. Man’s field. It’s an 
interesting juxtaposition of words 
when you consider where I last 
saw them.

Jayne Mansfield was the original blond 
bombshell. She hit Hollywood a few years be-
fore Marilyn Monroe, and as far as I can tell, 
she wasn’t afraid to kick a football around, 
never met Pablo Picasso, and never came to 
the jungle.
What, you may ask, do football, Picasso 
and the jungle have to do with the late Ms 
Mansfield? 

As it turns out, plenty.

Picasso, football and bunny tails.
Mark Briere-Edney has the largest collection 
of Jayne Mansfield Memorabilia in the world.
He is a very successful collector of sports 
memorabilia and original art including a 
handful of signed Picassos. 
But he also has an amazing collection of 
signed football kit dating back as far as Joan 
of Arc’s goalie jersey when she played for the 
French Olympic team before she became 
captain of a different team and her career 
caught fire.
The point is this:

Tucked among the treasure is George Best’s 
resignation letter from Man U.
From the World Cup trophies to the game 
shoes, to the chairs around the kitchen table, 
which are upholstered with genuine, auto-
graphed jerseys from the likes of Diego Mara-
dona, David Beckham, and Pele, Villa Pablo 
has a spell-binding effect on the football lov-
ers in the crowd. 
A painstakingly well-maintained collection of 
relics and artifacts of football-days-gone-by 
await anyone who ventures into this luxuri-
ous villa. 

As the twin of the Paloma Villa, it has the same 
sense of open / community kitchen/living 
room/patio feel that makes family and group 
socializing so much easier than trying to fit 
everyone around a big table…and the décor 
is much more aesthetically inviting to the av-
erage beer-swilling football fan/art collector.

What truly makes Pablo stand apart from Pal-
oma is the art. 

Where Paloma was all about the feminine, ie: 
Jayne Mansfield and Hollywood, Pablo is all 
about football and art. A handful of original 
Picasso sketches adorn the walls of the master 
bedroom, along with some spectacular wall-
paper inspired by Van Gogh’s “Starry Night”

I spent some time in Villa Pablo and found it 
to be extremely peaceful, quiet and comfort-
able. I slept like a puppy in the king-size bed 
and took my morning coffee by the pool. The 
staff was highly attentive and professional at 
a level usually only found in 5 star hotels- ES-
PECIALLY rare in Phuket.
The Villa provides it’s guests with one of 3 
chefs on any given day, and the meals were 
amazing, healthy and delicious!
A fairly extensive list of available wines made 
the experience that much more enjoyable.

Now, for the middle part.

Between the two villas is a FIFA regulation 
sized 5-on-5 football pitch, complete with 
walls, fencing (to keep the ball from getting 
away) and natural turf. The walls are decorat-
ed with graffiti-style, 2-meter tall faces of peo-
ple you don’t know. 
But they look like people you’d enjoy talking 
to. So there’s that, adding to the mix.
The original idea was a place away from pry-
ing eyes in the EU where famous footballers 
could nurse an injury in the off season with-
out the paparazzi being aware of their loca-
tion (Footballers in Pablo, WAGS in Paloma) 
but along the way, something interesting 
happened. 
People from places like Hong Kong and Bang-
kok and Dubai started coming with their 
families. The diversity and uniqueness of the 
location and décor struck a chord with many 
wealthy travelers… and that football pitch, 
designed for superstars on the mend, became 
the center of attention… 
Where in Bangkok or Dubai or Hong Kong can 
you find your own private football pitch to 
just go and kick a ball with your brother, or 
your son, or your father… like when you were 
young? 
It’s a multi-generational zone of play, with-
out batteries or cords or sound effects, and it 
brings memories flooding back, while helping 
make new ones at the same time…

This is an amazing happenstance, one that 
must be seen to be truly understood.
A perfect place for an extended holiday with 
friends or family, a retreat from the hustle and 
bustle of the city for a family reunion or a long 
holiday to recharge your batteries, the quin-
tessential “his and hers” villas for a wedding 
party, and of course, if you happen to be a 
famous footballer, nursing an ankle injury in 
the off season, I can’t think of a better place to 
make your recovery.

For reservations or booking information contact: 
Kate Prakesong- Villa Manager 
+66 63 079 5958 
info@picassovillasphuket.com 
www.picassovillasphuket.com 
5/117 Pasak Soi 8 , Moo 4 , CherngTalay , Thalang  
Phuket  83110

One of the first guests to stay at Villa Pablo 
was a member Saudi royal family. They came 
to Picasso Villas because the family’s 13-year 
old son was a huge football fan and found it 
while surfing the web, so the father agreed, 
despite having never played football himself. 
The plan was to stay for 3 days… 

However, on the first day, when the son asked 
his father to play football with him- some-
thing that they had never done back home… 
the father saw first-hand his son’s passion 
for the game and the two played every day. 
Soon the rest of the family followed, and they 
ended up staying a month because the father 
enjoyed connecting with his family in a way 
that he never did back home. So in the end he 
connected with his son in a fashion that suit-
ed both of them and created a lifelong mem-
ory for the whole family. (He also lost 7 kg!)

And so…
What appears to be a disjointed mish-mash at 
first glance, soon becomes a Calliope-esque 
reserve of history when one looks deeper. 
As I struggled to make sense of it all, and 
come to understand how and why all this 
seemingly dis-similar accouterment managed 
to somehow create a poetic flow and an en-
vironment worth spending holiday time and 
money on, I realized the following:
There is no kitsch or camp… only authenticity. 

Every single thing about the Picasso Villas is 
genuine. 
It is all real and true. 
And that is such a rare and beautiful thing to 
see in the world these days.
And indeed, it is this authenticity that shows 
Picasso Villas for what they are:

• A tasteful homage to a long gone Holly-
wood starlet. 

• A gentlemen’s trophy room filled with 
the genuine article from the men of EU 
who made football great. 

• A secret gallery where you can see a few 
hidden treasures in the jungle…

And perhaps the piece de resistance- when 
you spend a few minutes looking at the tools 
of the trade from footballers of Christmas 
Past, and you realize that you’ve got the ol’ 
spirit of youth nipping at your heels and in-
viting you to “lace ‘em up” one last time… 
there’s a football pitch to go and boot the ball 
around with friends or loved ones. 

Mark has an astonishing collection of football 
gear, collection of Jayne Mansfield memora-
bilia, few signed Picassos and some other cool 
stuff…and he needed a place to put all of it. 

So now, Mark has The Picasso Villas.
Two extremely well appointed luxury villas in 
the heart of Phuket with two VERY unique and 
different styles. 
And a football pitch in the middle. 

Wait… WHAT?

I’m going to say that again… 
Two luxury villas WITH A FOOTBALL PITCH IN 
THE MIDDLE!
Decorated with 6 ft tall faces of people you 
don’t’ know. 

Naturally.

Ok… I’ll walk you through this the best I can. 
Yes… I know none of what I have written 
above even comes CLOSE to making sense.
And yet…
Somehow, much to my surprise and delight, 
this multi–cultural, multi-generational, omni-
directional jungle experiment comes togeth-
er in a way that is both aesthetically pleasing 
and soothing to the soul, while being a highly 
functional holiday retreat.

The Nuts and Bolts.
Two villas, 4 bedrooms each. Two bedooms 
on the main floor and two master bedrooms 
upstairs. In addition, each has a “helpers cab-
in” just off the kitchen on the main floor for 
trusted staff or (distrusted mother-in-law) 
that might travel with you. A 9x3 meter pool 
and spacious, well-conceived patio just off 
the kitchen, parking for two cars and an auto-
matic gate at the car park for each villa.

Villa Paloma is named after Pablo Picasso’s 
youngest daughter. A famous designer for the 
likes of Yves St Laurent and Tiffany in her own 
right, this is also the Jayne Mansfield Villa with 
floor to ceiling memorabilia in the foyer and 
scattered throughout the house. 

It SHOULD be “campy” and kitschy…but odd-
ly, it’s not. There are some very rare, unique 
and interesting bits of Hollywood history in 
the mix, enough to hold the attention of any-
one, whether a Jayne Mansfield fan, or not. It 
is worth mentioning that in addition to many 
original move posters and personal items, Vil-
la Paloma has a room decorated with Mans-
field’s original furniture, including an ancient 
crank telephone. Furthermore, since she was 
one of the original Playboy Playmates, the vil-
la has her original bunny tail. 

The top floor has two very well appointed 
master suites with designer trim and more 
artifacts from the Mansfield collection, plus 
a few odds and ends that are both interest-
ing, and complete non-sequiturs, including a 
signed portrait of Whitney Houston. 
The bathrooms are fitted with the latest mod-
ern accessories and a curious non-slip stone 
floor that is very comfortable to walk barefoot 
on. One of the two masters upstairs has a tub, 
they each have a well-proportioned shower.
The dining room is spacious, with a delightful 
slice of American Pie as the dining table in the 
form of the Gate from Mansfield’s Hollywood 
mansion, the Pink Palace, immortalized in one 
of her more famous pictures (below) and en-
cased in glass and made into a table. It’s very 
unique, and quite charming.
There is of course the swimming pool, and the 
villas both mirror each other in their success-
ful attempt to bring the outside into the pub-
lic areas of the interior… the kitchen/living 
room/patio is a very livable space and exactly 
the sort of area that you require on a holiday 
with a large family or several couples sharing 
one roof .

So that’s Villa Paloma- On to Villa Pablo.

Villa Pablo is named after the legendary artist, 
and is decked out in some of the finest foot-
ball memorabilia in Asia. 
There is a stained glass museum piece in the 
foyer of Bobby Moore to greet you when you 
arrive.

MANSFIELD & PICASSO IN PARADISE
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LUXURY VILLA MANAGEMENT

PHUKET  F  KOH SAMUI

www.kmm-services.com

ARBITRATION IN THAILAND 

Kat and Michael Marchbanks, long-
time Phuket residents, established 
KMM Services Co., Ltd. in 2011, 
to provide property management 
services to owners of high-end 
villas and estates. 

Kat had been working in this industry for sev-
eral years prior to that, and when the compa-
ny she worked for closed its doors, the couple 
saw an opportunity to start their own business. 
Since then KMM has grown rapidly and now 
has the scale and experience to easily deal with 
whatever challenges arise in the operation and 
maintenance of their clients’ properties. Yet the 
business is small enough so that each client is 
guaranteed hands-on, personal attention from 
Kat and Michael, as well as their partner Nattha 
Boot-In, who joined in 2015.

KMM Services is unique in at least two ways. 
Firstly, the owners have chosen to focus only 
on the small market segment at the very 
high-end of the luxury villa market, passing 
up many opportunities to manage properties 
in other segments. This has allowed them to 
concentrate on providing service excellence 
for the owners and guests of a smaller num-
ber of truly luxurious villas. 

They understand the expectations of the most 
discriminating travelers and know how to 
meet and exceed those expectations, thereby 
generating excellent reviews, referrals, and re-
turning guests for their clients. KMM Services 
also have the resources to properly maintain 
the villas in a cost-effective manner.

KMM is also unique in that from the begin-
ning they have recognized that villa manage-
ment and villa marketing are two separate 
disciplines requiring different skill sets. Their 

strengths are taking care of guests, and main-
taining their clients’ villas in pristine condi-
tion. KMM therefore concentrate on those 
areas, working with a small number of com-
panies who organize the villa marketing and 
reservations. 

They believe that their villa owners are bet-
ter served by experts in each of these fields 
rather than one management company that 
attempts to do everything.

www.kmm-services.com

KMM SERVICES – LUXURY VILLA MANAGEMENT
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She laughed, but didn’t turn her gaze away 
from the screen for a second — she couldn’t 
care less what I had to say! I tried my hardest 
to tell jokes the whole evening, but it was no 
use. She later admitted to me that a few days 
before our date she had damaged her neck, 
and she had to wear a neck brace. She sim-
ply couldn’t turn her head! She didn’t want to 
cancel the date, so she just covered the brace 
with her scarf.

I once went on a double blind date. My 
friends wanted to set me up, and they told 

me to bring a bottle of red wine. Being such a 
skilled person, I came over to their house, im-
mediately tripped over the doorway into the 
living room, fell, and broke the bottle against 
the corner of the sofa. It had been white up 
until that point. That’s where our relationship 
ended — before it began.

We came out of the subway and went into 
the underpass. It was at this point that 

I — all self-confident in my red dress, having 
had a wonderful evening and almost in love 
with the young man accompanying me — 
tripped over a paving stone right in front of 
his eyes and fell down into the dirt. I was so 
embarrassed and ashamed, and I wanted the 
ground to open up and swallow me and to cry. 
But he just picked me up, hugged me, calmed 
me down, and helped me wipe the blood 
and dirt from my knees. Then he pressed me 
against him and kissed me. He later admitted 
that it was my dismay that helped him find 
the courage to take that step.

First dates can be such stressful 
events that from time to time they 
produce truly ridiculous moments, 
and you can’t help but smile at the 
thought of them years later.

A fter her divorce, my friend looked for 
a man, trying to prove herself she was 

still likable. She met a guy. It was winter. They 
went for a long walk. Then he said he was 
hungry. She beamed and thought they’d go 
to a restaurant. Another long walk, and then 
they approached an apartment building, 
where he said at one of the entrances, “Wait 
for me here, okay? I’ll go home, have a quick 
snack, and get back to you.”

My date expressed the wish to buy me 
some ice cream. I chose chocolate fla-

vor. Four hours later after a wonderful walk 
together, he took me home, and at the most 
important moment I became embarrassed. 
He inadvertently asked a question about the 
striking features of my face. I didn’t under-
stand what he meant. He clarified by pointing 
out that if I had even more birthmarks there, 
it wouldn’t matter, as he found me attractive 
anyway, and that there was always medical 
treatment available to remove them. In a 
state of confusion, I said goodbye, and then 
back in my apartment saw in the mirror that 
I had a huge brown chocolate ice cream stain 
on my cheek.

I took a girl on a first date to a karaoke night. 
She chose to sing Whitney Houston’s “I Will 

Always Love You,” and she sang it beautifully. 
It would have been fine if she hadn’t shouted 
out to the whole room before it started that 
she was dedicating the song to her ex-boy-
friend.

I suggested to my date that we go and see 
an art house movie. We got to the movie 

theatre, and the next viewing was for some-
thing called Shortbus. There was no informa-
tion about it or reviews online. We bought 
the tickets and took our seats. It turned out 
that my date didn’t know English as his first 
language, so he would have to read the sub-
titles — but he was also shortsighted. He 
calmed me down when I apologized, saying 
that it didn’t matter as long as the movie was 
good. The movie started, and the first shot 
was of something I couldn’t make sense of. 
The camera panned backward slowly, and 
it became clear that it was a certain part of 
a man’s anatomy. At this point, the man got 
out of the bathtub and started masturbating. 
It turned out that the movie was about a nym-
phomaniac who had an older lover, and it was 
filled with many shocking scenes. Blushing 
like crazy, I suggested that we leave, and we 
were both incredibly embarrassed. I thought 
that this had to be one of the worst moments 
of my life. But it turned out that this wasn’t 
the end of my woes. After the movie, we were 
walking to the subway, when suddenly I felt 
very sick. It seems I had caught a stomach 

bug that had been circulating. I just about 
managed to gasp, “Will you be friends with 
me even if I throw up?” He led me to the sub-
way, green and sweating. We never went on 
another date. But it is amusing to look back 
on it now.

Ten minutes before the start of our date, 
a pigeon pooped on me. I learned on 

that day that bird poop smells terrible. I de-
cided not to tell my date what had happened, 
but the whole time there was a very unpleas-
ant smell in the air around me. Not good for a 
first impression.

I took a girl to Starbucks because I was so 
nervous that I forgot her name.

My date had learned that I loved pho-
tography, and he invited me on a date 

very early in the morning so that I could take 
some shots of the fog. It was November; the 
weather was cold, and I had two cameras and 
a large rucksack. After two hours of walking 
around, he walked down some steps and 
shouted out that there was a beautiful view 
from the shore. I took a couple of steps in his 
direction and suddenly fell under water. The 
only thought I had at the time was “Look how 
brown the water is!”

My date went so badly that I gave the 
waiter $10 to “accidentally” spill a drink 

on me.

I invited a girl to the movies on a first date. 
It was November. She came wearing a coat 

with a bright scarf tied around her neck. She 
was beautiful and smiling. Ten minutes into 
the movie, I realized that it was some load 
of garbage. I started shifting in my seat and 
thinking about how to save the situation. I 
began to joke about the plot of the movie. 

THE MOST RIDICULOUS THINGS THAT EVER 
HAPPENED ON FIRST DATES 
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ARBITRATION IN THAILAND 

You have bought your dream house 
in Thailand, which includes an 
incredible ocean view. You couldn’t 
be happier. And then, it happens. 
Someone starts construction of 
their dream house, directly in front 
of yours which, when completed, 
will completely block your beautiful 
view. What, if anything, can you do?

There are legal measures that can address 
this issue. How successful those measures are 
depends on what steps you take and when. 
Most commonly purchasers fail to take any 
steps to protect that treasured view that was 
part of why and what they thought they were 
buying.

CONTRACT
Sometimes parties will enter into a contract, 
which includes a provision to protect their 
view. This is already better than nothing. 
However, if your contract party is no longer 
the owner of relevant land at some point in 
the future (because they cease to exist or sell 
the land to someone else, etc.), then you are 
essentially in the same position as an owner 
who did nothing.

Furthermore, we often see contractual provi-
sions that are intended to protect an owner’s 
view wherein such protection was dependent 

on some “owners committee”—that does not 
legally exist, and therefore, cannot be held li-
able to protect such view.

CIVIL COURT
So what if you have no enforceable contract?
One possible option would be to file a case in 
civil court based on the loss of the full benefit 
of your property. However, your view might 
not be recognized as a compensable benefit. 
And, even it is, at best you would be awarded 
money, but not your view.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL
Another possible option would be to chal-
lenge the construction itself. A party who is 
affected by the government’s bureaucratic ac-
tions may challenge such action by adminis-
trative appeal. In our case, this would include 
the government’s issuance of a building per-
mit to the party who is or will block your view. 
However, in order to succeed on such a claim, 
you will need to show that the building per-
mit we issued illegally. If so, the construction 
may be halted or, if built, ordered to be de-
molished. However, if the permit was issued 
legally, your claim will not succeed.

REAL PROTECTION
As you can see, in none of the circumstances 
above could your action legally secure your 
view. There is, however, an alternative that 
will do that. A “servitude” is a real estate prop-
erty right which allows you to restrict con-
struction on the land that would block your 
view. If you wish you protect your view, and 

if such is a key component to your purchase, 
then it is recommended that you require such 
a servitude to be registered on the relevant 
land in favor of your purchase land as a condi-
tion of and prior to your purchase.

As a legal right (as opposed to a contractual 
right) a servitude is registered on the title of 
the land that could block your view. Thus, re-
gardless of who the current or future owner of 
that land is, the owner will be restricted from 
blocking your view.

Furthermore, the legal servitude right will 
also be registered on your land title and be 
applicable to future owners as well, an obvi-
ous added benefit to your heir or your sale 
price should you decide to sell the property 
on later.

DUENSING KIPPEN is an international law firm 
specializing in business transaction and dispute 
resolution matters, with offices in Bangkok and 
Phuket, Thailand and affiliated offices in 45 other 
countries. Visit them at: duensingkippen.com
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Beautiful images of the Monte Carlo 6 cruis-
ing around the stunning limestone islands 
of Phang Nga Bay. To arrange a viewing, the 
Monte Carlo 6 will be at the Phuket Rendez-
vous at our on-water display at the Royal 
Phuket Marina from 4 to 7 January 2018.

CALL OR VISIT US! 
Our Simpson Marine Sales and Charter team are 
located at Ao Po Grand Marina and we welcome 
you to visit us anytime! Simpson Yacht Charter 
also offers a comprehensive Yacht Investment 
Program service for your yachts. 
 
Call us at +66 76 317 305 or email at thailand@
simpsonmarine.com to get into the yachting 
lifestyle with Monte Carlo and phuketcharter@
simpsonmarine.com to get your charter holiday 
planning. 

The Monte Carlo 6 is the flagship of 
the Monte Carlo range – a premium 
line created by Beneteau and since 
her launch in 2013 has won over the 
most demanding yacht owners world-
wide. She has carved out a niche due 
to her style, services and top quality 
build. There is no doubt she has all 
the qualities of a luxury yacht.

On the flagship MC6, the very close link be-
tween Monte Carlo Yachts and Monte Carlo, is 
very evident by the amazing and inspiring har-
mony as you enter the yacht. Her living spaces 
are incredibly generous, her layout combines 
communication and intimacy, her materials 
and trims are noble, all making your lifestyle 
on board exceptional for this size of yacht.

Boasting the best of the yacht tradition, this 
splendid motor cruiser has an attractively 
flared-out hull design, a surprising recess 
of the side windows in relation to the wind-
shield, as well as round hull portholes ensur-
ing she catches everyone’s eye at sea. 

Recognised as one of the most spacious in her 
category, the flybridge of the Monte Carlo 6 
is designed like a huge terrace. Accessed by 
a stairway starboard of the cockpit, its large 
lounge can hold up to ten people. Large sun-
bathing areas and comfortable seating to en-
joy cruising, as well as excellent protection af-
forded by the T-top, are all features that make 
this an ideal living space. 

With two sun-loungers on the foredeck and 
an interior layout offering a choice of two or 
three good-sized cabins, plus a crew cabin, 
the Monte Carlo 6 is the height of luxury ac-
commodation. The interior boasts an open 
design that exudes character, in which there 

is seamless communication between the gal-
ley located at the centre of the boat and the 
huge lounge and central driving station. 

Aft, the large owners suite with en-suite 
shower room affords great privacy. Under-
way, the MC6 equipped with two Cummins 
600Hp engines, reaches a top speed of 28 
knots and has all the torque needed for dy-
namic acceleration. Designed by the talented 
Italian duo, Nuvolari-Lenard, the Monte Carlo 
range unites the traditional expertese of the 
Vendée workshops with intelligent engineer-
ing and modern industrial processes. Per-
fectly controlled by Beneteau boatyards, this 
combination of technology and tradition is 
echoed in the way the woodwork is handled. 
The interior cabinetwork is expertly designed 
in brushed oak and compliments the exterior 
teak. Everything on board the MC6 is the par-
agon of precision and quality.

MONTE CARLO 6 – SPACE, STYLE AND 
PREMIUM QUALITY
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Lee Marine Co.,Ltd.    Head Office: Ao Po Grand Marina, Phuket, Thailand Office: +66 76 681 015   Fax: +66 76 317 304www.leemarine.com info@leemarine.com

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTOR IN THAILAND

At Lee Marine - PRIVACY IS LUXURY

Performance personified The ultimate boating experience

Pershing 70 Riviera 4800 Sport Yacht

Latest Ferretti Yacht design

New Model – Ferretti 780
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CUSTOM LINE NAVETTA 33 — this semi-dis-
placement yacht is an alluring, sophisticated 
diva of the waves.
FERRETTI YACHTS 920 — with the serene 
strength of a giant of the nautical world and 
space for luxurious relaxation.
PERSHING 9X — this 28.14 meter hull is a ves-
sel that looks small but is super powerful.

www.leemarine.com

Looking out to sea from a stunning 
beach!
 
You know you have to be there.
Surrounded by the sea in your own private 
place…sublime solitude.
 
Let Lee Marine show you the way with the 
best, latest and most sensual selection of 
yachts for your wish list.

DESIGN DOES MATTER!

...........................................  CUSTOM LINE NAVETTA 33 ...........................................

...........................................................................  PERSHING 9X  ...........................................................................

........................................................  FERRETTI YACHTS 920 ........................................................

.............................................................  RIVA 100’ CORSARO .............................................................

Here are some of the outstanding choices on 
offer for you to consider….
 
The Ferretti Group is globally ON FIRE with 
some of the HOTTEST yachts. Ferrari and Fer-
retti at the helm together — classy Italian 
design simply doesn’t get any better.
 
THE RIVA 100’ CORSARO — a 98.1 foot ex-
quisitely stylish flybridge, boasting incredible 
design.

IS GUEST EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE OF HOTEL 
MARKETING?

In the article, David Turnbull 
(co-founder of the SnapShot 
company) states: “If I was starting 
a hotel from scratch, I’d give all 
my distribution to OTAs and just 
concentrate on the guest and their 
experience.”

Is this blasphemy or a visionary outlook? 
There are many who believe that David is 
blaspheming. But I don’t fully agree with their 
opinion. Taking his conclusion as a starting 
point, I carried out my own analysis to fully 
examine the impact of the guest experience 
on your hotel’s distribution. And these are the 
results.

SEO 15 years ago
Natural referencing (also called SEO, which 
stands for Search Engine Optimisation) has 
long been a powerful lever for independent 
hoteliers. When I began my career as a mar-
keter in the independent hotel sector in 2001, 
the company I was working for was selling 
great swathes of natural referencing to hotel-
iers. And the results were clear!

Those with hotels on the first page of the 
Google search results for key words like “3-
star hotel in Paris” “Charming Hotel Cannes” or 
“Luxury Hotel in Burgundy” found it made a 
huge difference to booking rates.

I can still remember a hotel we had refer-
enced with the phrase “Paris Hotel France”. It 
was booked up almost solely by internet us-
ers finding it on the first page of their Google 
search results.

How did things then evolve?
Progressively things evolved and the magic 
gradually wore off. Firstly, Google AdWords 
launched in 2005. This system meant OTAs 
could compete overnight with hotels by pay-
ing to be displayed at the top of search results.

Then, over time, OTAs and review sites grew 
to feature incredible amounts of content. 
They then ousted the poor independent ho-
teliers who had invested in natural referenc-
ing for many years. And that was the end of 
SEO for independent hotels!

And yet…

Despite these major changes, traffic to hotel 
websites has barely decreased (with some ex-
ceptions, of course).

From OTAs to websites
OTAs haven’t really brought in an influx of 
new clientele. They have essentially re-routed 
and redistributed existing hotel clientele.

Different analyses in 2008 and 2009 demon-
strated that users visiting Booking.com, Ex-
pedia and other similar sites tended to subse-
quently visit the hotel’s official web page. As 

a result, the number of visitors to the official 
sites hadn’t gone down at all. And it was still 
possible to book directly.

This was the great direct booking era. A 
wealth of companies specialised in this area. 
They used the power of OTAs to increase di-
rect bookings.

The impact of search result ranking on OTAs
One of the best tricks to increase direct book-
ing became to appear higher up on OTA sites. 
Although the term was never actually invent-
ed, we could well have amused ourselves 
chanting excellent slogans such as:

“SEO IS DEAD! DISCOVER OEO!”.
*Term invented for: OTA Engine Optimisation

A range of companies focused on the idea 
and put it into practice, without ever using 
the acronym, of course. They studied various 
ways to appear higher up on distributor sites. 
The goal went in a different but complemen-
tary direction: to increase traffic to the hotel’s 
official site in order to achieve more direct 
bookings.

Although nobody is privy to the exact algo-
rithms used on Booking.com, Expedia and 
other similar sites, some elements are noto-
rious:

• Page quality (photos/text);
• Prices;
• Cancellation rates;
• Amount of commission given to the  

distributor;
• User rating.

All these criteria allow a hotel to rise up the 
search result rankings, but also to appear, or 
not, depending on the filters the user applies 
as they search.

A typical example on Booking.com: your hotel 
will be visited twice as much if you can raise 
your average rating from 7.9 to 8. Why? Be-
cause one of the most clicked search filters on 

Booking.com is only to display hotels with a 
rating of 8 or above.

Therefore, the guest experience certainly has 
a direct impact on your distribution and di-
rect bookings.

Word of mouth & loyalty
The guest experience also impacts several 
other distribution factors, including word of 
mouth and loyalty.

Let’s remember that 27% of bookings made 
online begin with a recommendation from a 
friend and 38% of travellers who visit large 
cities return regularly.

So, an excellent guest experience leads to and 
ensures many word of mouth recommenda-
tions and plenty of loyal guests. Of course, it’s 
essential that you have enough new guests to 
create a tangible impact.

Conclusion
Congratulations to David Turnbull for creat-
ing such a storm! His article, and especially 
this somewhat “spicy” extract, are an excellent 
marketing operation which will have got peo-
ple talking about him. But let’s not limit our 
viewpoint to this one finding…because he is 
truly adding his two pennies’ worth (and fine 
pennies they are) to the hotel marketing kitty.

My final analysis is the following:

It is absolutely clear that the guest experience 
is currently one of the determining factors 
in hotel distribution. But this doesn’t mean 
that we should denigrate or reject all direct 
booking strategies. The whole situation must 
be taken into consideration and good invest-
ment made into distribution, direct market-
ing and the guest experience.

written by Tony Loeb
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For while Catch is leading the way, Phuket’s 
other beach clubs aren’t far behind. For in-
stance Café del Mar, located on up-and-com-
ing Kamala, is an extension of the famed Ibiza 
bar, known for its chill-out music series, which 
has become the global standard for a laidback 
soundtrack—though its Phuket sibling is nev-
er afraid to ramp up the volume.

Close by is HQ Beach Lounge Restaurant, 
with a relaxed soulful vibe that focuses your 
attention on the gently crashing waves, sway-
ing trees and menu of beautifully-presented 
healthy eats like beetroot feta cheese salad, 
quinoa tabbouleh, and white snapper. An-
other new kid on the block is Kudo, which is 
bringing back style to Phuket’s main party 
town of Patong. Located at the center of the 
famous crescent of sand, it features a plunge 
pool, sit-up bar cabana, tasty beachside din-
ing, and some of the best sunset views you’ll 
find in the bay.

As the first travelers discovered some 40 years 
ago, Phuket—Thailand’s largest island—has 
always had some of the best beaches in the 
world. Now, with the likes of Catch, Café del 
Mar, HQ, and Kudo, and initiatives likes Vibes, 
it finally has the beach clubs to match.

cafedelmarphuket.com
catchbeachclub.com
hqphuket.com
kudophuket.com
vibesphuket.com

Roger Sanchez, Claptone and Purple Disco 
Machine, alongside themed events such as Le 
Cirque, Bohemia and Grand Slam 77.

Reflecting on the Phuket of old, Olivier Gibaud, 
group general manager of Twinpalms, the 
owner of Catch Beach Club, remembers once, 
“Laying on a dark and deserted beach with only 
the sounds of nature surrounding me.” Howev-
er, today he embraces the beach club culture, 
which offers visitors, “Unique moments, great 
memories, and amazing venues.”

important event on Phuket’s social calendar, 
where patrons dress head to toe in white.

In 2016, Catch relocated north to Bangtao, oc-
cupying a larger and improved location right 
on the sand, where it has continued with its 
tradition of excellence. Always at the fore-
front of beachside initiatives, this year Catch 
is the driving force behind Asia’s first beach 
party season ‘Vibes Phuket’, an incredible four 
month schedule that will bring global super-
star DJs to the island, including Erick Morillo, 

Simon N. Ostheimer discovers how 
Phuket’s beachside scene has gone 
from humble shacks on the sand 
to one of Asia’s most stylish beach 
club and party destinations

Back in the 1970s, Phuket was visited by only 
a handful of foreigners, and the island’s now 
globally famous sandy beaches were home to 
farmers and fisherman. There was no high-end 
housing or hotels to speak of, let alone beach 
clubs, and groceries were bought from the 
back of a truck, a traveling market that sold 
fruit, vegetables, curries, salt—everything.

Fast forward 30 years, and the island’s west 
coast beaches are now an international des-
tination for the planet’s rich, famous and 
beautiful, from Naiharn in the far south, with 
its fantastic surf and rugged location, up 
through the bustling beach towns of Kata and 
Karon, past the legendary nightlife of Patong, 
and onto the serenity and quiet of Kamala, 
Surin and Bangtao. It is at the latter that you’ll 
find Phuket’s iconic Catch Beach Club.

Founded in 2006, Catch’s glamour and style—
exuding a spirit that could be summed up as a 
tropical slice of the French riviera—combined 
with a fine dining menu of seafood-themed 
favorites, saw it immediately become the go-
to spot for the island’s fashionable crowd. Its 
reputation was cemented with the launch 
of the annual White Party, perhaps the most 

SUNRISE ON THE SAND
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You may love watches, and may 
even have a few in your dresser, 
but have you ever considered 
starting a proper collection? 

Many have thought about it, but don’t 
know where and how to begin. There are of 
course many elements to consider: new or 
pre-owned, brand, condition, style, etc. … 
but probably, the most important is “what 
catches your eye” … what is your taste, what 
is your style? … and of course, what is your 
budget?

What to Collect: There is no rule or guide-
lines on this. Benjamin Clymer, editor of 
Hodinkee, a respected men’s watch web-
site, once said: “Unless you’re spending 
$5,000 to $10,000, you’re not going to have 
an investment-grade watch.” Though that 
may be true, don’t let it be a deterrent. One 
doesn’t have to collect brands such as Patek 
Philippe, Rolex, Audemars Piguet, Vacheron 
Constantin, and a slew of other high-end 
names to be a collector. Some may decide to 
collect a specific line of watches from Seiko, 
or Omega, or maybe even Swatch, which was 
the rage in the 1990’s. But staying with the 
higher-end, well-known brands, there are a 
few helpful guidelines one must consider.

New or Pre-Owned
Going with new watches would seem logical, 
as you will be certain about condition, but it 
can also become a limitation, impacting your 
budget, not to mention, availability of old-
er models in mint/new condition. This will 
certainly lead you to consider pre-owned 
watches for your collection.

Budget & Patience
Budget is a key driver, and it will determine 
the quality and category of your collection, 
but the more important element is patience. 
A watch collection is not created over weeks 
or months, but over many years! Over those 
years, your budget will fluctuate with your 
personal financial conditions, as well as 
impact from special occasions … birth of a 
child, a promotion, a raise, the success of a 

major deal, or even a good night at the Ca-
sino! Use these moments to add to your col-
lection, as the piece will become a memento 
of that special occasion.

Research & Patience
Research is just as critical to a collection. Be 
patient, and do your homework. With the in-
ternet, the world is at your fingerprints. Start 
with what is catching your eye, for example 
a Rolex Explorer II, researching the history of 
the model, and various versions produced 
over the years. Get a feel for which would 
have longer-term value increase. This could 
be based on special edition, number pro-
duced, or as simple as dial color or material 
used (steel, gold, platinum, etc.). 

Where to Buy
Buying in-store is obvious, but what about 
online? You have a few options. Major auc-
tion houses such as Phillips, Antiquorum, So-
theby’s and Christie’s have dedicated watch 
departments, with specialists in the field. But 
don’t think these options only involve high-
end pieces. In fact, they are perfect venues 
for great finds. Just have a look at their web-
sites, and their recent auction results. As 
much as you will be in awe of the high-end 
pieces, you will also be surprised by the more 
budget-friendly pieces. 

Aside from auction houses, there are the 
specialized websites such as Hodinkee 
and Chrono24. These are well established 
operations, with mostly reputable resellers, 
dealing with new and pre-owned watches. 
You should still read their buyer feedback/
review pages carefully. Take your time, have 
an exchange with seller, and ask for photos 
of the actuals piece, before taking the leap.

Keep Them Safe
Once your collection begins to get serious, 
consider getting insurance for them, or pur-
chase a proper in-house safe, unless you 
want to keep them in a bank safe … but 
what’s the joy in that!

Value & Patience
Keep in mind that mainstream watches will 
rarely gain value in time, unless they are 
part a collection focused on a specific series 
or type. Most watches which gain value are 
those that are rare, unique, or have a unique 
story or provenance. So in all likelihood, the 
beneficiary of your collection’s value over 
time, will be your children and grandchildren! 

So now what? 
If you want to start a collection, go for it … 
but just remember, focus on buying a watch 
that catches your eye and peaks your inter-
est, not because you read about it some-
where, or someone told you about it! You 
must love your collection, regardless of their 
value, as they are a reflection of who you 
are!!
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“A gentlemAn’s choice of timepiece sAys As much 
About him As does his sAville Row suit.”

~ Ian Fleming
English author, journalist and naval intelligence 

officer, best known for his James Bond novels

“you neveR ActuAlly own A pAtek philippe. 
you meRely look AfteR it foR the 

next geneRAtion.”

~ Patek Philippe advertising slogan since 1996

“A collection of fouR exceptionAl pieces is 
betteR thAn A collection of 10 mediocRe ones.”

~ Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie 

TIME TO COLLECT TIME:
STARTING A WATCH COLLECTION

w

From my collection:  
1 – Rolex Daytona (1995)

2 – Rolex Deep Sea Dweller (2014)
3 – Omega Seamaster Planet Ocean (2009)

4 – IWC Big Pilot (2006)
5  – Patek Philippe Nautilus (2014)

6 – TAGHeuer Monaco Limited (1999)
7 – Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Bumbe Bee (2010)

8 – Graham Chronofighter Chrono (2001)
9 – IWC Big Pilot Double Chrono (2014)

10 – Rolex Explorer II (2001)
11 – IWC DaVinci Chrono Perpetual Calendar (2001)

12 – Omega Flightmaster Chrono (1974)
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Phuket‘s  Most Exciting & 
Stylish Contemporary 

Luxury Yacht
Charters

Andaman Cruises Phuket’s Most Exciting & Stylish 
Contemporary Yacht Charters, takes you on lavish 

adventures into the vibrant marine playground of Phuket 
and beyond. Get ready with our private charters for an 
amazing voyage to stunning tropical islands around the 

exquisite sailing waters of Phuket archipelago aboard the 
regions most luxurious cruising yachts.

076 316 562, book@andaman-cruises.com 
andaman-cruises.com
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sandy beach was without a name. Over time 
it became a favorite fishing destination of the 
local fisherman because of the plentiful “Pla 
Lang” or “Lang Fish”. The locals then started 
referring to the island as “Rang Island “.   

Racha Island
The Racha (or Raya) island, 12 km south of 
Phuket, reveals itself in splendid manner. Ao 
Tawan Tok or Ao Bungalow is the U-shaped 
main bay of this island. The water here is clear 
and perfect for snorkeling. The other large 
bay, Ao Siam, is a pretty place where lonely 
strolls in solitude are possible. Further to the 
south is the smaller sister island Racha Noi, an 
uninhabited destination but  popular among 
more experienced divers. 

Kai Nok Island
Khai Nok has a beautiful snow-white sandy 
beach surrounded by crystal clear emer-
ald green water, perfect for swimming, and 
known as one of the top destinations for snor-
keling. If you are lucky enough, you have the 
chance to see a group of dolphins swimming 
near the island.

Similan Islands
The Similan Islands National Park is known for 
white coral sand beaches, crystal blue waters, 
warm tropical nights and cooling breezes 
coming off the Andaman Sea. Nine uninhab-
ited islands with some of the best scenery in 
Thailand. Home to the best diving and snor-

keling in Thailand featuring a huge variety of 
marine life and incredible opportunities to see 
rare and endangered species. 

Lanta Island
Lanta island is located just south of the Phuket 
Archipelago. One of the unspoiled beauties 
in this area. It is easy to find deserted places 
throughout the island. Still, there are plenty 
of places where there are beautiful beaches 
for miles on end. Recognized for breathtaking 
sunsets.   

Monkey Island
Characterized by sandy beaches, crystal clear 
water, and mature palms all over the island, this 
natural gem is home to dozens of monkeys. 
Tourist can feed them a few bananas, after a 
good time of snorkeling. This remote place is 
a delight of flora and fauna all over its terrain. 
Hong Island (Phang Nga)

One of 42 islands located in the National Park 
in Phang-Nga Bay. The island of “rooms”, (Hong 
literally means room) is a breathtaking beauty, 
characterized by shallow coral reefs and fine, 
sandy beaches. This beautiful island consists 
of small and big hills situated in a mixed-up 
manner forming stunning scenery like the 
stage partitions of a theatre. In the middle of 
the half-circle shaped island lays the ‘secret’ la-
goon, where you can find the purest of nature.

www.andaman-cruises.com

Phi Phi Islands 
The group of 6 islands are breathtaking in 
every sense of the word. It offers many activi-
ties such as: walking, climbing, kayaking, snor-
keling, deep sea fishing or scuba diving. Water 
skiing, windsurfing and parasailing can be 
done as well. It features steep limestone moun-
tains, surrounded by classic beaches, shallow 
bays, outstanding rock formations, coral reefs, 
and vibrant looking turquoise waters with an 
interesting marine life making it a best desti-
nation to enjoy a memorable vacation. The is-
land came to be known worldwide when it was 
used as the major spot to shoot the famous 
British-American movie “The Beach”.

Ao Nang - Krabi
Ao Nang is a central point of the coastal prov-
ince of Krabi in the Andaman Sea, approx. 20 
minutes from Krabi Town. This tourist center 
mixes the delights of the famous beach re-
sort, modern comforts, and the atmosphere 
of a characteristics of a small friendly town. 
The most acclaimed beaches are Fossil Shell 
Beach and Nopparat Thara Beach.

Rang Yai Island
Koh Rang Yai is a small island in Phang Nga 
Bay just a short distance from Phuket. It has 
a sister island - Koh Rang Noi. Koh Rang Yai 
is the epitome of a tropical island with its 
beautiful beach lined with palm trees. Seven-
ty years ago the little Jewel of an island cov-
ered with coconut, and pine trees and a white 

EXPLORING ISLANDS AROUND PHUKET IN STYLE 
WITH ANDAMAN CRUISES

Andaman
CRUISES
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Beachfront Clubhouse
The resort will offer a Clubhouse with its 
own restaurant and bars, situated alongside 
a landscaped series of cooling and reflective 
pools, bookended by the beach on one side 
and a natural waterfall. The menu offers a 
selection of signature dishes, created by the 
on-site chef using local ingredients, tradition-
al Thai cuisine and a selection of international 
dishes drawn from the Mediterranean.

Your Kind of Wellness
For active guests the resort includes a series 
of activities with an emphasis on environmen-
tal pleasures, from sea kayaking and fishing 
to trekking and mountain biking. For some, 
health and wellness is at the heart of this 
experience and on hand is Yoga, and mental 
pursuits that uplift the spirit and lighten the 
mind, and for a more relaxing experience, the 
nearby spa overlooking a lily pond with steam 
room, cooling pool, massage and personal 
body treatments are all on hand.

Guests have a wide range of options to pamper 
themselves right in their own villa. With in-villa 
dining, yoga, and spa, some might want to stay 
in their villa for the entirety of their stay. Book 
your next trip with TreeHouse Villas.

treehouse-kohyao.com

Luxury Escape
Upstairs the double bed faces a balcony 
which sits above the trees giving the feeling 
of floating over the leafy canopy and provid-
ing views over the sea to the Jurassic massifs 
of the bay. A large custom hammock-shaped 
bath, ‘jungle shower’ and changing room pro-
vide a delight to guests. A second bar is set 
up with their favourite personal selection and 
another day bed for further comfort and re-
laxation following the same colour and furni-
ture scheme on the lower floor.

In an ancient jungle deep in Phang 
Nga Bay, a sentinel rock stands 
guard. A place where Nature’s 
Architect has created a grand design.

A TreeHouse like No Other
Conceived as though by Nature’s own Ar-
chitect, TreeHouse Villas, is a visionary new 
adults only luxury resort designed for guests 
with a love of the environment, the beauty of 
nature and a desire to rediscover their inner 
child. Set amongst the jungle’s canopy in a 
treetop location with unspoiled views to the 
sea and the ancient Jurassic massifs of Phang 
Nga Bay itself.

The thing that distinguishes those who choose 
to visit TreeHouse Villas is their deep appreci-
ation of the environment, of nature and the 
prospect of luxury in a secluded virgin space. 
They are driven by a sense of discovery, trav-
elling the road less trodden and reconnecting 
with their inner child. They choose to be a 
pathfinder and enjoy sharing their discoveries 
with their friends and loved ones. Their sense 
of beauty, style and sophistication encapsu-
lates their everyday life, including the desire 
to contribute in some way to a sustainable 
future and carbon-free world.

Breathe Easily
The entry, over a suspended bridge, takes you 
into a duplex arrangement, the lower floor is 
open and features a plunge pool which reach-
es into the jungle itself. It comes complete 
with a private dining facility, personal bar 
with complimentary carafes of guest’s favour-
ite drinks, a double swing, day beds, and high 
ceilings all decorated in a European ‘shabby 
chic’ style using up-cycled and recycled ma-
terials and a colour palette inspired from the 
jungle and sea. An exceptional space for two.

TREEHOUSE VILLAS IS NOW OPEN
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Our deepest fear is 
not that we are 

inadequate. Our dee
pest fear is that w

e 

are powerful beyond
 measure. It is our

 

light, not our dark
ness that most frig

htens us. We ask 

ourselves, Who am I
 to be brilliant, g

orgeous, talented, 

fabulous? Actually,
 who are you not to

 be? You are a 

child of God. Your 
playing small does 

not serve the 

world. There is not
hing enlightened ab

out shrinking so 

that other people w
on’t feel insecure 

around you. We 

are all meant to sh
ine, as children do

. And as we let 

our own light shine
, we unconsciously 

give other people 

permission to do th
e same. As we are l

iberated from our 

own fear, our prese
nce automatically l

iberates others.
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To be yourself in a world that 

is constantly trying to make 
you something else is the 

greatest accomplishment.

T
o love 

yourself
 

right 

now, jus
t as you

 

are, is 
to give 

yourself
 heaven.

 

Don’t wa
it until

 you 

die. If 
you wait

, 

you die 
now. If 

you 

love, yo
u live n

ow.
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Because one believes
 in oneself, one do

esn’t 

try to convince oth
ers. Because one is

 content 

with oneself, one d
oesn’t need others’

 

approval. Because o
ne accepts oneself,

 the whole world 

accepts him or her.

Don’t wait until everything is 
just right. It will never be perfect. There will always be challenges, obstacles and less than perfect conditions. So what. Get started now. With each step you take, you will grow stronger and stronger, more and more skilled, more and more self-confident and more and more successful.
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I m
ay 

not
 be

 

per
fec

t 

but
 pa

rts
 of

 

me 
are

 pr
ett

y 

awe
som

e.

If you really put a small value upon yourself, 
rest assured that the world will not raise  
your price.
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It is a world apart when you step 
into Deep Relax Spa, located near 
Laguna Phuket and Surin Bang Tao 
beach. The Deep Relax Phuket 
signature spa service and mas-
sage skills are incomparable and 
are top of the class. 

When the guests arrive, choice of compli-
mentary drinks like S.pelligrino, Perrier, Coke, 
Mineré or hot green tea will be served. At 
Deep Relax, we have different kinds of mas-
sages, 2 hours spa Express packages and 
the all time popular signature spa packages 
to suit the guests’ prefernces and time. Our 
experienced therapists will use all the nat-
ural and ancient ingredients togther with 
their magical and mystical massage skills will 
coax you into the state of perfect balance of 
body, mind and soul. So if you had a fun day 
at the sea sand sun or feeling too lazy to go 
anywhere... Deep Relax Phuket is the choice, 
where amazing pampering awaits you.

Now you can have more choices to visit Deep 
Relax nearest to your location. Deep Relax 
Cherntalay which is located near to Laguna 
Phuket and a new branch Deep Relax Surin 
Bang Tao which is located along the Surin 
Bang Tao beach near to Palm Seaside which 
will suit perfectly your holiday itinerary or a 
simply hideaway afternoon.

Call us or your hotel front desk concierge 
for more informations and we will usher you 
or your family and friends into Deep Relax 
Phuket seamlessly like a magic carpet. 

www.deeprelaxspa.com

DEEP RELAX PHUKET –
THE PEARLS OF THE ANDAMAN

Contact your hotel front desk for spa bookings. Free transportation from and to your hotel.
www.deeprelaxspa.com

Cherngtalay Branch 1
14 Bandon-Cherngtalay Road
(Near Laguna Phuket)
Tel: 076 325 799

Surin-Bang Tao Branch 2
5/63 Soi Had Surin 8, Moo 3
(Near Palm Seaside Restaurant)
Tel: 076 386 599

Outrigger Laguna Phuket 
Beach Resort Branch 3
Srisoonthorn Road, 
Bangtao Beach 
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So……another blind date- another city. It all 
happened so quickly- one moment, a much 
older, distinguished, well-known executive 
popped in my DM and said “Hello” ……a few 
days later he was putting me on a plane to 
meet him in the city that never sleeps.

The logistics: He paid for everything. I mean 
he took care of the flights, the shows, the 
food, the penthouse, the transportation to 
and from the hotel, and anything else my 
heart desired. At the end of the trip- he pre-
sented me with a small bankroll to go shop-
ping once I got home.

I flew First Class and was feeling extra fan-
cy- but was equally as nervous. What would 
he expect in return for such fancy treat-
ment? What was I looking for? Why was I 
going? I didn’t have the answers. I’m guess-
ing…it was because he was charming and I 
thought it would be a great experience.
Once I arrived in Las Vegas- I received a 
text that said he would be sending his driver 
there to pick me up and bring me to him. As 
I was exiting the airport I see a guy(driver) 
holding a sign with my name on it! It totally 
said my name! I thought that was so sweet. 
I couldn’t contain my excitement and I was 
eager to see what would happen next. So I’m 
in the limo and the driver takes me to the 
hotel……I’m told to go to the top level……I 
cant get in there tho because you have to 
have a key so my date had to come and get 
me. Until that moment- I had yet to see him.

The Guy: He’s older than me but real cool 
and down to earth. He dresses in suits and 
ties and fancy shit that I can’t pronounce. 
He’s a handsome fella- not much taller than 
me but tall enough. He’s the color of peanut 
butter but is as sweet as jam.
So anyways….We didn’t say much on the ele-
vator ride up but his scent spoke for him. He 
smelled rich as fuk’. His scent was powerful 
and intimidating much like his persona.

The penthouse was dope- nice views-hella 
large space- a Jacuzzi, a hot tub, a fruit tray, 
a charcuterie tray, and chocolates galore. 
It was such a nice spread! We had separate 
sleeping areas per my request. My accom-
modations could have easily taken care of a 
small family. I was beyond impressed.
The first night was awash- in the city that 
never sleeps……that’s all I did. I was jet-
lagged and tired. Apparently, he was as well 
because he joined my slumber. No funny 
business……he slept fully clothed. Me under 

the blankets- him on top of them. I never 
made it to my room because we fell asleep 
talking.

Saturday was the meat and potatoes of the 
date- we walked the city, had a fancy meal, 
went to a Vegas show, played in the casino 
and went to bed at 11 PM. Its the first time 
that I went to Vegas and did not party and it 
was actually very refreshing. I thoroughly 
enjoyed his company and how cool the date 
was going.

My Favorite part of the date was our break-
fast conversations. We dined over Bagels and 
Locs. It was delicious. But even more tasteful 
was the conversation we shared. I wanted to 
sip his verbs, and swallow his nouns; I was 
in lingual love. I could talk to him forever. 
We talked about everything for hours on end. 
I almost missed my flight home because we 
lost ourselves in conversation.

Did We or Didn’t We: I could smell the lust 
coming from his pores as we walked back 
to our hotel room Saturday evening. It was 
the moment that I was dreading all night. As 
wonderful as the date was going- it became 
obvious to me that he had flown me to Vegas 
because he was interested in the things that 
interest men. His one and only goal was to 
bed and conquer. Sighs…..
So now I’m at the end of the date debating if 
this fancy man gets the expedited treatment 
based simply on his status.

I walk the green mile to the bathroom- seem-
ingly- I have to prepare and partake. And 
then it happens……Nature comes in and 
says #NotToday I’m in the bathroom doing a 
praise dance, milly-rocking, and pop-locking. 
The red light has made the decision for me. 
I go out to deliver the news…..and bless his 
heart #42 although disappointed, went to 
purchase feminine products for me and we 
ended the night/date with a kiss.

Love Connection: Not at all. He’s an awesome 
guy! Pretty dope actually. But he just wants 
to have sex. He will spare no cost to achieve 
that but that’s not really what I’m looking 
for. Sure- a girl likes to be wined and dined 
and flown all over the coast but believe it or 
not- I am looking for something of substance. 
#42 isn’t offering anything authentic or 
different…….just sex with some fancy frills 
attached to it.

written by Roni Walker

RUSH HOUR IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

The phrase ’’rush hour’’ imme-
diately brings to mind thoughts 
of large masses of people and a 
huge congestion of cars. Every-
one’s in a hurry: one guy needs 
to have dinner, another lady has a 
business meeting, a happy couple 
over there is just walking home. 
It doesn’t matter where you live; 
you’ll find rush hour in every 
country in the world.

BEIJING, CHINA

DHAKA, BANGLADESH

VENICE, ITALY

CHHATTISGARH, INDIA

TOKYO, JAPAN

SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA

LONDON, GREAT BRITAIN

BANGKOK, THAILAND

SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL 

TAXI PARK IN KAMPALA, UGANDA

TRAIN RIDE IN BANGLADESH

brightside.me

GUY 42: 
THE EXECUTIVE
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Amidst coconut palms and gently rolling 
slopes, The Surin Phuket elegantly 
punctuates the tropical landscape along 
the island’s finest white sand beach at 
Pansea Bay.

Tucked away at the fringe of the resort with a prime 
beachfront location is the Beach Restaurant. Enjoy a 
romantic dinner al fresco under the stars on the lush 
manicured lawn serenaded by the soothing waves 
while perusing the menu featuring authentic Thai 
Cuisine and fresh grilled seafood and BBQ inspired 
by the seaside. 

Open from 17.00 – 23.00 hrs daily.
Reservation is highly recommended.

Find us on: 
thesurinphuket.com 
Facebook.com/beachrestaurantbythesurinphuket

The Surin Phuket
t: 076-316-400

hotel@thesurinphuket.com, www.thesurinphuket.com

BEACH RESTAURANT BY THE SURIN PHUKET
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Enjoy splendid seaside experiences in chic simplicity and celebrate wonderful
company at HQ Beach Lounge Restaurant with light beach side fares, true cocktails,
sensuous wines and eclectic soul music... yet another Twinpalms delight!

North-end of Kamala Beach, Phuket  |  Open daily 9am-late  |  HQphuket.com

Phuket’s Most Exciting & Stylish Contemporary Beach Lounge Restaurant
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“Those who have failed to work toward the 
truth have missed the purpose of living.” – 
Buddha

If you want the benefits of something in 
life, you have to also want the costs.
So many people ask themselves questions 
like “what am I passionate about?” to find 
their purpose in life. However, a better ques-
tion is “what is worth suffering for?” This will 
help you find what you truly want to do, and 
your life will be more fulfilling because of it.

Over-committing is the antithesis of living a 
peaceful, mindful life
So many of us have a massive to-do lists 
filled with tasks that we couldn’t possibly 
finish in one day. We think we have to be 
busy all the time. However, sometimes it can 
be more rewarding to focus on one task at 
a time and mindfully be absorbed by it. We 
also need time to rest and appreciate the 
beauty of life.

“You must learn to let go. Release the stress. 
You were never in control anyway.” – Steve 
Maraboli

11) When you try to control too much, you 
enjoy too little.
As human beings, what is it that’s so alluring 
about control? We desire the certainty and 
comfort. The irony is that there is actually 
no such thing as control. We are never in 
control. Ever. The sooner we grasp this and 
learn to go with the flow a little more, the 
easier life will be.

“Tension is who you think you should be. 
Relaxation is who you are.” – Chinese Proverb

hackspirit.com

LITTLE KNOWN LAWS OF MINDFULNESS THAT WILL 
CHANGE THE WAY YOU LIVE YOUR LIFE

Everyone is talking about Mindful-
ness. So much so that you might 
not care about it. You’ve probably 
seen annoying memes or quotes 
about the present moment. I get it. 
I don’t like these superficial tidbits 
of information either. But there’s 
a reason mindfulness has entered 
the mainstream. It’s not fluff.

Scientifically, it really is a huge deal. Re-
search studies have found that it reduces 
stress and anxiety, may prevent and treat 
depression, improves memory and focus, 
and can even benefit immune system func-
tioning.

Your only reality is THIS MOMENT, right 
here, right now.

“Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the 
future, concentrate the mind on the present 
moment.” –Buddha

 The past is an illusion. The future hasn’t 
arrived. The only thing that’s real is what’s 
happening right now.

A negative thought is harmless unless you 
believe it.
Thoughts come and go all the time. It’s 
natural. Suffering occurs when we attach 
ourselves to our thoughts. The reality is, 
our thoughts don’t really mean anything 
and they’re not who we are. When you take 
a step and observe your thoughts from a 
distance, you realize that if you’re observing 
them, then they can’t be you. 

“What a liberation to realize that the “voice in 
my head” is not who I am. Who am I then? The 
one who sees that.” – Eckhart Tolle

You will not be punished for your anger, 
you will punished by it.
We all get angry from time to time, but act-
ing on this anger rarely results in something 
positive. It’s easy to get angry, but true cour-
age involves doing something productive 
about it. When you realize that the present 
moment is all we have,  you’ll come to un-
derstand that life is too short to spend time 
being upset and angry. 

“The best fighter is never angry.” – Lao Tzu

Inner peace is knowing how to belong to 
oneself, without external validation.
Many people are concerned about what 
other people think of them. But you don’t 
look to others to find yourself. You are who 
you are and what others think about you 
doesn’t make a difference to that. 

“Nobody can say anything about you. What-
soever people say is about themselves. But 
you become very shaky, because you are still 
clinging to a false center. That false center 
depends on others, so you are always looking 
to what people are saying about you. And you 
are always following other people, you are 
always trying to satisfy them. You are always 
trying to be respectable, you are always trying 
to decorate your ego. This is suicidal. Rather 
than being disturbed by what others say, you 
should start looking inside yourself… When-
ever you are self-conscious you are simply 
showing that you are not conscious of the self 
at all. You don’t know who you are. If you had 
known, then there would have been no prob-
lem— then you are not seeking opinions. Then 
you are not worried what others say about 
you— it is irrelevant! Your very self-conscious-
ness indicates that you have not come home 
yet.” – Osho
 
Everything is created twice, first in your 
mind and then in your life.
Our brains are powerful instruments and 
they create the world around us. And the 
truth is that you won’t act unless your brain 
knows what you’re doing. So have your 
plans and goals in place, and then take 
action.

“The future depends on what you do today.” – 
Mahatma Gandhi

We ourselves must walk the path.
Life comes with many challenges and adver-
sities for everyone, but the one thing with 
have control over is how much effort and 
willpower we put into something. We can’t 
attach our happiness or success towards 
outside objects. It all lies within us.

“No one saves us but ourselves. No one can 
and no one may. We ourselves must walk the 
path.” – Buddha

To strongly believe in something, and not 
live it, is dishonest.
Don’t bend to what “society” wants you 
to be. Don’t change who you are so other 
people will accept you. It’s important to be 
authentic and follow your heart. Charac-
terize yourself by your actions and you will 
never be fooled by other people’s words.

“Today you are You, that is truer than true. 
There is no one alive who is Youer than You.” 
– Dr. Seuss

The right path and the easy path are rarely 
the same path.
You’ll eventually come to realize that strug-
gle is what makes you grow, and it’s always 
worth it. While every step may be tough, it 
will lead you to where you want to go. Just 
because something seems difficult doesn’t 
mean you shouldn’t do it. In fact, it’s all the 
more reason to chase your goals.

SE
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 G
O
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WINNING A YOGA RACE

It makes no sense, of course.  

The question this prompts is: Are there places you feel like you’re fall-
ing behind where there’s actually no race?

THE OVERFLOWING OUTBOX

Deadlines are vitamins for creativity.

If you’ve got too much in progress, too much of a buffer, too many 
items ready to go, it’s easy to slip back to complacency. Without the 
feeling of imminent, it’s easier to hide.

If you’re the kind of person that needs a crisis to move forward, feel 
free to invent one. Take the good ideas that aren’t going anywhere and 
delete them, give them away, hand them off to your team.

An empty outbox is a mother of invention.

[The flipside: Maybe you don’t need invention. Maybe what you need 
is market traction, completion or more trust. Maybe you need to build 
an asset, firm up a foundation and create real value for your customers. 
It could be that one reason your outbox is so full is that you’re still in 
the habit of inventing. It turns out that 99% of the value our teams cre-
ate happens after we’ve invented something.] The Dip is real.

THE REAL LAW OF AVERAGES

If you want to raise the standards of any group, improving the top of 
the heap isn’t nearly as effective as focusing your effort on the base 
instead.

Simple example: Getting a Prius to go from 50 miles per gallon to 55 
miles per gallon isn’t nearly as important as getting SUVs to go from 10 
miles per gallon to 15. There are two reasons for this. The first is that 
there are a lot more SUVs than Priuses. The second is that they use far 
more gallons, so a percentage increase has far more yield. (You can’t 
average averages).

If you care about health and a culture of performance, it’s tempting to 
push Olympic athletes to go just a tenth of a second faster. It’s far more 
effective, though, if you can get 3,000,000 kids to each spend five more 
minutes a day walking instead of sitting.

Organizations pamper and challenge the few in the executive suite, 
imagining that one more good decision in the biz dev group could pay 
off. The thing is, if every one of the 10,000 customer-facing employees 
was more engaged and kind, it would have a far bigger impact on the 
company and those it serves.

I think the reason we focus on the few is that it feels more dramatic, 
seems more controllable and is ultimately easier. But the effective, just 
and important thing to do is to help the back of the line catch up.

THE WORK NOT YET DONE

Could be...

That you don’t know what needs to be done.

That you don’t know how to do what needs to be done.

That you’re afraid to do what needs to be done.

It’s frustrating. We want to move up, we want our project to make more 
of an impact, we want to ship--but the undone work hangs over us. 

If you care enough, the path forward is clear, isn’t it?

You can model what needs to be done, basing your next steps on what 
others have done before you. You can ask your boss or your clients for 
an agenda. You can test and test again. You can leap.

You can learn how to do what you don’t know how to do. You can im-
prove your skills, get better tools and do the hard work of actually get-
ting better at the work.

But most of all, you can realize that the most urgent work is the work 
of dancing with our fear, because the fear is the real reason the work 
isn’t getting done.

MACHINE UNREADABLE

More and more, we create our work to be read by a machine.

SEO specialists tell you how to write a blog post that Google will 
like. Your resumé needs to have the right keywords to get tagged. 
Everything has an ISBN, an ASIN or a catalog number.  Ideas become 
data become databases...

We did the same thing when assembly lines started up. Every part had 
to be the same size, the cogs in the system were less important than 
the system itself.

Being machine readable might feel like a shortcut to getting where 
you’re going. After all, fitting in as a machine-readable cog into the da-
tabase of ideas gets you a faster start. But it’s also the best way to be 
ignored, because you’ve chosen to be one of the many, an idea that’s 
easy to pigeonhole and then ignored.

What happens if your work becomes machine unreadable?

So new we don’t have a slot for it.

So unpredictable that we can’t ignore it.

So important that we have to stop feeding the database and start pay-
ing attention instead...

IMPOSTOR SYNDROME

It’s rampant.

The big reason is that we’re all impostors. You’re not imagining that 
you’re an impostor, it’s likely that you are one.

Everyone who is doing important work is working on something that 
might not work. And it’s extremely likely that they’re also not the very 
best qualified person on the planet to be doing that work.

How could it be any other way? The odds that a pure meritocracy chose 
you and you alone to inhabit your spot on the ladder is worthy of Dun-
ning-Kruger status. You’ve been getting lucky breaks for a long time. 
We all have.

Yes, you’re an impostor. So am I and so is everyone else. Superman still 
lives on Krypton and the rest of us are just doing our best.

Isn’t doing your best all you can do? Dropping the narrative of the im-
postor isn’t arrogant, it’s merely a useful way to get your work done 
without giving into Resistance.

Time spent fretting about our status as impostors is time away from 
dancing with our fear, from leading and from doing work that matters.

IMPORTANT, POPULAR OR VIRAL

Important work is easily dismissed by the audience. It involves change 
and risk and thought.

Popular work resonates with the people who already like what you do.

Viral work is what happens when the audience can’t stop talking about 
what you did.

Every once in awhile, all three things will co-exist, but odds are, you’re 
going to need to choose.

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

All you have to do is look around to realize just how many choices we 
still have. What to eat, who to speak to, what to do for a living, what 
to learn, what to say, who to contribute to, how we interact, what we 
stand for...

The safe and comfortable path is to pretend that we’re blocked at every 
turn.

But most of the turns, we don’t even see. We’ve trained ourselves to 
ignore them.

A habit is not the same as no choice. And a choice isn’t often easy. In 
fact, the best ones rarely are.

But we can still choose to make one.

sethgodin.com

THOUGHTS BY SETH GODIN
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Inspiring chefs 

of Phuket 

share their 

favourite dish 

for a 

romantic evening...

oval bar. You first select from 12 different 
types of pastas, including spaghetti, rigatoni 
and ravioli, then choose your desired sauce 
from a list of more than 20, divided into ‘Tra-
ditional’ (think pesto), ‘Classic’ (carbonara), 
and ‘Signature’ (vongole bianco—fresh 
clams with onion and garlic). Accompanying 
your meal is imported Italian olive oil, and 
the world’s finest parmesan cheese (parmi-
giano reggiano).

You know when a restaurant has 
nothing to prove when it has just 
one name, and that’s exactly the 
case with Bake, Flame, Pasta and 
Sushi, a four-star lineup of some 
of the best eateries on the island. 

Beginning with Bake, it’s one of the most 
beloved bakeries on the island for locals 
and visitors alike, serving up a fresh range 
of bread, pastries, cakes, and desserts—and 
then there’s the coffee, which uses 100 per-
cent Arabica beans, grown by hill tribes in 
the misty hills of far northern Thailand in a 
technique honed over 100 years.

Next door to the Cherngtalay branch of 
Bake is Flame, a stylish rotisserie which 
serves chicken roasted fresh daily, seasoned 
in your choice of Thai, French or piri-piri 
style, and accompanied by a fresh salad or 
fries—though if chicken’s not your thing, 
their pork ribs, marinated in maple syrup, 
are also out of this world. As you would 
guess from the name, the menu extends to 
other dishes finished with fire, such as the 
pizzas, cooked in a wood-fired oven, doner 
kebabs and wraps roasted on the shawar-
ma, and a range of burgers.

Making sure they cover all of the culinary 
bases, nearby Pasta presents handmade pas-
tas prepared in front of your eyes at a 16 seat 

DELECTABLE DINING IN PHUKET: BAKE, FLAME, 
PASTA & SUSHI

Last, but most definitely not least, is Sushi. 
Food is prepped in a black and red paint-
ed, open air building that draws inspiration 
from a Japanese shinto shrine, with diners 
enjoying a close-up food of the talented 
chefs at work. The menu covers a range of 
traditional sushi and sashimi—such as ha-
machi yellow tail, maguro tuna, and shake 
maki salmon, as well as contemporary West-
ern-influenced favorites like the California 
roll. Not sure what to try? Then order one 
of their superb combo packages, or a super-
sized take away party box.

Located at Laguna Phuket entrance, Cherngtalay. 
diningphuket.com
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Australian Beef Rump Steak
with Café de Paris, French fries, onion melt, lemon

Rib Eye Steak 
with wafu sauce and garlic crisps

P R E S E N T S . . . P R E S E N T S . . .

Chef Khanitta Rawangsee Chef Pawel Viktorek

THE CHEF
As a graduate in Hotel and Tourism Management, Chef Nok loves cooking and nothing makes 
her happier than when guests compliment her on the dishes. She has coordinated with Michelin 
Star chefs such as Andre Genin, Daniel Isberg and Joseph Budde. She enjoys learning more about 
Mediterranean style food and Chef Nok’s quest for knowledge has also taken her to Australia.

THE VENUE
Enjoy a splendid seaside experience in chic simplicity with light beachside fare, true cocktails, 
sensuous wines and eclectic soul music at HQ Beach Lounge Restaurant — Phuket’s most excit-
ing and stylish contemporary beach lounge.

MENU SAMPLES
Quinoa Tabbouleh with capsicum, cucumber, onion, pomegranate, coriander, parsley, dill, lem-
on sauce - 290
Linguine with chili sauce, garlic & spinach - 250 / with prawns 350
Young White Snapper: pan-roasted, rocket leaves, fresh lime, capers - 360
Tiger Prawns with lemon chili garlic butter - 490
Southern Thai Lamb Curry with Pita bread and sweet potato - 390
Tuna Steak -  tomato salsa, chili, capsicum, green beans, spring onion, garlic, ginger, lemon - 390
Banana Crème Brûlée - 190
Cod Fish Yellow Curry with cucumber, cod fish, coriander, ginger, onion - 490
Pizza HQ with Parma ham, red capsicum, rocket and chili oil - 290
Cherry Tomato on Snow Bed with white cheese, onion, coriander, parsley - 260

THE CHEF
Originally from Poland, Executive Chef Pawel Viktorek, developed his fascination for Japanese cui-
sine in London. During his frequent visits to Japan to perfect the art of Japanese food, Chef Pawel 
studied the different tastes and techniques, honing his skills and becoming inspired by the great 
Japanese chef, Ichiro Kubota of Michelin-starred “Umu”. In 2013, his ambitions led him to the mul-
ti-award winning Zuma Dubai, where he gained invaluable knowledge on the origins and ingre-
dients of the famous izakaya style which has distinguished Zuma globally over the past 15 years. 
After moving to Zuma Bangkok, Chef Pawel’s expertise and creativity reached new levels and his 
love for natural, simple ingredients is a constant presence in the dishes he creates along with the 
Zuma global team.

THE VENUE
Zuma, the award-winning Japanese restaurant, is popping-up in Sala Layan on the Anantara 
Layan beach front. The roof-top restaurant and pool areas create a whole new vibe. As the sun 
dips over the sea, diners can enjoy the seductive ambience with entertainment provided by 
guest DJs from around the region. Zuma’s cuisine is inspired by the informal izakaya dining style 
— authentic but not traditional. The menu is designed to be shared, with dishes from the sushi 
counter, robata grill and main kitchen. The delicious selection of signature dishes includes spicy 
beef tenderloin with sesame, sliced yellowtail with green chili, and miso-marinated black cod.

MENU SAMPLES
Miso marinated black cod wrapped in hoba leaf  - 1’580
Barley miso corn fed baby chicken, oven roasted on cedar wood  - 1’100
Spicy beef tenderloin with sesame, red chili and sweet soy  - 1’500
Jumbo tiger prawn with yuzu pepper  - 1’100
Teriyaki salmon fillet with sliced pickled cucumber  - 740

Anantara Layan Phuket Resort
168, Moo 6, Layan Beach Soi 4, Cherngtalay 
Reservations: +66 (0)76 317 200  
zuma@anantara.com

HQ Beach Lounge Restaurant
North-end of Kamala Beach
Reservations: +66 (0) 91 165 02 51
book@hqphuket.com
hqphuket.com
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Phuket Lobster Thermidor 
a combination of shallots, peppers, mushrooms sauteed and cognac

DeDos Tuna 
yellow fin tuna loin in black pepper-cashew nut robe, 
Asian quinoa tabbuleh, wasabi crème fraiche and Thai mango

P R E S E N T S . . . P R E S E N T S . . .

Chef  Nuttanun Yatajareanrod Chef Pablo Blattmann

THE CHEF
Too much of a good thing can be truly wonderful. Graduating from Prince of Songkla University, 
Chef Pui has 20 years’ experience in professional kitchens, including coordinating with several 
Michelin Star chefs and working at the Mandarin Oriental Phuket Yacht Club.

THE VENUE
Always exceptional, yet never pretentious, our setting, service and style celebrate the joy of ro-
mantic dining by the sea. Whether opting for the freshest seafood simply steamed or barbecued, 
or our selection of favorite Thai and international dishes, Palm Seaside always offers a culinary 
treat. Accompanied by an eclectic selection of wines from around the world, diners can relax and 
contemplate in its unique setting.

MORE MENU SAMPLES
Spicy Garlic Lemon Butter Prawns with toast - 490
Sicilian Soup with seafood and baguette - 390
Spaghetti with clams and white wine - 410
Crab Meat Yellow Curry with steamed vermicelli - 550
White Snapper (Pla Nueng Manao) with lime sauce - 580
Seafood Risotto and Champagne–Citrus - 680
Penne Pasta with green beans, young potatoes and Pesto sauce - 390
Mango and Sticky Rice (Khao Niew Mamuang) - 220

THE CHEF
DeDos Restaurant and Bocuse trained Chef Pablo Blattmann (Swiss-Bolivian) have been bringing 
the fine dining experience of “French Gastronomy with an Asian touch…” to Phuket since 2008. 
French techniques get combined with a refreshing influence of Thai, Japanese and other Asian 
flavors in Chef Pablo’s creations. His experience in Michelin starred restaurants in Europe translates 
to your plates.

THE VENUE
Located just minutes from the prestigious Laguna complex in Chenrng Talay (free shuttle), DeDos 
is proud to be one of only 2 Chef-owned Restaurants in Phuket awarded in the Thailand Tatler’s 
BEST Restaurants guide! Insider Tip in MarcoPolo Guide, Petit Fute, Lux Guide and others have also 
recognized DeDos’ highest quality standards. Its cozy interior invites to pass a relaxed evening of 
great food and excellent wines from around the globe.

MORE MENU SAMPLES
Ceviche : Lime cured salmon & dory with fresh cilantro & sweet potato mash - 290
Foie Gras ravioli with porcini-cognac sauce & truffle oil - 390
Alaska scallops with curry-saffron sauce - 390
Grilled tofu marinated with Thai herbs, bock choy, pomegranate & sesame dressing (vegan) - 250
Duck breast with Thai Pomelo salad & tamarind sauce - 590
Rack of lamb with red wine onions & ricotta gnocchi - 890
Tournedos “Rossini” - 1300
Chicken Teriyaki with udon noodles & coconut-curry sauce - 450
 

SEASIDE

Palm Seaside Restaurant, 
Lounge & Bar
Cherngtalay (Bang Tao Beach)
Reservations: +66 (0)94 480 0883 
palmseaside.com

DeDos Restaurant
8 Lagoon Rd.
Cherng Talay, Thalang
83110 Phuket
076 325 182
dedos-restaurant.com
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Seared Duck Breast
burnt cabbage, pistachio, jubjube, sherry vinegar jus

P R E S E N T . . .

Chef Freddy Warne + Jamie Wakeford

THE CHEFS
Chef Freddy Warne recently landed in Phuket and will be heading up the kitchen at Bampot. 
Freddy started his career with rigorous training at the esteemed 2 Michelin star Holbeck Ghyll 
in Cumbria, UK.  He then went on to work in some of the best spots in Australia and New Zea-
land before returning to Cumbria to be part of the Michelin star winning team at Samling Hotel. 
From there he joined the multi award winning Lake Road Kitchen as sous chef under Ex-Noma 
chef James Cross. Freddy has come to Bampot kitchen and bar directly from ski haven, Niseko, 
Japan, where he’s been rock climbing, boarding and also learning a thing or two about Japa-
nese cuisine. Chef Jamie Wakeford has been at the helm of Bampot since we opened 3 years 
ago. He will soon be moving to Bangkok to open our second restaurant but in the meantime 
will be cooking shoulder to shoulder with Freddy, who will be injecting some of his own style 
into the Bampot mix with new dishes and dinners coming soon.

THE VENUE
Bampot is all about character, personality and quality. Bampot brings together a refreshing, 
urban interior design, relaxing ambiance and modern dishes rooted in traditional western rec-
ipes, to deliver a unique dining experience on the island.
 
MORE MENU SAMPLES
Mirin Compressed Cucumber with local feta mousse, seaweed powder
Krabi Buratta with beetroot textures, orange, rye bread and wild rocket
BBQ Red Snapper with spiced black quinoa salad, orange emulsion, charred chillis, ink crumbs

Bampot Kitchen and bar
19/1 Moo 1, Lagood rd, Cherngtalay
(before Laguna entrance) 
Reservations:  093-586-9828
table@bampot.co
bampot.co

Seafood Mixed Grill 
whole Boston lobster, Hokkaido scallops, tiger prawns, salmon, 

tuna, squid, Thai oyster, jacket potato, roast cherry tomatoes, corn on the cob
for 2 persons or more

P R E S E N T S . . .

Chef Anant Laiphet 

THE CHEF
Previously at Diamond Cliff in Patong for over ten years and the Marriott Hotel for seven, Chef 
Nun has coordinated with Michelin Star chefs Andre Genin and Joseph Budde. He also traveled 
to Ibiza, to gain food style inspiration and has now been working with Twinpalms Phuket and 
Catch Beach Club for the past seven years.

THE VENUE
Catch Beach Club on Bangtao Beach is the most inventive and trend-setting in Phuket. Bringing 
glamour and exciting tropical nights to the island, Catch Beach Club is open to all who love 
fashion, fun and fabulous seaside dining.

MORE MENU SAMPLES
Prawn Quinoa Salad with Italian parsley, tomatoes, pine nut, mix raisin, lemon oil - 390
Catch Home Ground Beef Burger on brioche bun with lettuce, cheddar cheese, bacon, 
pickled onion and served with fries - 450
Grilled Angus Strip Loin (220gr) – grilled fresh paprika, peppercorn sauce - 850
Spaghetti Rock Lobster with cherry tomatoes, spinach, garlic, chili oil, fresh herbs - 490
Kao Soi Gai - Curry noodles “Chiang Mai style” with chicken and condiments - 390
Fine De Claire Oysters with mignonette sauce, spicy seafood sauce and lemon - served on ice  
6pcs/450 12pcs/900
Catch Beach Pizza - Tomato sauce, mozzarella, Parma ham, Parmesan cheese, rocket salad - 450
Half Thai Marinated Chicken with french fries, mixed salad and spicy sauce - 490

Catch Beach Club
202/88 Moo 2, Cherngtalay 
(Bang Tao Beach)
Reservations: 065 348 2017
book@catchbeachclub.com
catchbeachclub.com
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frequency. Its power supports our purpose in 
life and provides a connection between heav-
en and the Mother Earth.
 
Phra phum and chao thii are just two of the 
spirit temples inhabiting the Thai cosmos 
and are part of an unpredictable dimension 
of invisible forces with extremely visible 
personalities. The spirits have the power to 
grant wishes and provide crops but can also 
cause nightmares, accidents, sickness or even 
death. The best way to attract their favors and 
maintain harmony is through the daily offer-
ings of fruits, incense, garlands and pleasing 
words. The guardians of the land also enjoy 
servants, horses or elephants for transporta-
tion and traditional dancing performances. 
Evidence of ancient fertility cults is revealed 
in the deep connections between the spirit 
house and Mother Earth by curious offerings 
such as red Fanta soda, symbolizing blood, 
and carved wooden phalluses ranging from 
five centimeters to four meters tall.

Although the average Thai knows how to 
perform daily offerings, the complex rituals 
and rules for installing or dismantling a spir-
it house must be made by a Brahmin priest. 
These masters of ceremony are keepers of the 
spirit house tradition and skilled in astrology, 
chanting and Hindu rituals. Most importantly, 
they are able to communicate with the spirit 
world and invoke the land guardians into the 
statues to be placed inside the spirit house, 
transforming it into a holy object.

The priest also offers guidance on the shape 
and size of a spirit house. He determines the 
appropriate location, cardinal position, height 
and color by using a combination of astrolo-
gy and the budget available. The architecture 
and offerings given to a spirit house reflect 
the dominant spirit that has been invited 
to stay there. The land guardians tend to be 
named according to various geographical 
regions. The local foods, songs and dances 
of each village bring a unique twist to their 
ancestral spirit worship. Such diversity of ex-
pression brings a charismatic charm to the 
spirit house tradition, allowing it to evolve 
and adapt to modern lifestyles. Thais dutifully 
honor the guardians of the land, regardless of 
their age or profession. The fact that these an-
cient traditions can be successfully integrated 
with modern lifestyles indicates that although 
Thailand is serious about its twenty-first-cen-
tury development, its people are determined 
to remember where they came from.

WHAT IS A THAI SPIRIT HOUSE? – CONNECTING TO 
THE LAND GUARDIANS

A spirit house is a dedicated 
structure for honoring the guardi-
ans of the land. It is a place to tune 
into the present moment and pay 
respects to Mother Earth. 

All over the world, various cultures have 
adopted their own ways of connecting to the 
land since ancient times and different kinds of 
spirit houses can be found all over Asia. Thai 
spirit houses are a creative tradition that con-
tinues to evolve alongside modern lifestyles.

I spent my childhood summers with a Thai 
family in Bangkok and our home had two 
spirit houses near the entrance of the main 
house. Before breakfast each morning, I 
watched as various family members and care-
takers placed offerings of coconuts, fried rice, 
fruits and flowers in front of curious structures 
resembling a wooden dolls’ house and a min-
iature palace. Behind the tiny windows, there 
was an incredible display of animal figurines, 
statues of dancing ladies and a golden angel 
carrying a sword and moneybag. The air was 
filled with a heady aroma of incense, as the 
family’s wishes for protection and well-being 
were carried to the heavens.

Despite 95% of the Thai population being 
Buddhist, the people engaged in daily spirit 
house rituals still carry on the ancient animis-
tic practices inherited from their ancestors. 
The intrinsic urge to honor and communicate 
with nature emanates from our dependence 
on its abundant life-sustaining resources such 
as oxygen, water, food and sunshine. Nature 
recognizes the power of the unpredictable 
forces of lightning, flood, drought, earth-
quakes and seasonal phenomena. From the 
animistic aspect, humans participate in nature 
on very much the same terms as everything 
else. Everything we do affects nature, and in 
turn, ourselves by creating a cycle of interde-
pendence that continually rebalances harmo-
ny. Since nature is alive, its potent power can 
infuse itself into various objects such as trees, 
land, stones, mountains, houses, rivers and 
rice. Each of these elements, or spirits, has a 
purpose and intelligence of their own. When 
entering the space of one such spirit, using 
their resources, Thais believe the best way to 
honor the spirit is by giving them a symbol-
ic place, namely their own home. The spirit 
house then becomes a focal point for culti-
vating a harmonious relationship with nature; 
offerings are made in exchange for good for-
tune, protection and creative potential. The 

rituals need not be accurate since it is the act 
itself that holds the power of our existence.
When real estate booms in Thailand, the spir-
it house industry tends to do so too. Humble 
wooden spirit dwellings blend into the land-
scape on rice fields, bridges, barns, cross-
roads, Buddhist temples, termite mounds 
and colossal trees. The gardens of many rural 
and urban homes are adorned with colorful 
cement palaces. In densely populated cities, 
spirit houses are placed at the entrance to gas 
stations, shopping malls, convenience stores, 
restaurants and local markets. Government 
buildings, skyscrapers, condominiums, night-
clubs and abandoned properties are guarded 
by trendy, modern designs. Virtually no build-
ing in Thailand is erected without an appurte-
nant spirit house.

The saan chao thii and saan phra phum are 
the most popular spirit houses. Chao thiiech-
oes is the language of the indigenous Thai 
people who migrated to Thailand from China, 
Laos and Vietnam. The saan chao thii is one 
of the oldest kinds of spirit house, usually 
consisting of a wooden house rooted in the 
earth by four pillars, with tiny statues inside of 
a white-haired old man and woman, wearing 
glasses and called Da Yai, meaning “grand-
mother and grandfather”. It is also common to 
find a statue of a female dressed in a glittering 
costume, called Nang Mai meaning “female 
tree”. Although the Nang Mai figure itself has 
evolved, her likeness can be found in the prac-
tice of tying colorful cloth around large trees, 
still a customary sight around South East Asia. 
These typical animistic images represent the 
ancestral energies of the place since they 
are ageless and date back to ancient times. 
Their powers influence the agricultural and 
household activities that interact with daily 
lives such as financial security, relationships 
at home, safety, celebrations and aspirations.
In contrast, the saan phra phum tends to be 
more formal and impersonal, since it bestows 
protection and blessings through the favors 
of an angel. He resides in an ornate heavenly 
palace sitting on top of a single pillar, repre-
senting Mt. Sumeru, the cosmic realm of the 
gods. The word phum has Sanskrit roots, 
meaning “world”, and Pra Chai Monkol, the 
resident angel, has links to the Hindu myths 
of Vishnu brought to Thailand by Indian 
traders and the Khmer Empire. He is usually 
depicted as a bronze statue covered in gold 
paint, holding a moneybag in his left hand to 
symbolize success and a sword for protection 
in his right. The saan phra phum is similar to 
a satellite dish tuning into a powerful cosmic 
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Phuket’s Most Exciting Seaside 
Restaurant, Lounge & Bar

B A N G TA O  B E A C H

The extra long sofa bench under roof cover is 
an ideal spot for groups to gather, while those 
seeking a bit more peace and exclusivity may 
dine at one of the tables dotted along the res-
taurant’s central reflecting pool like lilies on a 
pond. Palm Seaside’s large wooden deck of-
fers easy dining for couples or groups, while 
its large bar set on the seafront is sure to be 
a coveted spot for savouring drinks at dusk.
Palm Seaside’s seaside setting offers a majestic 

backdrop for weddings and special occasions, 
both day and night. Contact our team to find 
out how our sensational setting and experi-
ence can help you create a memorable event. 

Palm Seaside 
Open 4pm till late daily.  
Tel 094 480 0883, 094 480 0937. 
Bangtao Beach  
palmseaside.com 

Bringing contemporary style and 
delicious ocean delights to beau-
tiful Bangtao Beach, Palm Seaside 
has quickly become Phuket’s 
coveted dining destination since 
opening in January 2015.

Found on the Bangtao beachfront, just 700m 
away from the Twinpalms Resort, Palm Seaside 
celebrates the riches of the sea by serving up 
fresh seafood in imaginative styles and tastes.

Vibrant Tastes
Palm Seaside’s new menu presents the fin-
est selections from Thailand and around the 
world. Try our fresh oysters, sourced both lo-
cally and from France and Australia. 

Choose from Phuket lobster, white snapper, 
blue crab, king prawns, garoupa and more, 
served grilled, steamed or poached with 
homemade spicy Thai chili, aioli, tamarind 
and tartar sauces. The sizzle and aroma of 
your top-quality selections will whet your ap-
petite as they’re prepared by our chefs with 
finesse and care on the open grills.

Our Japanese choices include Sashimi, Sushi, 
Hosomaki, Rolls and Cones, each brimming 
with flavour and freshness. Other tempting 
dishes from the menu: Linguini with Anda-
man prawns, Spaghetti with clams and white 
wine sauce, Hokkaido scallop skewers, and 
King prawns in red curry paste.

Palm Seaside also sprinkles some tasty ‘turf’ 
dishes into its ‘surf’ mix with New Zealand 
lamb chops, beef cheese burger, green chick-
en curry, and spicy minced chicken with Thai 
basil leaves.

Add romance or a sophisticated complement 
to your meal with our distinctive drinks, from 
Champagne Moet & Chandon Ice imperial 
served with fresh mint and berries, to a selec-
tion of sparkling, white, rose and red wines. 
After your meal, treat yourself to a delicious 
dessert, or perhaps a relaxing cigar session 
with our selection of top-quality Cubans.

Exotic Sights
Palm Seaside’s prime beachside location at 
the edge of a fishing village is connected to 
the sea and Phuket’s age-old ways of life. Sit 
back and take in the full panorama of Bang-
tao bay, with the island’s iconic long-tail boats 
gliding in to anchor just offshore. As the sun 
sets over the sea, Phuket’s tropical glory is un-
veiled in full view. The perfect spot for a relax-
ing sundowner or a romantic evening escape.

Inspiring Design
Palm Seaside’s light and open style evokes the 
beauty and tranquility of the sea. Its design 
was created and brought to life by Martin Pal-
leros of Argentina, designer of the Twinpalms 
Phuket Resort and several luxury properties 
around Asia, acclaimed for his elegant de-
signs in harmony with nature.

PALM SEASIDE RESTAURANT, LOUNGE & BAR
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In a vintage European Riviera-style 
setting, where classical music and 
opera play non-stop, the new and 
unique Aria Opera Cafe is the place 
to meet friends and enjoy a drink 
and meal together. Located at Boat 
Avenue, near Laguna Phuket on 
the left side of Villa Market, you 
can relax at Aria Opera Cafe while 
listening to the beautiful sound of 
classical music and opera pieces 
through the JBL vintage speakers.
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to Aria Opera 
Cafe, with its exciting menu — ranging from 
East to West, local to fusion, and a selection 
of good wines, rosés and Champagnes. Of 
course, Aria Opera Cafe also serves excellent 
coffee and fabulous English teas by Newby. 
There are also other beverages, such as cock-
tails/mocktails and smoothies to complete 
your dining experience. Our signature menu 
features Deluxe Salmon Steak, Spaghetti Von-
golé, the ever popular Chiang Mai Jao (a tra-
ditional northern Thai Khantoke meal), South-
ern Phuket (a local Thai village set meal), and 
Singapore Lah Bak Ku Teh (infused spicy pork 
soup with Oolong Cha). Apart from a variety 
of main courses, Aria Opera Cafe also serves 
light fusion meals such as canapes and cros-
tini finger food, oysters, and caviar with wine 
or Champagne. 
 
For those craving an authentic afternoon tea 
— Aria Opera Cafe serves traditional English 
afternoon tea from 2 pm to 5 pm daily. This 
delicious treat consists of three tiers of good-
ies — sandwiches filled with thinly sliced cu-
cumber, egg mayonnaise and roast beef, fluffy 
English scones, fruit tarts, and mini cakes, as 
well as a choice of high-end teas for a perfect 
afternoon experience. For something more 
luxurious, why not opt for a glass of bubbly 
Moët Champagne with strawberries to add a 
classy touch to your afternoon tea.
 
So if you are all dressed up and want to dine 
at a classy vintage cafe with a European Rive-
ra ambience, come down to Aria Opera Cafe, 
where you can have a wonderful time with 
your friends or loved ones. Call us now or ask 
your hotel concierge to make a reservation 
for you.

Aria Opera Cafe Phuket 
49/35 Boat Avenue (outside Laguna Phuket) 
Open daily 8am - 10pm       
Reservations  076 325 299   / 088 079 5999 
www.ariaoperacafe.com    
Facebook/Tripadvisor: Aria Opera Cafe

ARIA OPERA CAFE - A CLASSY VINTAGE RIVERA CAFE
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ROCK ON FOR BREAKFAST
Nowhere, repeat, nowhere, on Phuket can 
match our Sienna Rocks Cafe and its unique 
balcony setting. We dare anyone else to try. 
Just imagine being seated on a specially con-
structed balcony built with the specific pur-
pose of capturing the full grandeur of sweep-
ing Kamala Beach. As the sun rises you tuck 
into the best eggs benedict on Phuket, some 
may say, the world.

Sienna Rocks Cafe will rock all day, from 6am 
onwards with other snacks such as sandwich-
es and any creative goodies the kitchen staff 
can rustle up. With plenty of seating on each 
of its two floors, The Sienna Rocks Cafe is the 
perfect place to start the day. As eggs benedict 
is French; in keeping with our international 
theme. Bon Appetite!

ASCEND TO VANILLA SKY & GASTRO PUB
Getting to Vanilla Sky Bar & Gastro Pub is 
sooooo easy. Just catch our glass (4-5 people) 
exterior lift at any level and you are four sto-
ries up to the unparalleled views of the Anda-
man Sea in a nanosecond.

So what does gastropub mean? Well, it ain’t 
your good old Irish pub you “Jammy” (Irish 
for lucky person). In Vanilla Sky Bar and Gas-
tropub’s case it’s a selection of up to 30 craft 
beers and “pub grub” that’s not quite fine din-
ing, but not your normal pub fare either.

Vanilla Sky Bar  & Gastro Pub rides the global 
wave of craft beer popularity and the concept 
of serving food with your drink a little bet-
ter than a ploughman’s lunch (although this 
could be on the menu).

Gaze out over an amazing sunset whilst sipping 
a “Fat Bastard” (Glenlivet infused with bacon, 
Martini Rosso, cranberry juice, simple syrup, 
lime juice), or enjoying a cold Belgian draught 
beer, tasting some of the delicious Pub Grub 
brought to new heights....life is good!”

You have the very traditional elements [on 
the menu] which are then totally modern-
ised, creating what we have which is a mix-
ture of fine dining and pub food. For us, it’s 
about just doing everything the best we can, 
sending out the best food...pouring the fin-
est drinks...making people feel at home. Ul-
timately sending you away as happy as we 
can. We’ve got a little dream team going on. 
It will be love at first sight. Like all beautiful 
moments in life, you’ll end up on endless dis-
cussions over just how good ‘that’ mussels 
dish was with ’that’ beer.

Daily Happy Hour: Get 30% discount on all 
drinks, except Wines & Champagne and super 
premium spirits from 5pm to 6pm.

PLUM PRIME STEAKHOUSE
PLUM is fired up! A charcoal oven at the cen-
tre. Amazing steaks and creative fish & sea-
food dishes. Casual, yet chic with amazing sea 
views.  Our great five star restaurant Plum is 
also part of our big overhaul.

CAPE SIENNA GOURMET HOTEL & VILLAS

As a Prime Steakhouse, we strive to prepare 
our grilled meats at the best, in an imported 
charcoal brazier from Spain (like a charcoal grill 
but enclosed in an insulated oven, it’s extreme-
ly efficient and clean, although delivering all 
the flavor of a real chargrill) and painstakingly 
caring of every details, basting the meats with 
a choice of five different marinades, ensuring 
each and every slice of meat is cooked exactly 
at the customer’s desire. 

A special section of the menu is dedicated to 
Roast & Braises, also prepared in the very same 
oven, some of which, might take up to six 
hours of baking...

capesienna.com
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The “idea muscle” atrophies within days if you 
don’t use it. Just like walking. If you don’t use 
your legs for a week, they atrophy. You need 
to exercise the idea muscle. It takes about 3-6 
months to build up once it atrophies. Trust me 
on this.

Spiritual – I feel that most people 
don’t like the word “spiritual.” They 
think it means “god.” Or “religion.” But 
it doesn’t.

Pray (doesn’t matter if I’m praying to a god 
or to dead people or to the sun or to a chair 
in front of me – it just means being thankful. 
And not taking all the credit, for just a few sec-
onds of the day).
Meditate – Meditation for more than a few 
minutes is hard. It’s boring. Here I give tips for 
60 second meditations. You can also meditate 
for 15 seconds by really visualizing what it 
would be like meditate for 60 minutes.Here’s a 
simple meditation: sit in a chair, keep the back 
straight, watch yourself breathe. If you get 
distracted, no problem. Just pull yourself back 
to your breath. Try it for 5 minutes. Then six.
Being grateful – I try to  think of everyone in 
my life I’m grateful for. Then I try to think of 
more people. Then more. Its hard.
Forgiving – I picture everyone who has done 
me wrong. I visualize gratefulness for them 
(but not pity).
Studying- If I read a spiritual text (doesn’t 
matter what it is: Bible, Tao Te Ching, anything 
Zen related, even inspirational self-help stuff, 
doesn’t matter) I tend to feel good. This is 
not as powerful as praying or meditating (it 
doesn’t train your mind to cut out the BS) but 
it still makes me feel good.
My own experience: I can never achieve the 
three “simple” goals on a steady basis without 
doing the above practice on a daily basis. And 
every time I’ve hit bottom (or close to a bot-
tom, or I’ve been at some sort of crossroads) 
and started dong the above 4 items.

THE RESULTS

• Within about one month, I’d notice coin-
cidences start to happen. I’d start to feel 
lucky. People would smile at me more.

• Within three months the ideas would 
really start flowing, to the point where I 
felt overwhelming urges to execute the 
ideas.

• Within six months, good ideas would 
start flowing, I’d begin executing them, 
and everyone around me would help me 
put everything together.

• Within a year my life was always com-
pletely different. 100% upside down 
from the year before. More money, more 
luck, more health, etc.

And then I’d get lazy and stop doing the prac-
tice. And everything falls apart again. But now 
I’m trying to do it every day. Its hard to do all 
of this every day. Nobody is perfect. I don’t 
know if I’ll do all of these things today. But I 
know when I do it, it works.

jamesaltucher.com

HOW TO BE THE LUCKIEST GUY ON THE PLANET 
IN 4 EASY STEPS

I told my dad, “I’m a lucky guy.” He 
said, “But are you lucky in love?” I 
was six years old.

Love was the most disgusting thing in the 
world to me. What the hell was he talking 
about? Love was living in another neighbor-
hood at that time. Or another planet. It would 
be years before Love stuck its ugly little nose 
into my house and said, “Hello, anyone here?”

Luck was all about rolling the dice. Or finding 
a quarter on the ground. Or seeing a double 
rainbow after a quick storm. But now I’m dif-
ferent. I’m constantly checking in and out of 
the Hospital of No Luck. I’m older. I need luck 
to be constantly transfused into me or I run 
out of it.

Without luck, I’m dead. For me, good luck 
equals happiness. On a scale of happiness 
from 0 to 10, I think I’m about a seven or eight. 
But that’s a big improvement. When I was ly-
ing on the floor here, I was probably about a 
zero. Or at different points in this story, I was 
maybe at negative. So I’m trending upwards.

MY ONLY THREE GOALS IN LIFE:

A)  I want to be happy.
B)  I want to eradicate unhappiness in my life.
C)   I want every day to be as smooth as 
 possible. No hassles.

That’s it. I’m not asking for much. I need 
simple goals, or else I can’t achieve them. 
There’s been at least ten times in my life that 
everything seemed so low I felt like I would 
never achieve the above three things and the 
world would be better off without me.

Other times I felt like I was stuck at a cross-
roads and would never figure out which road 
to take. Each time I bounced back. When I 
look back at these times now I realize there 
was a common thread. Each time there were 
four things, and only four things, that were al-
ways in place in order for me to bounce back.

Now I try to incorporate these four things into 
a daily practice so I never dip low again.

THE DAILY PRACTICE: 

Physical – being in shape. Doing some 
form of exercise.

In 2003 I woke up at 5 a.m. every day and 
from 5-6 a.m. I played “Round the World” on 
a basketball court overlooking the Hudson 
River. Every day (except when it rained). Trains 
would pass and people at 5:30 a.m. would 
wave to me out the window. Now, I try to do 
yoga every day. But its hard.

All you need to do, minimally, is exercise 
enough to break a sweat for 10 minutes. So 
about 20-30 minutes worth of exercise a day. 
This is not to get “ripped” or “shredded”. But 
just to be healthy.

You can’t be happy if you aren’t healthy. Also, 
spending this time helps your mind better 
deal with its daily anxieties. If you can breathe 
easy when your body is in pain then its easier 
to breathe during difficult situations.

Here’s other things that are a part of this but a 
little bit harder:

• Wake up by 4-5 a.m. every day.
• Go to sleep by 8:30-9. (Good to sleep 8 

hours a night!)
• No eating after 5:30 p.m. Can’t be happy 

if indigested at night.

Emotional – If someone is a drag on 
me, I cut them out. If someone lifts me 
up, I bring them closer.

Nobody is sacred here. When the plane is go-
ing down, put the oxygen mask on your face 
first. Family, friends, people I love – I always 
try to be there for them and help.

But I don’t get close to anyone bringing me 
down. This rule can’t be broken.

Energy leaks out of you if someone is draining 
you. And I never owe anyone an explanation. 
Explaining is draining.

Another important rule: always be honest. Its 
fun. Nobody is honest anymore and people 
are afraid of it.

Try being honest for a day (without being 
hurtful). Its amazing where the boundaries 
are of how honest one can be. Its much big-
ger than I thought.

A corollary of this is: I never do anything I 
don’t want to do. Like I NEVER go to weddings.

Mental – Every day I write down ideas.

I write down so many ideas that it hurts my 
head to come up with one more. Then I try to 
write down five more.

The other day I tried to write 100 alterna-
tives kids can do other than go to college. I 
wrote down eight, which I wrote about here. I 
couldn’t come up with anymore.

Then the next day I came up with another 40. 
It definitely stretched my head.

No ideas today? Memorize all the legal 2 letter 
words for Scrabble. Translate the Tao Te Ching 
into Spanish.

Need ideas for lists of ideas? Come up with 30 
separate chapters for an “autobiography.” Try 
to think of 10 businesses you can start from 
home (and be realistic how you can execute 
them).

Give me 10 ideas of directions this blog can 
go in. Think of 20 ways Obama can improve 
the country. List every productive thing you 
did yesterday (this improves memory also and 
gives you ideas for today).
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Phuket’s Most Exciting & Stylish Contemporary Bakeries

Authentic & Stylish Contemporary Rotisseries

Authentic & Stylish Contemporary Italian Eateries

Authentic & Stylish Contemporary Sushi Bars
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For some solid sustenance, feast your eyes on 
the outstanding Mediterranean-inspired din-
ing menu, from the grilled Spanish-style octo-
pus served with chill and garlic butter sauce 
to the signature Catch salad (crab, asparagus, 
avocado, cherry tomatoes, fish roe, with a 
delicate French dressing). For a special occa-
sion (or just pure indulgence), order a plate of 
the fine de claire oysters—rated the world’s 
best, they are served on ice with your choice 
of mignonette sauce or spicy seafood sauce. 
The tantalizing menu continues with an ar-
ray of Thai favorites (try the Phuket satay gai, 

Kamala beach, a beautiful stretch 
of sand located in the next bay 
over from the famous party town 
of Patong, is famous for its gentle 
surf and relaxed vibe. Increasingly, 
it’s also known for being home 
to HQ Beach Lounge Restaurant, 
a contemporary seaside hangout 
with sleek lines, hidden cabanas 
under shady trees, and a mellow 
vibe that encourages you to stay all 
day—and into the night. 

One of the newest beach clubs to open along 
Phuket’s west coast, it’s already establishing a 
reputation as one of the island’s best.

A recent visitor from New York had this to 
say about their visit: “This place is beyond 
great. Honestly, if you’re planning on going to 
the beach in Kamala, then you should go here. 
Myself, my partner and another couple wanted 
to have a beach day, which to us means laying 
out, having drinks and eventually some food. I 
also need some shade, so then I thought why 
not go somewhere that offers all of that with 
less hassle. The food was great, the drinks were 
good, had great local flavors, and some bar 
classics. It’s a great vibe, could so picture this 
in Mykonos, Miami, Barcelona. It was very luxe 
but not pretentious, we felt very welcome, and 
attended to! I will be recommending this place 
to everyone.”

The dining menu at HQ features a healthy fo-
cus and fine flavors, starting with salads such 
as beetroot feta with almonds and pistachios, 
and lentils with sunflower sprouts and pome-
granates, carrying on with a refreshingly 
chilled green pea summer soup with prawn, 
and coriander, and a mezze plate with vegeta-
bles, chickpeas, and baba ganoush. Of course, 
you might want to cheat a little with a plate of 
the crisp fried calamari, perfectly paired with 
a tartar sauce dip and drizzle of lemon. While 
the signature pizza HQ (parma ham, red capsi-
cum, rocket and chili oil) is hard to turn down, 
do consider the excellent seafood, from the 
garlic butter tiger prawns to cod fish yellow 
curry. To finish off, order a helping of the ba-
nana crème brûlée, a fun tropical accent on a 
classic French dessert.

Snapping at the heels of Catch, but in a low 
key unassuming way, HQ Lounge Beach 
Lounge makes for the perfect place to relax in 
style, soak up some sun (or enjoy the shade), 
and enjoy the quiet beachside life Phuket lo-
cals have enjoyed for generations.

Located at North-end of Kamala Beach. 
hqphuket.com

Ever since it first opened its doors 
in 2006, on the chic shores of 
Surin on the island’s west coast, 
Catch Beach Club has been the 
standard-bearer for Phuket beach 
clubs. From the stylish design to 
the cool tunes to the fine dining 
menu, it has set the tone for the 
rest of the island. 

A decade later, Catch moved to larger and 
more glamorous surroundings in Cherng-
talay, and is still leading the way in terms of 
innovation with the launch of Vibes Phuket, 
Asia’s first beach party season that runs from 
December 2017 through April 2018. 

This spectacular array of events, which in-
cludes the visit of superstar DJs like Roger 
Sanchez and Erick Morillo, and the unique 
entertainment of Le Cirque—which includes 
acrobats, jugglers, knife throwers, fortune 
tellers, mimes and magicians—is attracting 
global attention, pushing the island to the 
forefront of global sophisticated island resort 
destinations (for a full list of events and to 
purchase tickets, visit vibesphuket.com).

As Olivier Gibaud, group general manager of 
Twinpalms, the owners of Catch, says, “People 
are continually attracted to experience a day at 
Catch Beach Club to enjoy excellent drinks, a 
quality environment, and great music, in world-
class surroundings. As night falls, Catch begins 
to welcomes those wanting to “see and be 
seen”, and groove to the latest tunes.” No time 
is this more apparent than at Catch’s annual 
White Party, which has become the number 
one event on Phuket’s social calendar, draw-
ing the famous and fabulous—decked out 
head to toe in white—for a special evening of 
shared celebration. 

HEAD OF THE CLASS – HQ BEACH LOUNGE 
RESTAURANT

CATCHING THE VIBE: CATCH BEACH CLUB

grilled marinated chicken skewers), a range of 
sushi and sashimi, pizzas and pastas, comfort 
food mains—from the Catch beef burger on 
a brioche bun to the lamb chops in red wine 
sauce—and, finishing on a high note, desserts 
such as the orange-accented fresh chocolate 
mousse, and the all-time Thailand favorite 
treat of mango sticky rice. At Catch, life has 
never tasted so sweet.

Located on Bang Tao Beach. 
catchbeachclub.com
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ships and training for the less-fortunate mem-
bers of the local community. The scholarships 
we offer are very specific — only in hospitality 
and hotel management studies,” said Antho-
ny, adding that the association is working on 
partnerships with Prince of Songkla Universi-
ty, Phuket Rajabhat University and the Voca-
tional Institute of Phuket to provide intern-
ships at member hotels.
 
PHUKET HOTELS ASSOCIATION
9 Lagoon Road, Cherngtalay, Thalang, Phuket 
83110, Thailand
+66 (0)76 325 348
admin@phukethotelsassociation.com
phukethotelsassociation.com

Ben Reeves

PHUKET HOTELS ASSOCIATION

Phuket Hotels Association brings 
the management expertise of the 
island together, helping to make it 
a better place, through supporting 
the local community and environ-
ment and showing the world what 
those living here already know: 
Phuket is the place to be.
 
Formed in January 2016, Phuket Hotels As-
sociation now includes 70 of the best hotels 
and resorts. The organization is made up ex-
clusively of top-level management, meaning 
that the meetings every two months involve 
real decision-makers; the movers and shakers 
of the tourism industry in Phuket.
 
Led by Anthony Lark, the managing director 
and general manager at Trisara, the associ-
ation has three main objectives, the first of 
which is to develop and market Brand Phuket. 
“There’s been a lot of talk about Brand Phuket 
over the last five years,” said Anthony. “But 
finally, last year, Phuket Hotels Association 
worked with a branding company in Bangkok 
called QUO to develop it.”
 
By working with the Tourism Authority of 
Thailand (TAT), local government and other 
similar groups, the association aims to bring 
ever more tourists to the island, promoting 
good news stories and positive experiences 
of Phuket. However, they don’t just wish to 
exploit the Pearl of the Andaman, which is 
where the other two objectives come in.
 
“The second objective is to protect the local 
environment and support sustainable practic-
es. We share best practices and support green 
suppliers — companies providing items such 

as biodegradable bags and paper straws. We 
want to reach a point where none of our hotels 
use any plastic,” Anthony said, proudly adding 
that several members have already switched 
over to using only glass water bottles in their 
rooms.
 
With 70 of the most prominent hotels behind 
it, the Phuket Hotels Association has the clout 
needed to make a major impact on local in-
dustries. By buying in bulk, they can cultivate 
green suppliers and help them expand. The 
association is also planning a trade show for 
sustainable and environmentally friendly sup-
pliers around June 2018.
 
Phuket Hotels Association has joined or led 
several initiatives to help protect Phuket’s 
beautiful yet delicate oceans. It is working 
with the United Nations on their Clean Seas 
programme to raise awareness about marine 
debris, as well as starting the annual Interna-
tional Coastal Clean-Up in September 2017 
and working with PTT, TAT and the Ecoalf 
Foundation on their Upcycling the Oceans 
project.
 
“With Upcycling the Oceans, we’ll be working 
with fishermen and scuba divers, who will go 
into our oceans and remove rubbish, and the 
Hotels Association will be cleaning the beaches. 
All the plastic is recycled into thread to make 
clothing, which we’re hoping to sell through our 
hotel boutiques.” Thailand has been leading 
the world in this effort, with successful pilot 
programs completed in Rayong, Surat Thani 
and now Phuket.
 
The third objective for the Phuket Hotels 
Association is to support and nurture local 
less-privileged kids hoping to be the chefs 
and hotel managers of the future. “We have 
an annual fundraising event to pay for scholar-
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not just survive, but also focus and thrive in 
the face of adverse conditions. 

You absolutely must be able to depend upon 
the person with whom you’re in the trenches. 
Here are some tactics to keep in mind when 
feeling out personality fit:

Go with your gut. If you don’t trust someone 
intuitively, don’t enter into a long-term busi-
ness relationship with them (not to mention 
one that affords plenty of opportunity to do 
wrong by one another).
Think long-term. Remember that if all goes 
well, you’ll be managing a pretty large team 
together, so make sure your personalities 
complement each other and can provide a 
variety of perspectives as you grow. If you’re 
more of a visionary who prefers providing 
big-picture direction, find someone who can 
execute around the details, etc.

Make sure he or she can acknowledge and 
laugh at mistakes. The worst kind of cofound-
er relationship is one in which someone isn’t 
willing to own up to their own errors, and 
can’t see the humor in the many bumps in the 
road.

Seek out scrappiness and speed. Remember 
that someone who has seen enormous suc-
cess at a big company (even tech companies 
like Google or Facebook) may not be accus-
tomed to the scrappiness and speed that 
founding a pre-seed startup requires. Test out 
their willingness to get in the weeds and do 
the dirty work alongside you. You don’t want 
to be the only one hustling.

Batman had Robin. Holmes had Watson. Lit-
erature and film are full of dynamic duos, the 
sum of whose parts are greater than the in-
dividual. 

The same principle applies to early stage 
startups. Find the right partner in crime, and 
you’ll start to have fun working together to 
build something that’s “gonna be huge.” Make 
the wrong move, and you’ll be dealing with 
the consequences for a long time.

Lee Mayer

Having two founders versus 
a single founder significantly 
increases chances of success.

Many of the new entrepreneurs I meet ask 
the same question — what if I don’t have a 
cofounder? 

I almost always encourage them to find one. 
Having a cofounder isn’t just a nice way to 
share the burden of late nights searching for 
product market fit or the sting of your 34th 
rejection from VCs — studies have shown that 
having two founders versus a single founder 
significantly increases chances of success.

Splitting the considerable workload of an 
early stage company, holding yourselves ac-
countable to do the things you said you were 
going to do and bringing a variety of skill 
sets to the table seems to increase the odds 
of surviving past the first year, raising capital 
and growing customers quickly.

Finding the right cofounder, however, can be 
a minefield. Not only does the person have 
to complement your skills, he or she also has 
to complement your personality — all in tre-
mendously unique circumstances. On top of 
this, existing social and familial relationships 
can complicate the already complex founder 
relationship. It’s no wonder over 60% of failed 
startups point to cofounder struggles as a 
main cause.

Now that I’ve been managing a cofounder re-
lationships for a few years, I’ll share some of 
the things I wish I’d done when searching for 
my perfect founding team.

FIGURE OUT GAPS IN YOUR SKILLS AND 
BACKGROUND
Let’s say you have an MBA and have spent 
years in finance, but you have no idea how to 
build anything remotely technical. It’s proba-
bly time to find someone who has done that 
before, and can handle the technical deci-
sion-making. 

Are you a product and design wunder-
kind, but you’ve never thought about how 
to achieve rapid customer growth for your 
ecommerce business idea? Try and find a co-
founder that is a genius at acquisition.

Another way of thinking about this is to un-
derstand which job functions you’d like to 
be responsible for in the company, and then 
identify which job functions you’d like your 
coworker to fulfill. When we started our com-
pany, my cofounder and I roughly split our 
areas of responsibility up by “internal” (prod-
uct, tech, funding) and “external” (business 
development, marketing, growth) to play to 
our strengths.

Now that you know a little bit about what 
you’re looking for, if you’re lucky enough to 
live in an area with a large entrepreneurship 
ecosystem (think: San Francisco or New York) 
you can start to put feelers out there and 
meet people that qualify on paper.

Tell your friends about your idea; tell them 
who you’d be looking for in an ideal world, 
and scour connections on LinkedIn for people 
who may fit. Attend lots of coffee meetings, 
go to events and put yourself out there — 
you’ll meet a lot of people very quickly, which 
only increases the likelihood of finding the 
right person.

If you don’t have a large and thriving startup 
network locally, or even if you do, make sure 
you use the resources available to you. Try to 
attend local entrepreneurship events at local 
universities or coworking spaces, and attempt 
to get connected to people who run early 
stage startup programs (accelerators, seed 
funds or other organizations that see a lot of 
early entrepreneurs). You can also reach out 
to interesting would-be cofounders through 
networks you already have through your alma 
mater or your current company.

Finally, don’t ignore your first-degree con-
nections — but, if you do choose to found a 
company with someone in your close circle, 
do not enter into the relationship lightly. 
Many “experts” will tell you that this is a bad 
idea, but in my experience, if done carefully 
and in a transparent way, you can find your 
perfect cofounder among your friends and 
family. After all, isn’t it better to know exact-
ly who you’re jumping into bed (or more like 
marriage ... ) with?

DUMP THE DATA
Once you’ve met the someone, or the some-
ones, who you think may fill in the gaps on 
your cofounding team, it’s time to completely 
throw out their resume to see if the relation-
ship will actually work in the long-term. 

You may find a candidate who is best-in-class 
at building the perfect mobile app, but what 
if you absolutely cannot imagine being in the 
same room with him or her every day for the 
next six years? Don’t talk yourself into “set-
tling” on chemistry because of a candidate’s 
background.

The real magic to cofounding teams is per-
sonality fit. Starting a startup is stressful; it re-
quires quick decision-making in the absence 
of perfect data, a lot of unpaid, long hours 
without any guarantee of success and, maybe 
most importantly, the intestinal fortitude to 

FINDING THE PERFECT STARTUP COFOUNDER



“Because of you, I laugh, I smile, 
I dare to dream again. I look forward 
with great joy to spending the rest 
of my life with you, caring for you, 
nurturing you, being there for you 
in all life has for us, and I vow to be 
true and faithful for as long as we 
both shall live.”

Your wedding day, the greatest day of all and 
the beginning of your adventure through 
paradise should be a day when you and your 
special someone can concentrate on the love 
you share for each other.
 
At Palm Seaside Restaurant, Lounge & Bar, an 
outlet of Twinpalms Phuket Resort, we provide 
the perfect wedding stage for you and your 
soul mate to move effortlessly and elegantly 
from the ceremony to the wedding breakfast 
and beyond.
 

T WINPALMS PHUKET,106/46 MOO 3, SURIN BEACH ROAD, CHERNG TALAY, PHUKET 83110, THAILAND
 +66 (0)76 316 500    +66 (0)76 316 599    EVENTS@T WINPALMS-PHUKET.COM     T WINPALMS-PHUKET.COM

We pride ourselves on our seamless service, 
heavenly cuisine and those personal touches 
that make you feel like the most important 
person in the world.
 
With our elegant, exquisite rooms and excellent 
facilities, Twinpalms Phuket provides the ideal 
intimate and romantic place for your wedding 
guests to stay.

The Surin Phuket is the idyllic 
backdrop for a tropical island 
wedding, with its breathtaking 
secluded beach and seamless 
professional service.

Exchange vows against a stunning sunset 
on fine white sand in an intimate, romantic 
setting or have a memorable celebration 
with a hundred invited guests for a grand 
Thai ceremony with traditional dance, drum 
procession and an elegant marquee.
 
All-inclusive wedding packages are available 
for both Western and Thai ceremonies, 
although our experienced team are always 
delighted to personalize arrangements to suit 
the couple’s particular requirements.
 

MS. PREMJIT WAT TANASANGMEECHAI – THE SURIN PHUKET, PANSEA BEACH, 118 MOO 3, CHERNGTALAY, PHUKET
 +66 (0)76 316 400   +66 (0)76 621 590    SM@THESURINPHUKET.COM    THESURINPHUKET.COM

Located on the beachfront between the sand 
and tropical gardens surrounding The Surin, 
the grass lawn offers the perfect picturesque 
setting for a wedding and reception. There is 
ample space for a dining marquee and guests 
are seated facing the ocean so they can watch 
the ceremony against a background of white 
sand and turquoise water.



When planning to marry and seal 
your love with a perfect wedding, 
you may ask what makes the 
ceremony at The Vijitt Resort 
Phuket a symbolic and memorable 
experience?

Your Dream Wedding…at
Cape Sienna Phuket Hotel & Villas.

Here, at The Vijitt Resort Phuket — the ulti-
mate romantic retreat — we embrace the ex-
otic belief that marriages are made in heaven. 
You are fortunate to be able to celebrate this 
once-in-a-lifetime experience in a romantic 
environment of contemporary living — a nat-
ural paradise on the beachfront. We will make 
sure that your “Big Day” is a fabulous, relaxing 
and memorable experience for you and your 
guests, lingering in your memory until eternity.
 

Spring or Summer, Grand or Private, Sunshine 
or Twilight… We make dreams come true on 
the most special and important day of your life. 
We take delight in making your every thought
count and making everything perfect to your 
imagination, every moment a memorable one.
To each the perception of a perfect wedding 
is unique, but has one thing in common, Hap-
piness! And we believe in delivering all the 
things that are associated with your happiness
on that day.

THE VIJIT T RESORT PHUKET, 16  MOO2, VISET ROAD, RAWAI, MUANG, PHUKET, THAILAND 83130
 +66 (0)76 363600    +66 (0)76 363648    SALES@VIJIT TRESORT.COM    VIJIT TRESORT.COM

CAPE SIENNA PHUKET HOTEL & VILLAS, 18/40 MOO.6 NAKALAY ROAD, T.KAMALA, A.KATU, PHUKET 83150, THAILAND
 +66(0)76 337300    +66(0)76 337399    MICE@CAPESIENNA.COM    CAPESIENNA.COM

While you luxuriate in the serene environs of 
the resort or rehearse the vow “I do” for that 
special moment in time, let us take care of all 
the basics and transform your dream into real-
ity. Whether you choose to experience the gra-
ciousness of local culture with a traditional Thai 
wedding blessing or a Western wedding cere-
mony, we will cater for your every requirement.

Cape Sienna Hotel & Villas offers a wedding 
setting for extravagant and intimate groups 
which is unmatched in Phuket.

Put your hands together and leave it with our 
professional team… just say I DO...!
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Now I wanted to get the Science Times to document this — I wanted to 
get them to do a piece on it. So I did what any person seriously pursuing 
scientific advancement would do — I walked into the New York Times 
offices and did card tricks to everybody. I don’t know if it was the magic or 
the law of the Cayman Islands but John Tierney flew down and did a piece 
on the seriousness of breath-holding. While he was there, I tried to impress 
him of course, and I did a dive down to 160 feet, basically the height of a 
16-story building, and as I was coming up, I blacked out underwater which 
is really dangerous — that’s how you drown. Luckily, Kirk had seen me and 
he swam over and pulled me up.

I started full focus. I completely trained to get my breath-hold time up 
for what I needed to do, but there was no way to prepare for the live televi-
sion aspect of it being on Oprah. In practice, I would do it facedown floating 
on the pool but for TV they wanted me to be upright so they could see my 
face, basically. The other problem was the suit was so buoyant that they 
had to strap my feet to keep me from floating up, so I had to use my legs to 
hold my feet into the straps that were loose, which was a real problem for 
me. That made me extremely nervous, raising the heart rate.

Then what they also did — which we never did before — there was 
a heart rate monitor, and it was right next to the sphere. So every time my 
heart would beat, I’d hear the beep, beep, beep — you know, the ticking 
really loud, which was making me more nervous and there’s no way to 
slow my heart rate down. Normally, I would start at 38 beats per minute, 
and while holding my breath, it would drop to 12 beats per minute, which 
is pretty unusual. This time it started at 120 beats and it never went down. I 
spent the first five minutes underwater desperately trying to slow my heart 
rate down. I was just sitting there thinking, I’ve got to slow this down — I’m 
going to fail, I’m going to fail — and I was getting more nervous and the 
heart rate just kept going up and up all the way up to 150 beats. Basically, 
it’s the same thing that created my downfall at Lincoln Center — it was a 
waste of o2. When I made it to the halfway mark at eight minutes, I was 
100% certain that I was not going to be able to make this — there was no 
way for me to do it, so I figured Oprah had dedicated an hour to doing this 
breath-hold thing, if I had cracked early, it would be a whole show about 
how depressed I am. So I figured I’m better off just fighting and staying 
there until I black out, at least and they can pull me out and take care of 
me and all that. I kept pushing to 10 minutes.

At 10 minutes you start getting all these really strong tingling sensa-
tions in your fingers and toes and I knew that was blood shunting — when 
the blood rushes away from your extremities to provide oxygen to your 
vital organs. At 11 minutes, I started feeling throbbing sensations in my 
legs, and my lips started to feel really strange. At minute 12, I started to 
have ringing in my ears, and I started to feel my arm going numb. I’m a 
hypochondriac and I remembered arm numb means heart attack, so I 
started to get really paranoid. Then at 13 minutes — maybe because of the 
hypochondria — I started feeling pains all over my chest, it was awful.

At 14 minutes, I had these awful contractions, like this urge to breathe. 
At 15 minutes I was suffering major o2 deprivation to the heart and I start-
ed having ischemia to the heart. My heartbeat would go from 120 to 50, to 
150 to 40, to 20 to 150 again. It would skip a beat, it would start, it would 
stop, and I felt all this. I was sure that I was going to have a heart attack.

So at 16 minutes, what I did is I slid my feet out because I knew that if 
I did go out, if I did have a heart attack, they’d have to jump into the water 
and take my feet out before pulling me up. I was really nervous, so I let 
my feet out and started floating to the top and I didn’t take my head out. I 
was just floating there, waiting for my heart to stop… just waiting. They 
had doctors sitting there, with the…. you know, sitting there waiting. Then 
suddenly, I hear screaming and I think that’s some weird thing, I had died 
or something had happened. Then I realized that I had made it to 16.32. So 
with the energy of everybody that was there, I decided to keep pushing and 
I went to 17 minutes and 4 seconds.

As though that wasn’t enough, what I did immediately afterwards, I 
went to Quest Labs and had them take every blood sample that they could 
test for everything and to see where my levels were, so the doctors could 
use it once again. I also didn’t want anybody to question it. I had the world 
record and I wanted to make sure it was legitimate.

So I get to New York City the next day, and this kid walks up to me — 
I’m walking out of the Apple store and this kid walks up to me. He’s like “Yo 
D” and I’m like, “Yeah” and he said, “If you really held your breath that long 
why’d you come out of the water dry?” I was like, “What?” That’s my life. But 
as a magician, I try to show things to people that seem impossible, and I 
think magic — whether I’m holding my breath or shuffling a deck of cards 
— is pretty simple. It’s practice, it’s training, and it’s experimenting. It’s 
training and experimenting while pushing through the pain to be the best 
that I can be. That’s what magic is to me. So thank you.

davidblaine.com

As a magician, I try to create images that make people 
stop and think. I also try to challenge myself to do 
things that doctors say are not possible. I was buried 
alive in New York City in a coffin — buried alive in a 
coffin in April 1999 for a week. I lived there with noth-
ing but water and it ended up being so much fun that I 
decided I could pursue doing more of these things.
For the next one, I froze myself in a block of ice for three days and three 
nights in New York City — that one was way more difficult than I had ex-
pected. The one after that, I stood on top of a hundred-foot pillar for 36 
hours. I began to hallucinate so hard that the buildings that were behind 
me started to look like big animal heads.

Next, I went to London. In London, I lived in a glass box for 44 days 
with nothing but water. It was for me, one of the most difficult things I’ve 
ever done but it was also the most beautiful. There were so many skeptics, 
especially the Press in London, that they started flying cheeseburgers on 
helicopters around my box to tempt me, so I felt very validated when the 
New England Journal of Medicine actually used the research for science.

My next pursuit I wanted to see how long I could go without breathing 
— like how long I could survive with nothing — not even air. I didn’t real-
ize that it would become the most amazing journey of my life. As a young 
magician, I was obsessed with Houdini and his underwater challenges, so 
I began early on competing against the other kids — seeing how long I 
could stay underwater while they went up and down to breathe, five times I 
stayed under on one breath, and by the time I was a teenager I was able to 
hold my breath for three minutes and thirty seconds. I would later find out 
that was Houdini’s personal record. In 1987, I heard of a story about a boy 
that fell through ice and was trapped under a river. He was underneath, not 
breathing for 45 minutes. When the rescue workers came they resuscitated 
him, and there was no brain damage. His core temperature had dropped 
to 77 degrees. As a magician, I think everything is possible and I think if 
something is done by one person, it can be done by others. I started to 
think if the boy could survive without breathing for that long there must be 
a way that I could do it, so I met with a top neurosurgeon and I asked him 
how long is it possible to go without breathing — like how long could I go 
without air? He said to me that anything over six minutes you have a seri-
ous risk of hypoxic brain damage, so I took that as a challenge, basically.

On my first try, I figured that I could do something similar and I created 
a water tank and I filled it with ice and freezing cold water and I stayed 
inside of that water tank, hoping my core temperature would start to drop. 
I was shivering and on my first attempt to hold my breath, I couldn’t even 
last a minute. I realized that was completely not going to work so went 
to talk to a doctor friend and I asked him, “How could I do that? I want 
to hold my breath for a really long time. How could it be done?” He said, 
“David, you’re a magician, create the illusion of not breathing and it will 
be much easier.” He came up with this idea of creating a rebreather with a 
co2 scrubber, which was basically a tube from Home Depot with balloons 
duct-taped to it that he thought we could put inside of me and somehow 
be able to circulate the air and breathe with this thing in me. That clearly 
wasn’t going to work.

Then I actually started thinking about liquid breathing — there’s a 
chemical called perflubron and it’s so high in oxygen levels that in theory 
you could breathe it. So I got my hands on that chemical, filled the sink 
up with it, and stuck my face in the sink and tried to breathe it in, which is 
really impossible. It’s basically like trying to breathe, as a doctor said, while 
having an elephant standing on your chest, so that idea disappeared.

Then I started thinking… would it be possible to hook up a heart-lung 
bypass machine and have a surgery where there was a tube going into 
my artery and then appear to not breathe while they (the doctors) were 
oxygenating my blood, which was another insane idea, obviously.

Then I thought about the craziest idea of all — to actually do it and 
try to hold my breath past the point that doctors would consider you brain 
dead. I started researching into pearl divers, you know, because they go 
down for four minutes on one breath. When I was researching pearl divers, 
I found the world of freediving — it was the most amazing thing I have 
ever discovered, pretty much. There are many different aspects to free 
diving — there are depth records, where people go as deep as they can, 
and then there’s static apnea — that’s holding your breath as long as you 
can in one place without moving. That was the one I studied. The first thing 

I learned is when you’re holding your breath you should never move at all — 
that wastes energy and that depletes oxygen. It builds up co2 in your blood, 
so I learned never to move and how to slow my heart rate down. I had to re-
main perfectly still and just relax, think I wasn’t in my body and just control it.

Then I learned how to purge. Purging is basically hyperventilating. You 
blow in and out — you get lightheaded, you get tingling, and you’re really rid-
ding your body of co2, so when you hold your breath it’s infinitely easier. Then 
I learned that you have to take a huge breath, and you just hold, relax and 
never let any air out, just hold and relax through all the pain every morning 
— this is for months. I would wake up and the first thing that I would do is I 
would hold my breath. Out of 52 minutes, I would hold my breath for 44 min-
utes, so basically that means I would purge. I would breathe really hard for a 
minute and then I would hold immediately after, for five and a half minutes, 
then I would breathe again for a minute, purging as hard as I could, then im-
mediately after I would hold again for five and a half minutes. I would repeat 
this process eight times in a row. At fifty-two minutes you’re only breathing 
for eight minutes. At the end of that you’ve completely fried your brain — you 
feel like you’re walking around in a daze and have these awful headaches. 
Basically, I’m not the best person to talk to when I’m doing that stuff.

I started learning about the world-record holder; his name is Tom Zaebis, 
and this guy is perfectly built for holding his breath. He’s six foot four, he’s a 
hundred and sixty pounds, and his total lung capacity is twice the size of an 
average person. I’m six foot one and fat, we’ll say big-boned. I had to drop 50 
pounds in three months, so everything that I put into my body I considered as 
medicine. Every bit of food was exactly what it was for its nutritional value — 
I ate really small controlled portions throughout the day and I started to really 
adapt my body. The thinner I was, the longer I was able to hold my breath, 
and by eating so well and training so hard, my resting heart rate dropped 
to 38 beats per minute, which is lower than most Olympic athletes. In four 
months of training, I was able to hold my breath for seven minutes. I wanted 
to try holding my breath everywhere. I wanted to try it in the most extreme 
situations to see if I could slow my heart rate down under duress.

I decided that I was going to break the world record live on prime-
time television. The world record was eight minutes and 58 seconds, held by 
Tom Zaebis — that guy with the whale lungs I told you about. I assumed that 
I could put a water tank at Lincoln Center and if I stayed there for a week not 
eating, I would get comfortable in that situation and would slow my metabo-
lism, which I was sure would help me hold my breath longer than I had been 
able to do it. I was completely wrong. I entered the sphere a week before 
the scheduled air day and thought everything seemed to be on track. Two 
days before my big breath-hold attempt for the record, the producers of my 
television special thought that just watching somebody holding their breath 
and almost drowning is too boring for television, so I had to add handcuffs 
while holding my breath to escape from. This was a critical mistake. Because 
of the movement, I was wasting oxygen and by 7 minutes I had gone into 
these awful convulsions. By 7.08 I started to black out and by 7 minutes and 
30 seconds, they had to pull my body out and bring me back. I had failed on 
every level.

So naturally, the only way out of the slump that I could think of was I de-
cided to call Oprah. I told her that I wanted to up the ante and hold my breath 
longer than any human being ever had. This was a different record — a pure 
o2 static apnea record. Guinness had set the world record at 13 minutes so 
basically you breathe pure o2 first, oxygenating your body, flushing out co2 
and you’re able to hold much longer. I realized that my real competition was 
the beaver.

In January of 2008, Oprah gave me four months to prepare and train, 
so I would sleep in a hypoxic tent every night. A hypoxic tent is a tent that 
simulates altitude at 15,000 feet so it’s like Basecamp Everest. What that 
does is to start building up the red blood cell count in your body, which helps 
you carry oxygen better. Every morning after getting out of that tent your brain 
is completely wiped out. At my first attempt on pure o2, I was able to go up to 
15 minutes so it was a pretty big success. The neurosurgeon pulled me out of 
the water because in his mind at 15 minutes your brain is done, you’re brain 
dead, so he pulled me up and I was fine. There was one person there who 
was definitely not impressed — it was my ex-girlfriend. While I was breaking 
the record underwater for the first time, she was sifting through my blackberry 
checking all my messages — my brother had a picture of it.

I then announced that I was going to go for Zaebis’ record publicly. 
And what he did in response, is he went on Regis and Kelly and broke his 
old record. Then his main competitor went out and broke his record, so he 
suddenly pushed the record up to 16 minutes and 32 seconds which was 
three minutes longer than I had prepared… it was longer than the record. 
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WELLNESS
A BETTER YOU, TODAY.

PHUKET CHARITIES

Phuket Has Been Good To Us 

Established after the 2004 Asian Tsunami, Phuket Has Been Good 
To Us (PHBGTU) is a Thai registered charity. We teach English 
for free to 1,200 children aged 3 to 18 in three Thai Government 
schools in Phuket. Our qualified and experienced English teachers 
teach English classes as part of the Thai school curriculum. We help 
Thai children become capable and confident English speakers so 
that they can secure well paid employment. 

We receive no Government funding but rely on the generosity of 
businesses and kind individuals to pay our teachers’ salaries and 
donations to provide our teaching supplies.
www.phukethasbeengoodtous.org

Located at Kamala.

www.phukethasbeengoodtous.org
www.facebook.com/phukethasbeengoodtous

PHUKET CHARITIES

Yaowawit School

Yaowawit School was founded in Phang Nga in 2005 for children of 
the poorest of the poor from Phuket, Phang Nga, Krabi and Ranong. 
We believe that a mixture of traditional school and pre-vocational 
education will help our children to break out of the vicious circle of 
poverty. We are a home-stay school for today 140 children in the age 
between 3 and 18 and offer Kindergarten and Primary School onsite. 
The students visit the local Secondary School. All of our activities and 
education programs are bilingual Thai/English.

The Yaowawit Lodge, our hospitality education center, has 14 guest 
rooms and caters to Thai and International Schools and local and in-
ternational guests. Nestled in our 130 Rai farm, our guests enjoy the 
real and rural Thailand with excursions to local markets, hot springs, 
waterfalls and temples. This social entrepreneurship project and our 
soon to be Permaculture Farm are ideal life-skills learning centers 
which prepare our children for life after school.

Located in Kapong District, Phang Nga (120 km north of Phuket)

www.yaowawit.org

PHUKET CHARITIES

The Rotary Club Patong Beach 

The Rotary Club of Patong Beach has been helping provide medical 
care and education for the many needy children in Phuket and along 
the Andaman Coast for over fourteen years. Their many programs 
have provided scholarships for over 300 students, medical care for 
young kids who would otherwise not have access to needed care, 
and helped fund a pre-school, a clinic, and clean water for Moken 
children on a remote island. 

Their current programs include funding a school in Phuket for chil-
dren of Burmese migrant workers who would otherwise be denied 
any education at all. 100% of all funds raised by the Rotary Club go 
directly to the beneficiaries. Watch for future Rotary Club of Patong 
Beach fundraising events and come along to help them help the 
needy children of Phuket and the west coast.

Located in Patong Beach.

www.rotarypatong.org

PHUKET CHARITIES

Soi Dog

Soi Dog was founded in 2003 by Margot Homburg Park and John 
and Gill Dalley. Phuket was growing rapidly at the time and the stray 
dog population was increasing at a fast pace. Witnessing the suffer-
ing endured by street animals John, Gill and Margot held Soi Dog’s 
first clinics utilizing volunteer vets from overseas. Nearly 11 years on 
and Soi Dog have sterilized over 66,000 dogs and cats in Phuket and 
Thailand which is a huge accomplishment. 

Soi Dog has always been known for sterilization and treatment of an-
imals but did you know the shelter in Mai Khao has nearly 400 dogs 
and dozens of cats available for adoption? Many of these dogs and 
cats will live out the rest of their lives at the shelter unless we help 
them find their forever homes. All our dogs and cats are sterilized, 
vaccinated and free to good homes. We adopt locally and overseas 
so if you are considering a feline or canine to join your family please 
contact cristy@soidog.org or on 093 685 1332. 

Located in Mai Khao.

www.soidog.org
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In March of 2006, while browsing Amazon for 
weight-loss books, I came across Dr. Joel Fuhr-
man’s book Eat to Live. I read the description, 
and it made a lot of sense to me. I read the 
reviews, and it sounded like it worked for a lot 
of people. I ordered the book, started reading 
it, and changed my diet immediately.

As a Young Dad I Lost 160 Pounds by 
Eating More - Lots More!
In October of 2005, I felt the pain 
that got me started on this journey. 
I came home from work and looked 
through the stack of mail on the 
counter. I found a letter from an 
insurance company about a life 
insurance policy I had applied for. 
I was a little anxious because I’d 
had issues getting insurance in 
the past. I opened the letter, and 
there it was: Denied. No mention of 
going into another risk category or 
getting follow-up medical assess-
ment - just denied. This company 
would not sell me a 20-year-term 
life insurance policy, and I took it 
as a death sentence.

As I stood there, 33 years old, on medication 
for high blood pressure, weighing 360-plus 
pounds, with a 54-inch waist, I felt depressed 
and hopeless. Looking back, there were lots 
of good things in my life. I was happily mar-

ried with an 18-month-old son and a second 
child on the way. We did lots of fun things 
like snowboarding, biking, skateboarding, 
and spending time with friends. At the same 
time, there were difficulties. It was painful for 
me to sit in armchairs, I overflowed the seat 
on airplanes, and I had to buy heavy-duty 
everything—from ladders to oversized kitch-
en and dining room chairs.

That December, I set a New Year’s resolution 
to lose 50 pounds in 2006. I immediately 
gave up sweets and soda, and resolved to 
figure out how to just eat less. For the next 
few months I avoided sweets and soda and 
kept myself hungry, but I didn’t lose a sin-
gle pound. It was depressing. I still had time 
though, so I kept searching for something 
that would work.

Calm & Fit

Tel: 66 (0)92 695 5426
www.smile-yoga-phuket.com

 Smile Yoga
 Smile Yoga – Phuket

LOCATED IN BAAN MANIK (BETWEEN HEROINE’S MONUMENT AND CHERNGTALAY)  OPPOSITE LARGE TEMPLE GATE

with

I focused on eating more, lots more. More 
fruits, vegetables, beans, whole grains, nuts, 
and seeds—and less of everything else. I let 
the good stuff crowd out the bad stuff I used 
to eat. It was a good plan for me. There were 
no feelings of failure, and I woke up every 
day on a mission to eat more healthy plant 
foods than I had the day before. By the time 
my second son was born, just two months 
after starting, I was down 30 pounds! That 
was all the motivation I needed to keep 
pushing forward.

I continued eating more vegetables and fruit 
and cutting out everything else, including oil, 
breads, sauces, sweeteners, and even pizza. I 
ate huge salads, and tons of greens. I made 
big batches of bean chili with mushrooms 
and kale, and soups with broccoli and roasted 
red peppers. I ate everything over steamed 
spinach, kale, or broccoli, usually with a side 
of some other vegetable. I snacked on fresh 
fruit, raw carrots, or celery. I seriously ate 
more vegetables and fruit than I thought was 
possible. And it was working!

After those first two months of big weight 
loss, as my new diet became my new normal, 
I continued to lose almost exactly 8 pounds 
a month. I saw my doctor every two weeks 
so she could help me track my changes and 
ramp down my blood pressure medication. 
My doctor was very impressed with my 
weight loss and how my other ailments were 
clearing up.

After losing 90 pounds, I decided to start exer-
cising for the first time in my life. I had so much 
energy, I needed to do something with it, so I 
started running! Actually, I started by walking. 
Then I would run for 30 seconds or until I lost 
my breath, and I’d go back to walking. I did that 
for 30 minutes every day, trying to run a little 
longer each time. I progressed quickly, until I 
could run a minute, then a quarter-mile, then 
a half-mile nonstop. Eventually, I could run a 
full mile. I would warm up, run a mile, take a 
walk break, and then run another! The runs got 
longer and the walk breaks got shorter until I 
could run for miles without stopping.

As the calendar flipped to 2007, I continued 
extending my running distances and eating 
more whole, plant-based foods, and almost 
nothing else. I lost about 8 pounds a month, 
every single month, until September 2007, 
when my weight loss stopped just as sudden-
ly as it began.

At that point, I weighed 197 pounds and had 
dropped a total of 160 pounds! My blood 
pressure, triglycerides, and cholesterol lev-
els were all ideal without medication, and I 
no longer got migraine headaches. My waist 
size had gone from 54 to a size 36! Oh, and 
I re-applied for that life insurance policy and 
got it—in the preferred category!

It’s been 10 years now since I lost the weight, 
and I’m as steady now as I was then. I run and 
play with my kids the way they want me to, 
and I have the confidence of knowing that I’m 
truly healthy on the inside and will continue 
to be an active, healthy part of their lives for 
many, many years to come.

written by Anthony Masiello, forksoverknives.com

BALI’S YOGA PIONEER MASTER JACK FARRAS NOW IN PHUKET IN HIS FULL FACILITY STUDIO WITH A 
FAMILY FEEL ATMOSPHERE WELCOMING BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED ALIKE

HOT YANG FAR INFRA-RED –  WARM FUSION VINYASA –  CHILL  YIN YOGA

Visit yogarepublic.co for daily schedule and directions.

Located in Cherngtalay
Tel: 082 280 3914
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The Mangosteen Resort & 
Ayurveda Spa

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH  
DR. SUBASH A. SHANBHAG

Dr. Subash, what is Ayurveda?
Ayurveda is an ancient medicine system from 
the Indian sub-continent (Sri Lanka, Nepal, 
Pakistan, Bhutan and Bangladesh), which 
recognizes the five elements of nature: space, 
air, fire, water and earth. Without modern 
measuring technology such as mm, cm, ml 
etc., these elements were used as the founda-
tion for the entire physical world.

The three doshas hold the key to the nature 
of each individual, and are derived from 
the five elements and their related proper-
ties. Vata  is composed of space and air;  Pit-
ta, fire and water; and Kapha, earth and wa-
ter. The doshas are biological energies found 
throughout the human mind and body, and 
the basic platform for all physical and mental 
processes, providing every living being with 
an individual blueprint for health and fulfill-
ment.

What makes Ayurveda unique in com-
parison to other treatments, such as Thai 
Massage or Detox? 
Ayurveda, a science of life, uses a holistic and 
customized approach. Ayurveda treatments 
are conducted mostly after a dosha consul-
tation and appropriate treatments and prod-
ucts are chosen accordingly. For example, a 
sesame oil massage would be recommend-
ed for someone with the fire and water ele-
ments, since it is cooling and calming.

How do you read a person’s character?
I start with your physical appearance such 
as forehead size, eyes, nose structure, lips, 
bones, mannerisms, the amount of hair on 

your body, eye movement, how you speak, 
etc. The sum of these observations and also 
reading the pulse gives me a good idea of 
your dosha characteristics, so that I can pre-
scribe the appropriate treatment.

What is the aim of Ayurveda? 
Basically, it all depends on individual require-
ments — for a one day visit, the main aim is 
relaxation. The three, five or seven day pro-
grams for specific purposes are more inten-
sive with Panchakarma. Ayurveda works from 
the inside out, rather than the outside in. 

After an initial consultation, your full board 
Satvik food is customized for maximum ben-
efit during the program — it’s a sort of nat-
ural, subtle way of detoxing. For example, it 
would not be wise to provide someone who 
has a high air concentration with light, dried 
food such as lentils or carbonated drinks, as 
these may cause a bloating sensation.

Each morning begins with customized gentle 
yoga exercises, followed by a healthy, freshly 
cooked vegan breakfast. Afterwards, there 
are many individual Ayurveda treatments 
to enjoy at the spa, with ingredient combi-
nations all specially prepared. For example, 
herbal pouch therapy, bathing treatment 
with milk, specific oil massages and yogurt 
decoction. 

There are also holistic treatments for mind 
and body such as Shirodhara, which in India is 
used to treat neurological disorders, but here, 
it is more of a relaxation tool. When poured 
onto the forehead one initially experiences 
confusion. However, once you get a grip on 
the flow it becomes a totally different world. 

I have seen people crying, laughing, fright-
ened, anxious and everything in between; a 
kind of an emotional outburst. Depending on 
the ingredients used, experiences will differ.

What is the minimum recommended stay 
for an Ayurveda treatment?
I would say seven days is needed to achieve 
an effective result. Five days, is usually re-
quired to prepare the body for flushing, 
which is what we call a detox. The toxins are 
removed from the body by defecating, uri-
nating, sweating, breathing and meditation. 

Again, everything is customized. A normal 
healthy person needs only minimal flushing, 
whereas a person with a highly toxic body 
will require a more intensive detox.

What is your typical demographic?
The age of the average guest is 35 and above. 
This age group is simply more aware of the 
benefits of Ayurveda. Many people from Eu-
rope and Australia have previously traveled 
to India or Srilanka or Spain for treatment and 
now want to try Thailand, as they can com-
bine luxury wellness with a holiday.

Tell us about yourself, you look so young…
It is probably the magic of Ayurveda (laugh-
ter). I studied in Bangalore, India, working in a 
hospital for three years and then at a wellness 
resort for four. At the hospital I practiced both 
modern and Ayurvedic medicine to treat 
chronic cases, and found that they success-
fully complement each other.

mangosteen-phuket.com 
mangosteen-ayurveda.com

Dr. Subash (right) explaining the Shirodhara 
to B&M publisher Miguel Kirjon

The Mangosteen 
Resort & Ayurveda Spa

The Mangosteen Ayurveda Spa is led by an on-site, certified Ayurveda Doctor!
Ayurveda is one of the World’s oldest holistic healing systems. It is an entire way of life that aims to bring 

about the perfect balance of your personality – body, mind and spirit. Prevention is better than cure and the 
Ayurveda philosophy is promoting a healthy lifestyle rather than fighting disease. We offer Ayurveda Cures of 

various length, from three days to a full month and with different objectives. 

D A Y  P A C K A G E

Yatra – Journey of a relaxed Soul
For deep relaxation, enjoy a journey into Ayurveda at Mangosteen Spa. For a glimpse at the Ayurveda world, the best 

choice is the 180-minute treatment, comprising: powder massage, traditional four hand massage, third eye therapy and 
herbal steam. The package price, inclusive of a Sattvic meal (lunch or dinner), is 8,000 baht.

OTHER PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PERIODS BETWEEN 3 TO 14 DAYS.

MANGOSTEEN-PHUKET.COM         MANGOSTEEN-AYURVEDA.COM
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PHUKET-PAI-CHIANG R AI  (and back)

Downward Facing 
Dogs and 3,900 km 
on the road
I am, and almost everyone else is 
too, living in a state of separateness, 
in an insanely complex world of 
continuous problems and conflict 
says New York Times bestselling 
spiritual author Eckhart Tolle. 
Thinking has become a disease. 
He has a point.

As I stand at a professional turning point 
in my life, I seem to be constantly asking 
myself: What direction do I choose now? 
How can I escape the daily bubble? I 
needed to find some answers — and fast!

It’s been a while since my last road trip, 
and as well as missing the mountains 
I was also keen to enjoy some physical 
wellness activities. After some Googling, 
I decided on a yoga/meditation retreat in 
Pai (Mae Hong Son Province) and a private 
yoga homestay in Chiang Rai.

Early one morning, less than a week 
later, I leave Phuket on my motorcycle 
and head north for a 10-day trip. The fog 
is persistent on the way to Surat Thani 
Province, interspersed with occasional 
rain showers. My bike runs like a gazelle 
and after riding for 13 hours I reach 
Nakhon Sawan Province in Central 
Thailand. A quick check on the booking.
com app for nearby accommodation and 
I decide to call the little funky Energy 
Resort my home for the night.

The next morning, I continue to head 
north toward the beautiful lush Tak 
Province then turn west onto highway 
1175 and take the 105 to Mae Hong 
Son. Although the weather is still very 
unsettled, nothing stops me from 
thoroughly enjoying the endless curves 
and serpentines. On top of the foggy 
mountain passes, I am enthralled by the 
aroma of pine trees — a gentle reminder 
of my childhood spent trekking in the 
European Alps.

After yet another 13 hours, I reach the 
recently-opened B2 Resort in the sleepy 
town of Mae Hong Son. Since the best 
cure for stiffness after a long ride is 
walking, I search for vegan restaurants 
on my iPhone and after a slightly aching 
stroll — I enjoy a simple, yet tasty and 
incredibly cheap dinner in a wooden shack 
at the mid-town lake.

The following afternoon, I arrive at my 
chosen yoga retreat in the charming and 
secluded mountain village of Pai. The 
small and simple “In Pai Resort” nestled 
in the countryside, right next to the 
Xhale Yoga Retreat and approximately 
6 km from the village center. There are 
no air-conditioned rooms available 
but thankfully, as it turns out, the 
temperature cools down during the night 
for a comfortable and relaxing sleep.

The retreat is designed to provide a 
profound life experience and includes all 
aspects of yoga — postures, breathing 
exercises, deep relaxation, mindfulness 
meditation, philosophy, anatomy and 
diet. Guests can learn how to create the 
best yoga flow for their individual needs 
and enjoy all the benefits associated with 
a yogic lifestyle of health and vitality.

Finally, I meet the other eight participants 
who are to join me for six days of yoga 
and meditation — all lovely, youngish girls 
from Australia, New Zealand, Singapore 
and the USA. A fellow middle-aged Dutch 
guy who has spent the last six years as a 
photographer in Ecuador and me are proof 
that the urge for new experiences and self-
development can occur at any age.

Over the past 30 years, I have participated 
in plenty of personal growth and healing 
workshops all over the world but this 
is my first intense yoga immersion. 
Our yoga teacher and facilitator Bhud 
Suriyasongsaeng holds yoga teaching 
certificates from the Knoff Yoga School 
in Cairns, Australia; Ayur Yoga, Kochi, 
India; and One Song, Bali. She has taught 
yoga for over 10 years, focusing on “…ways 
of bringing more awareness to what is 
happening inside us as we practice, which 
encourages the body to unravel into yoga 
positions from within rather than having 
to be pushed or pulled into them from 
without. Therefore, the body creates less 
tension and effort.”

Well, my body doesn’t quite agree with 
the “less tension” bit, as I discover at 
our first Hatha yoga two-hour session. 
Hatha yoga uses bodily postures (asanas), 
breathing techniques (pranayama), and 
meditation (Dhyana) with the goal of 
bringing about a sound, healthy body and 
a clear, peaceful mind. I consider myself 
to be pretty fit — slim with long legs and 
190 cm tall, but I hardly fit the description 
of a typical yogi. 

View from my room

Mae Hong Son Province

Kitchen at Xhale Yoga Retreat Xhale Yoga RetreatXhale Yoga Retreat

Xhale Yoga Retreat PaiPai Canyon

View around the corner from In Pai Resort

Xhale Yoga Retreat

Pai Hey brother!

Somewhere in Pai: Bad coffee but great view Our gang at the Xhale Yoga Retreat Leaving Pai

Xhale Yoga Retreat

Pai

In Pai Resort

Energy Resort

On the way to Mae Hong Son

Lake at Mae Hong Son

Cheapest good Vegan food ever

Burmese temple craftmenship at in Mae Hong Son town

Xhale Yoga Retreat
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My Downward Facing Dog is adequate 
enough, although my butt isn’t quite 
high enough or my heels sufficiently low. 
Fortunately, my Mountain Pose (standing 
still with both feet on the ground) is 
flawless, even though the same cannot be 
said for my Forward Fold (with palms on 
the ground). What keeps me going is an 
intense desire not to embarrass myself in 
front of the class.

It is almost midday and very humid. I am 
now balancing on one leg with the other 
crossed over it. My arms are intertwined 
and I am squatting. I soon find I can no 
longer move my limbs. I am hot and 
hungry, giving up any attempt to follow 
the instructions of Bhud. What am I 
doing here? Is it my age? Is it my inner 
self rebelling against authority? Is it the 
pain from the muscle I just strained in 
my upper thigh? Shall I give up? Shall I 
just lie sedentary until the village aid unit 
arrives? Shall I buy this retreat and then 
have it destroyed? I lose consciousness. 
Hey, teacher, I paid for this yoga class! 
You work for me! Just tell us a story or 
something. It’s got to be time for tea 
and biscuits, right? She must have heard 
me because finally we are instructed to 
lie down on our backs, close our eyes, 
breathe and relax. I love you, teacher! I 
keep my eyes closed as they fill up with 
tears of complete exhaustion.

At last, it’s lunchtime and the food is 
to die for — a gastronomy of organic 
vegetarian and vegan farm-to-table 

dishes. The retreat even produces all its 
own sauces and spices, also using palm 
sugar as a sweetener. It’s a feast for 
the taste buds as well as the eyes — the 
only downside is that there is just one 
regular portion per person. Despite this 
being perfectly fine for all the other yoga 
attendants, my male hunting DNA seems 
to require far more nutrients to perform 
at its best. For the rest of the week, I 
consume most of the freely available 
fruits at the retreat. Some of my fellow 
participants feel sorry for me and share 
their leftovers. God bless them.

In the mid-afternoon, we discuss yoga 
philosophy and continue with two hours 
of Yin yoga — slow-paced postures held 
for 3-5 minutes at a time. It sounds easier 
than the Hatha yoga morning sessions 
but don’t be fooled — it’s just as painful 
— my muscles simply don’t appreciate 
the connective tissue stretching in the 
hips, pelvis and lower spine, making it feel 
much like medieval torture. After finally 
becoming accustomed to a particular 
position, endured with deep breathing 
for pain relief, it’s time to get out of it — 
easier said than done. Feeling like a kitten 
that has just climbed a tree and doesn’t 
know how to get down, I let my body fall 
sideways, expecting my bones to end up 
as a Mikado game after the initial throw. 
I was last in this position 50 years ago in 
the womb. They say it gets easier once 
you become a regular practitioner, and 
who am I to argue? Sure, you can fake all 
the positions and take it easy but that’s 

not the point now is it? I didn’t drive all 
this way just to chicken out, so I shut up 
because I’m in this for a few more days. 
As William Faulkner puts it: “Given the 
choice between the experience of pain and 
nothing, I would choose pain.”

As an independent design and marketing 
consultant as well as the publisher of the 
magazine you are now reading, daily WiFi 
access is one of the few “must-haves” in 
my life. The speed supplied at the resort 
can’t handle the large files I need to send 
so I am on the look-out for somewhere in 
Pai town which can cater for my needs. 
A quick online search shows a nearby 
vegan restaurant which turns out to be 
a cool barefoot backpacker hangout, 
full of organic foods, drinks and retail 
products. Kwang, the friendly owner, is 
a former NGO employee who used to 
work in organic agriculture and the green 
movement. Eager to leave Bangkok’s city 
life, she came to Pai five years ago, taking 
a one-year lease on a small restaurant 
and renovated it with mud and bamboo 
all by herself. As classic tales go, she soon 
discovered that running a restaurant is 
tough, especially for a novice, and the 
occasional business trips back to Bangkok 
didn’t help. Just as she was facing the 
prospect of closing, she met her future 
partner Jake who was looking for a new 
opportunity in Pai after a 25-year stint 
as owner of several restaurants on 
Margarita Island in the Caribbean Sea. His 
experience, vision and passion contributed 
to the “Earth Tone” Restaurant as it is 

known today. I strongly recommend their 
food and yummy smoothies to anyone 
who makes the trip! Thank me later.

Back at the retreat, I realize an effective 
purification process is taking place at 
all levels. I lose weight, and although I 
already have a pretty healthy lifestyle, 
lighten up physically, feeling cleansed 
(and a bit weak). Surprisingly, I don’t miss 
my daily doses of espresso and Cabernet 
Sauvignon. It’s healthy to occasionally 
check if the fine line of addiction is well-
balanced. I tell myself, I should do this 
more often.

During the mornings we clean our nasal 
airways with salt water while standing on 
the dirt road outside the retreat with our 
heads turned sideways, a small bottle of 
salt water on one nostril, letting it flow 
through the other. Concerned villagers 
stop on their 125 cc bikes and ask us if we 
need an ambulance — as the only student 
who can understand Thai, I find it quite 
hilarious. I should mention that we are 
not allowed to talk to each other until 
noon each day — it’s called Vipassana 
(silent meditation). Since I am usually at 
my mental best first thing in the morning, 
it’s not really my kind of thing but that’s 
how it is and I deal with it.

This is how my daily schedule looks:

05:00 – Working on computer
07:00 – Nasal cleansing
07:30 – Hot lemon tea and chai tea

07:45 – Breathing exercises
08.45 – Breakfast
10.00 – Hatha yoga
12.00 – Lunch (when the first words of the 
day are spoken)
12:30 – Working on computer
14.30 – Q&A, yoga philosophy
16.15 – Yin yoga
18.15 – Meditation or chanting
19.15 – Dinner
20:00 – Netflix in my room (aargh… 
nope… no WiFi)

Yoga breathing or pranayama is the 
foundation of yoga practice. It begins with 
the deep 3-part breath, before moving 
into more advanced breathing exercises 
such as Kapalabhati and the alternate 
nostril breath. Among other things, yogic 
breathing loads the blood with oxygen, 
nourishing and repairing the body’s cells 
to maintain the most desirable health 
level. Shallow breathing, although 
widespread, doesn’t oxygenate the blood 
circulating through the arteries and veins 
very efficiently. Consequently, toxins 
pile up in the cells, resulting in mental 
sluggishness and emotional downturns, 
eventually causing organs to begin 
malfunctioning. Some of the breathing 
techniques involve fast repetitive 
contractions of the abdominal muscles 
— I resemble a panting dog after a good 
chase. It definitely works out muscles I 
never knew existed. I love it.

I truly enjoy the chanting sessions! The 
repetitive singing of simple melodies and 

words gets me into a funky trance once 
I stop comparing my singing quality to 
that of others. After a while, it simply 
doesn’t matter and I sing out loud like 
a kid at a toddlers’ playgroup. I lose 
my voice as I try to be louder than the 
others so I can actually hear what I am 
singing. Big mistake! The last time I did 
this was 35 years ago, up in the Swiss 
Alps with a South-American shaman, 
around a bonfire at full moon on a clear 
starry night. Occasionally, he would spit 
large amounts of tequila into the flames 
resulting in outbursts of heat and light 
then immediately start spit-spraying all 
over us — I think it was a kind of native 
Mayan cleansing ritual. Good times 
indeed. Instead, we now sit in a circle with 
candle lights providing a subdued mystical 
atmosphere. Everybody is animated 
while chanting and I anxiously open my 
eyes slightly, trying to detect the hidden 
alcohol about to be showered on us. But 
nothing comes. Maybe Bhud forgot to 
bring the bottles of joy with her. Maybe 
there were no bottles to begin with. 
According to Don Miguel Ruiz, author of 
the “Four Agreements”, people should 
not make assumptions if they want to 
experience a new sense of freedom, true 
happiness, and love. I know he is right so I 
keep chanting happily until my voice turns 
into a whisper.

Finally, the day of departure arrives. I 
look forward to getting back on the road 
again. A quick goodbye to all, and I head 
toward my next yoga experience in Chiang 

Pai Canyon

Pai CanyonXhale Yoga Retreat

On the way to MaeHong Son In Pai Resort Xhale Yoga Retreat

Xhale Yoga Retreat

Xhale Yoga Retreat

Xhale Yoga Retreat

In Pai Resort

Late night dinner Cooking class at Xhale Yoga 
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Wat Rong Khun - Chiang Rai

Teacher Pook giving instructions

Dinner and rest area - Omsara Yoga

Omsara Bedroom

Omsara yoga area

Rai — merely a six-hour ride away. Since 
there is hardly any traffic, I can focus on 
my beautiful surroundings, cornering the 
steep curves with pure joy, but the heavy 
rainfall soon sets in and I arrive completely 
soaked at Omsara Yoga Homestay in 
Chiang Rai. The teacher, Pook Sornwong, 
taught for four years at the Yoga Republic 
Studio in Phuket with Master Jack Farras 
and now runs her own yoga studio with 
her fiancé Ulf. She has always dreamed of 
opening a place of her own — somewhere 
to share her love of yoga, cooking and 
organic gardening while helping people 
to accomplish a healthier and sustainable 
lifestyle. The homestay is a beautiful old 
wooden Lanna house with a big open 
terrace for yoga and two additional guest 
rooms, located in a perfect region for 
growing an assortment of vegetables and 
fruits nearly all year round.

I freshen up and my first yoga class 
begins. By now I am fairly flexible and 
familiar with most of the yoga posture 
names. Ulf joins me and, if I might say so, 
we performed like a couple of rock stars. 
Or maybe the all too familiar roaring 
sounds coming from my stomach, as 
it craves intake, is making me a little 
light-headed. Pook is soft yet firm in her 
clear step-by-step guidance throughout 
the class. I truly enjoy it! It’s a whole 
different kind of energy when the teacher 
only has to focus on two students, giving 
hands-on assistance when necessary. 
Afterwards, we enjoy a massive home-
cooked vegan dinner. More, more, more — 
I enthusiastically ask for several servings 
trying to make up for my previous week-
long culinary monkhood. Pook happily 
obliges. How to make a beautiful woman 
smile? Eat her food and ask for more!

I originally intended to spend the 
breaks between morning and evening 
yoga sessions trekking the surrounding 
mountains of Chiang Rai, but the weather 
forecast predicted continuous storms and 
heavy rainfall for the next two to three 
days. That’s one downside of traveling 
by motorcycle — the thought of riding 
around all wet and trekking in my biker 
boots doesn’t appeal one bit. I decide to 
cut the trip short and leave for Phuket 
the very next day. Ulf makes the point 
that weather predictions are hardly ever 
correct and although I agree with him, I 
don’t want to take a chance. In hindsight 
it turns out that he was right, the sun 
came out after I left.

I leave at 5 am after a good night’s sleep. 
Pook and Ulf are awake and we say our 
goodbyes, promising to see each other 
again to continue my yoga sessions 
next time I’m in Chiang Rai. The streets 
are completely empty as I head south. 
I follow the routine of getting fuel and 
a quick espresso every two hours or so. 
The beauty of touring with a motorcycle 
is in the freedom it offers. Traffic jams 
(whether caused by roadworks or traffic 
lights) are easily bypassed. I have ridden 
bikes for 32 years and they have become 
part of my everyday life. The roads are 
good and today people are driving fairly 
predictably, although I see collisions 

happening right in front of me, and dead 
people on the road on two occasions. 
The frequent heavy rainfalls disorient 
me and I suddenly end up in the middle 
of Bangkok surrounded by millions of 
cars. Motorbikes are not allowed to use 
the expressway so I am snail-speeding 
for quite a while in an attempt to get 
out of the mess before finally finding the 
highway out of the city.

I originally planned to simply stay 
overnight at the next available motel 
in Hua Hin Province, but by nightfall it 
suddenly occurs to me that I could just 
drive non-stop back home to Phuket. I 
don’t feel tired at all and want to see 
if I can do it. Before I left, Pook had 
prepared some very tasty vegan coconut 
and chocolate nutritional power balls, 
and together with my espresso diet, they 
seemed to keep me at a sufficiently high 
level of performance. I keep going and 
going — enjoying more and more deserted 
roads as time passes.

After 19 hours and 1,620 km, I arrive 
home in the middle of the night. Since the 
family is in bed I try to make as little noise 
as possible. I take off my rain suit in the 
garage and almost faint — my body odor 
had no chance of escaping from the heavy 
motorcycle suit during the long ride. I can 
only hope the laundry can fix it. I strip 
naked, leaving all my stuff outside, as far 
as possible from any flowers and herbs in 
the garden just in case — you never know. 
It takes about two hours of watching 
Netflix for my body to settle down so I 
can finally go to bed.

“Was it nice? Did you have a great time?” 
These are the questions I hear in the 
following days, making me contemplate 
this short quirky trip. No, it wasn’t nice 
and yes, it was great! One of those little 
encounters in life which challenge on 
the physical, mental and emotional 
level but which we simply cope with. I 
recommend anybody wanting a break out 
of “everyday-normalness” to give it a go! 
Pai and Chiang Rai are easily accessible 
by plane so there really is no excuse. In 
the words of Steve Jobs on his deathbed: 
“The wealth I have won in my life I cannot 
bring with me. What I can bring is only 
the memories precipitated by love. That’s 
the true riches which will follow you, 
accompany you, giving you strength and 
light to go on.” These words may be too 
heavy for this story’s ending but I feel 
they sum it up quite nicely.

Miguel Kirjon 
 
Pai  xhaleyogapai.com 
 facebook.com@earthtoneinpai 
Chiang Rai omsara-yoga.com 
Phuket yogarepublic.co 

Sodium and the body – Why is it 
important for an active lifestyle?
Sodium is both an electrolyte and a 
mineral. It helps keep the water and 
other electrolytes (including potassium, 
calcium, magnesium) within the body. 
Sodium is also important in how nerves 
and muscles work. 

Sodium is not produced by the body so 
we must consume it in what we eat or 
drink. Most foods have sodium naturally 
in them or as an ingredient (table salt). 
Sports drinks such as Gatorade also 
contain sodium. We can deplete our 
stores through simple bodily tasks 
including sweating, breathing and 
urinating. 

When it comes to adopting an active, 
healthy lifestyle, especially in the 
warmer climates, sodium plays more of 
an important role in keeping our body 

functioning at optimum level. If we sweat 
excessively, our stores can be depleted 
in as little as 60 minutes of strenuous 
physical activity. This means not only our 
performance decreases (this could include 
symptoms such as losing focus, fatigue, 
and/or muscle cramps), but we are more 
prone to injury and illness. It is important 
that if you are exercising regularly that you 
replace sodium in some form.

Our sodium stores are dependant on our 
genetic make-up thus not everyone needs 
the same amount of sodium as others. 
This could mean that if we exercise for 
longer than 60 minutes, we may need 
to replace sodium during our physical 
activity. It is advised that if you sweat 
excessively, one should not just drink 
plain water but a sports drink containing 
electrolytes. 

If you are unsure on how much sodium 
you need, especially if you exercise 
regularly and/or in a longer duration, 
sweat testing should be considered. This 
one off medical test will determine the 
amount of sodium you need per litre of 
sweat lost. From there you can work out a 
personalised hydration strategy. 

For more information please contact 
dduke87@hotmail.com or check out the 
website www.precisionhydration.com  

Dimity-Lee Duke 
www.facebook.com/dimityduke 
Instagram dimityduke 
Twitter @TheDuke912
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Valentine Ping Pfalzer
During the day, I homeschool myself, read, meditate and play piano and guitar. In 
the evenings, I enjoy playing video games. All my activities are done mainly in a 
sitting position. To keep fit, I enjoy going to the gym daily for a basic workout and 
occasionally run around the Bang Niao Dum Dam in Baan Manik with my dog.

Kirill Vinogradov 
CEO of 50FLY Trampoline club info@50fly.club
I would like to think I live life to the fullest and by that I mean training hard at 
everything I do. Phuket has given me the perfect opportunity for a healthier life-
style. Just one year ago, at the age of 38, I was able to do my first flip on a wake-
board. Thanks to 50FLY! Trampoline club and their amazing staff — I was pushed 
to my limits and trained on many different trampolines. They never gave up on me 
and have helped to make my dreams come true. I could not ask for a better place 
to live and train. Anything can be achieved if you have an amazing family and great 
friends.

Pimchanok Paerewijck Boukaew (Nina)
Patong Nursery + Babysitter, Boukaew Pharmacy, Missziba by Nina, Thier’s Skincare
Working at several different places, I always seem to have problems with my body 
and mind. Last year I decided to look after myself better and started to focus on 
what I ate, and followed up with various exercises. I have been to fitness classes and 
done lots of running and biking. I have never felt better. I began doing Hatha Yoga 
to practice my breathing and then Hot Yoga, and my mind and body have improved 
so much. I will continue practicing yoga because it gives me true happiness. If I can 
do it, so can you.

Illyas Chuenchumsup (Yas)
Cost Control, Laguna Properties
I work full time at Laguna Properties, so I don’t really have much time to exercise during 
weekdays. On the weekend, I like to cycle. I really enjoy it, especially when surrounded 
by nature — breathing the fresh air. When I have more time, I take part in races inside 
and outside Phuket. Running has become a great exercise for me. Living in Phuket, out-
door activities like cycling and running give me great energy.

Guillaume Duffey
F&B Manager at Cafe Del Mar
My job keeps me on my feet and whenever I get time to play, I head down to An-
them for a solid two-hour freestyle water gym workout routine, doing spins and 
invert tricks off the obstacles. I love the freedom of the water. I also enjoy core work-
out slack-lining on the beach, or paddle boarding when the sea conditions are right.

 P H U K E T  L O C A L S ,  W H A T   M A K E S  Y O U  F E E L  G O O D ? 

James Jackson
Pilates Instructor at the Amanpuri
I keep fit by mixing the way I move and the practice of Pilates, Feldenkrais with 
Mandy Kealy in Nai Harn, as well as Yin, Hot Yang and Flow Yoga with Jack Farras and 
the amazing team at Yoga Republic. Both Jack and Mandy are constant reminders 
that balance is key to movement AND life: whatever the status of your health, back-
ground or level of ability, the two work in unison. For cardio training, I’m keen on 
HIIT and the full body integration of animal locomotion. Balance and stability train-
ing has lately become an integral part of my fitness regime after a knee injury two 
years ago. Thankfully, I’m stronger now and moving well without surgery — thanks 
to the support of Mandy and Jack.
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Edward Amory, Partner at freuds, 
travelled to the small Himalayan 
kingdom. Here, he explores why 
the government has focused its 
policies on maximising GNH and 
whether we can learn from them.

In the bushes by the side of a sleepy road 
on the outskirts of the Bhutanese capital, 
Thimpu, a group of men in traditional dress 
are playing Khuru. They wear long socks and 
knee length Ghos – the national costume – in 
bright colours, and hurl large darts at a small 
wooden target twenty metres away. Most-
ly, the darts miss, sometimes landing dan-
gerously close to spectators who must leap 
laughing to safety. When one of the darts hits 
the target, the achievement is celebrated by 
donning a wreath made of leaves from near-
by trees, and dancing in a circle arm in arm 
with fellow team members. Khuru is an ex-
ceptionally popular sport in the small moun-
tain kingdom, and undoubtedly contributes 
significantly to the happiness of its players. 
This is important because Bhutan, total pop-
ulation around 700,000, measures its GNH or 
Gross National Happiness, and uses the data 
from the index to help decide how to share 
out government spending.

The idea began in the 1970s when the pre-
vious King, Jigme Singye Wangchuck, an-
nounced that the small predominantly Bud-
dhist kingdom would henceforth focus its 
efforts on the increasing the happiness of 
its citizens, rather than predominantly their 
incomes. Some years later, Bhutan began to 
measure this happiness, and to attempt to 
identify what was driving it, as a guide for pol-
icy making. The Government website promot-
ing this concept points out that if the forests 
of Bhutan were logged for profit, GDP would 
increase, but the Kingdom would not be bet-
ter off. It goes on to quote Robert Kennedy 
speaking in 1968, who said of the USA that 
‘Our Gross National Product …counts air pol-
lution and cigarette advertising … It counts 
the destruction of our redwoods… It meas-
ures everything, in short…except that which 
makes life worthwhile’.

The current Bhutanese King, Jigme Khesar 
Namgyel Wangchuck, has expanded on this 
theme to define GNH as ‘our National Con-
science guiding us towards making wise de-
cisions for a better future’.

In recent years many other nations have 
looked to Bhutan as an example, and have 
begun to measure the happiness of their own 
citizens. However, it is not a simple as one 
might imagine. While the Bhutanese do meas-
ure the happiness of their citizens – in 2015 
43.4 per cent were extensively or deeply hap-
py, a rise of 2.5 per in five years – the Govern-
ment makes some fairly firm assumptions as 
to what might be driving that happiness. They 
identify nine ‘domains’ in which they measure 
progress; living standards, education, health, 

environment, community vitality, time-use, 
psychological well being, good governance, 
and cultural resilience. These results range 
from the practical – most Bhutanese have 
access to surprisingly good free education – 
to the more dictatorial – anyone working for 
the Government and in many other jobs must 
wear the national dress, whether they like it or 
not, whatever the weather.

Western nations, less confident of the ability 
of their governments to make wise decisions 
on behalf of their citizens, have struggled to 
find ways to define happiness.

For several years, a group of economists and 
thinkers led by Professor Jeffrey Sachs have 
published a World Happiness Report, which 
explores some of these issues. Broadly, there 
are two ways of measuring happiness. First, 
simply asking people if they are happy, or 
satisfied, or some similar word. But this can 
produce odd results; a Eurobarometer survey 
found that 64 per cent of Danes were ‘very 
satisfied’, compared to only 16 per cent of 
French people. This may be amusing, but it’s 
clearly not comparable.

Second, by using what is known as the ‘Day 
Reconstruction Method’, developing in part 
by the Nobel Prize-winning economist Daniel 
Kahneman, which asks people to recall what 
their mood was over a period of days. These 
two systems often produce very different re-
sults. A survey that compared Frenchwomen 
with women in Ohio found that the Amer-
icans were twice as likely to say they were 
satisfied with their lives, but the inhabitants 
of France spent much more of their day in a 
good mood. Professor Kahneman argues that 
‘there’s a real need to distinguish between life 
satisfaction and mood or experienced happi-
ness. They are quite distinct and have differ-
ent causes or consequences’.

Both methods however generate interesting 
information for policy makers. The 2016 World 
Happiness Report found that factors that 
were driving life satisfaction were: GDP per 
capita, healthy years of life expectancy, social 
support, trust (an absence of corruption in 
government and business), freedom to make 
life decisions and generosity (measured by 
recent donations). However, these drivers are 

CAN BHUTAN TEACH THE WORLD TO BE HAPPY?

much less helpful in explaining our moods, 
which seem to be more dependent on what 
we are doing at any one time – broadly com-
muting and working make us feel unhappy, 
whereas sex and eating produce largely pos-
itive emotions.

This is useful information for policy makers, 
but much more complex than the Bhutanese 
experience would suggest. Perhaps that’s 
why, although many countries including 
France and Britain now produce various offi-
cial measures of happiness, economic num-
bers are still far more significant in guiding 
politicians. One could of course take this fur-
ther; Professor Richard Layard, a British econ-
omist working at the LSE, and the author of 
one of the chapters of the World Happiness 
Report, argues that against a global decline of 
religious ethics, we should consider ‘the prin-
ciple of the greatest happiness’ as an underly-
ing ethical system for humanity.

Professor Layard has also written a book en-
titled Happiness, which points out that as 
societies become richer, they do not become 
happier.

This paradox is the subject of significant pub-
lic debate in Bhutan. Tourism is the source of 
much of the Kingdom’s foreign exchange, but 
it is limited by the government, which sets 
very high daily taxes on anyone entering the 
kingdom ($65 a day per person). This has the 
effect of discouraging all but the wealthiest 
foreigners from visiting the kingdom, a de-
liberate policy intended to limit the cultural 
impact on Bhutan of contact with outsiders. 
According to the Kingdom’s definition of hap-
piness, this is a good thing, because it helps 
protect traditional Bhutanese culture, but the 
country loses financially by not maximising 
tourist revenue. There is a lively debate about 
whether this is the right choice, ordinary Bhu-
tanese do not dispute GNH as the right goal 
for their country, but they do disagree about 
the best way to maximise it. Their Prime Min-
ister, speaking last year, admitted that there 
is much they don’t yet understand, including 
whether their own happiness statistics are 
growing fast enough. ‘Is this fast or slow? he 
asked, ‘We do not yet know, we are still learn-
ing what is a good growth rate’.

One of the most revered teachers in Bhutan 
was Drupka Kunley, known as the Divine Mad-
man, who lived 600 years ago, but who is still 
extensively worshipped in parts of the King-
dom. He was known for some eccentric views, 
and also for his songs. One of his more famous 
sayings was: ‘If you think I have revealed any 
secrets, I apologise; If you think this a medley 
of nonsense, just enjoy it!’. Good advice, per-
haps, for anyone currently trying to run a gov-
ernment right now on the basis of measuring 
the happiness of its citizens.

unlimited.world

If you’re struggling to find a useful 
holiday gift for the dude in your 
life, we may have the perfect 
suggestion. But only if you’re really 
comfortable with each other. New 
men’s underwear brand Eletrunks 
allows the wearer to subtly adjust 
his “manhood” without shoving a 
hand down his pants. Yep.

“Eletrunks literally let you elevate your man-
hood without reaching below your waist-
band. They also create chafe-free zones un-
der the legs and keep you from sticking to 
yourself,” the website explains. “Your man-
hood goes into the pouch, keeping it away 
from your legs. When you need to readjust, 
you simply use the patented ‘Lifter,’ a string 
that attaches from the waistband to the bot-
tom of the pouch, and it elevates your entire 
manhood.”

Founder Michael Walker, from New York City, 
came up with the idea for Eletrunks while ex-
ploring South America.

“I quit my job last September to travel through 
Peru, Ecuador and Colombia. Somewhere in 
the first week of Ecuador I convinced myself 
to buy a motorcycle to carry me through the 
rest of my journey,” he told Mashable. “Here is 
where I realized how incredibly uncomforta-
ble each type of men’s underwear can be and 
how there is no true functionality. Somewhere 
crossing the Colombia boarder the idea for 
Eletrunks crystallized.”

So, Walker set out to fix the issue and got to 
work developing Eletrunks. He started con-
ceptualizing prototypes in February 2016.

INNOVATIVE UNDERWEAR MAY SOLVE A DAILY 
PROBLEM DUDES LOVE TO COMPLAIN ABOUT
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“I reached out for help at FIT for sewing and 
ended up in their FITMSA fashion show in 
April,” he told Mashable. “I had to go from zero 
to full company in less than two months with a 
final product to show people.”

The underwear is currently available in five 
colors, all with silly names to match the silly 
product. Some of the names were developed 
via an Instagram contest. “I haven’t stopped 
laughing since it’s inception. This response 
holds true across the board,” he said. “Nearly 
every time I tell people what I’m doing they say 
laugh, followed by, ‘yesss!’ Needless to say, the 
overwhelming positive response motivates me 
to move forward.”

And he’s not worried that the goofiness will 
overshadow the practicality.

“Luckily Eletrunks stand up to the promise of 
no compression, security, maximum comfort 

and all around functionality so people enjoy 
the feel as much as they do the idea,” he said.

If you like the idea of Eletrunks but aren’t a 
briefs guy, have no fear – Walker has some ex-
pansion plans on the horizon.

“In the future, we will incorporate the patent 
pending Lifter pouch into every variation of 
style. Long leg boxer and brief cuts are on the 
way. I also want to venture into riding specific 
shorts with padding for those long journeys,” 
he wrote to Mashable. “Given the fact that 
Eletrunks are great for every situation, we aim 
to have athletes and the everyday man wear-
ing this underwear, and that’s our mission, to 
elevate your lifestyle.”

And Walker has a message for women and 
those who do not have penises who are in-
trigued by the product.

“Also ladies, I can’t keep track of how many of 
you are asking for the bra version. I’m taking 
ideas!” he told Mashable.

Eletrunks are available on  
eletrunksnation.com for $28.
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‘Health & Fitness Travel’ confirms wellness hol-
idays have grown in recent years with a surge 
of people traveling abroad to stay healthy. 
Recent figures show that US$1 in every US$7 
spent on tourism goes on wellness pursuits – 
this translates to a market of about US$480 
billion, which is tipped to reach US$750 bil-
lion by 2017. Susie Ellis, chairman and CEO of 
‘Global Spa & Wellness Summit’, believes this 
holiday about-face comes from the unprec-
edented 24/7 stress of modern life, and peo-
ple’s increasingly diminished time off.

Restaurant & Library
Serving only fresh, local organic produce with 
much harvested from the onsite gardens, 
the AMAYEN Sanctuary menu of vegan cui-
sine will enjoy a clean and pure journey from 
preparation to plate. Our constant attention 
to detail and perfectly balanced nutrition en-
sures the required nourishment is provided to 
the body for energy and vitality. Next to the 
restaurant, the intimate library will offer a qui-
et haven where guests can sit back, relax, read 
or write. A large selection of lifestyle books 
will be available for reading pleasure.

Organic Garden
The planet’s population is skyrocketing and 
providing sufficient food is becoming ex-
tremely difficult. The solution? Sustainable 
cultivation, which we will support through 

our onsite organic garden. Organic agricul-
ture sustains the health of soils, ecosystems 
and people. It relies on ecological processes, 
biodiversity and cycles adapted to local con-
ditions, rather than the use of inputs with ad-
verse effects. Organic permaculture combines 
tradition, innovation and science to benefit 
the shared environment and promote fair re-
lationships.

Luxury Spa & Herbal Steam Room
In AMAYENs’ unique treatment rooms, guests 
will enjoy a truly innovative spa experience, 
including body massages, scrubs and facials 
enhance guests’ inner sense of wellbeing. 
Guests will be pampered with treatments in-
corporating essences of plant aromas, healing 
flowers, and native herbs and spices – these 
ingredients are blended in accordance with 
traditional recipes into modern-day beauty 
rituals which awaken and indulge the senses. 
The spa features five single treatment rooms 
in addition to a natural herbal steam room.

Natural Swimming Pool
Natural swimming pools are 100 percent 
chemical-free pools filtered through aquat-
ic plants and helpful bacteria. They provide 
a natural water garden and are a wonderful 
eco-friendly alternative. Our natural swimming 
pool will be a living system and seamlessly 
integrated within the landscape. The aquatic 
plants will be carefully selected based on cli-
mate zone and hardiness. AMAYEN’s healthy 
low energy, low maintenance resort swimming 
pool enables guests to swim in crystal clear, 
drinkable water all year-round.

Watch the video on amayen.com

Miguel Kirjon 
+66 (0)86 686 3811 
miguel@amayen.com 

AMAYEN Sanctuary will be an oasis 
of serenity, and a one-of-a-kind re-
sort. In a hectic world, it will stand 
apart as a luxury nature wellness 
retreat to soothe your soul and 
inspire you to live a more centered 
life, providing a tranquil and nur-
turing natural jungle backdrop for 
guests where relaxation, inspiration 
and renewal are integral to the 
overall experience.

AMAYEN will be a deeply relaxing sanctuary 
of peace and tranquility catering to those 
who are not looking for a hardcore program 
of fasting, detoxing and strenuous activities 
but rather an experience that helps them re-
balance their life situation, by immersing in 
nature and stillness, enjoying gentle exercise, 
relaxing, and having fun along the way.

AMAYEN Sanctuary will eliminate the day-to-
day distractions that are so much part of our 
everyday lives. Luxuriating in nature, AMAYEN 
will invite guests to unwind and simply enjoy 
the serenity of their stay, undisturbed by the 
news, social media, and to-do-lists. 

AMAYEN is characterized by specially de-
signed architecture using nature’s own 
design language, emitting natural and har-
monizing forces that are beneficial to our 
wellbeing. The planned use of sustainable, 
non-toxic, long lasting and highly energy ef-
ficient materials in the construction of the re-
sort underlines our environmentally healthy 

approach for added green value—and also 
reduced operating costs. The ‘Healing Hotels 
of the World’ is the preferred association, al-
lowing AMAYEN to access the HHW Global 
Distribution System.

ABOUT THE FOUNDER

Born in Colombia to Finnish and German par-
ents, Phuket-based Miguel Kirjon combines 
his artistic talents, extrasensory/mindful med-
itation practices with decades of experience 
as a designer and entrepreneur to bring vital-
ity and innovation to all his design projects.

Kirjon earned his Masters Degree in Graphic 
Design at the Basel School of Design in Swit-
zerland, and served as Art Director at Giger 
& Partner Design Agency in Zurich. He has 
constantly applied his creative skills to launch 
a number of distinctive ventures including 
restaurants, books and lifestyle magazines. 
Advising the Twinpalms Group for 13 years 
as designer, brand developer, and marketing 

consultant, Kirjon has helped to build Twin-
palms into one of the most stylish and inven-
tive hospitality businesses in Asia.

“AMAYEN Sanctuary is a place of stillness and is 
about immersing in nature in all of its variations,” 
says Kirjon. “From the calming sound of flowing 
water in a creek and the songs of the tropical 
birds, to the breeze moving the tree tops in a po-
etic rhythm, the aromas of flowers, herbs or fresh-
ly cut grass after rain. Full of colors, textures, and 
energies, nature has the ability to heal, thats why 
AMAYEN needs to be located far away from noise 
and civilization—becoming quiet gives us all a 
chance to step back and look at our problems 
from a distance, and realize what are our person-
al priorities and imbalances in our life.

“During the past decade I have been heavily in-
volved in building the Phuket hospitality indus-
try. However, as a father of three children and 
having lived on the island for 21 years, I wanted 
to do more. I want to get to the heart of people 
and guide them to a more fulfilling life. With my 
skills and knowledge, it made sense to create a 
wellness sanctuary concept such as AMAYEN. To 
provide people with a special place where they 
can find harmony.”

Kirjon believes that we all are in this world to 
live life fully, without conditions. “We are so 
distracted by constant influences that we for-
get who we really are. By being still and taking 
time out for yourself at AMAYEN, you are able 
to ask the important question: ‘What’s going 
on with me at this moment? Is there joy, ease 
and lightness in what I’m doing? If the answer 
is ‘no’, then only by becoming still—as AMAY-
EN will offer—are we able to listen to our inner 
voices, our true guides, that can show us the 
way to personal fulfilment. Live in the now. The 
present moment holds the key to liberation. 
Embrace the needed change.”

AMAYEN SANCTUARY – OASIS OF SERENITY

AMAYEN SANCTUARY: OUTLINE

Fast Growing Sustainable & Wellness 
Tourism Market
Tourist choices worldwide are increasingly 
influenced by sustainability considerations. 
According to global cultural body UNESCO, 
sustainable tourism will go from ‘alternative’ 
to ‘mainstream’ within a decade. More and 
more people enjoy travel that minimizes neg-
ative impacts, brings economic benefits to 
host communities, and preserves the cultural 
and natural resources of the destinations. In 
addition, according to the ‘Global Wellness In-
stitute’, wellness tourism is one of the fastest 
developing sectors of the travel market. 

AMAYEN is Now lookiNg for A pArtNEr 
who shArEs our corE vAluEs to iNvEst iN this 

uNiquE projEct for us$8-10 MillioN, ANd 
briNg it to rEAlitY. this will bE A MEANiNgful 

iNvEstMENt for A pErsoN who shArEs our 
bEliEfs iN holistic lifEstYlE priNciplEs.
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One of the quickest ways to talk about some-
thing interesting. The person answering will 
usually be excited as it’s what they’re passion-
ate about. If you feel the passion with them, 
you’re well on your way to being involved in a 
deep conversation.

An open-ended question that allows the per-
son to go as deep as they want. This can pro-
duce some sincere and in depth questions, so 
be prepared to listen, understand and make 
them feel heard.

This is a great question that gets people 
thinking about what really makes them feel 
happy. People open up about things like this, 
so it can lead to some great conversations.

This can really get someone talking if they’ve 
got a story they’re itching to tell. If they don’t 
have a story, don’t worry. Ask one of the other 
4 questions!

hackspirit.com

DEEP QUESTIONS TO REALLY GET TO 
KNOW SOMEONE

It’s no secret that introverts hate 
small-talk. It’s superficial, mean-
ingless and quite frankly, a waste 
of time. An introvert doesn’t care 
what you think about the weather. 
They want to know more. They 
want to dive deep and know your 
purpose, your values and why you 
get up in the morning.

And as it turns out, introverts are onto some-
thing.

Research has found that meaningful conver-
sation is actually good for us. A recent study, 
published in the Journal Psychological Sci-
ence, involved college students who wore 
an electronically activated recorder with a 
microphone on their shirt collar that captured 
30-second snippets of conversations every 
12.5 minutes for 4 days.

This created a “conversational diary” of their 
day. The researchers then went through the 
recordings and categorized them as small talk 
or more substantive conversations. They also 
looked at how subjectively happy each per-
son was.

The results? The happiest person in the study 
has twice as many substantive conversations, 
and only one-third the amount of small talk, 
as the unhappiest person. In the New York 
Times, the lead researcher of the study, Mat-
thias Mehl, discussed how human beings – 
both introvert and extrovert – are social ani-
mals who have a need to connect with others, 
and meaningful conversations connects more 
than small talk does.

So the question is, how can you skip the 
small-talk and engineer more meaningful 
conversations? 

Before we get to those questions, there’s 3 
important principles we need to understand 
to first.

Welcome the silence
We get uncomfortable when we experience 
silence. Even if we’re truly listening and en-
gaged in the conversation, we feel the need 
to avoid silence at all costs.

However, silence makes us panic and fill the 
gap with empty words. Instead of seeing si-
lence as a bad thing, allow it to linger and 
let the conversation flow naturally. The more 
silence occurs, you more you’ll become com-
fortable with it.

You’ll be able to stop and think about what is 
actually being said and give yourself time to 
come up with a meaningful response.

Don’t assume
We’re all guilty of this. When we listen to 
people, we come up with preconceived con-
clusions in our head. We use our past experi-
ences and stereotypes so we can understand 
things better. It’s normal, but be careful.

Don’t let your own brain’s judgement cloud 
reality. If you’re trying to understand where 
someone is coming from, don’t try and 
change what they mean by saying things like, 
“Oh you mean you prefer doing it this way.” 
Instead, ask questions like, “now wait, explain 
that to me again. How do you exactly prefer 
doing it?”

Stop thinking about what you’re going to 
say next
We hate silence, so most of us prepare what 
we’re going to say when someone stops talk-
ing. But this causes to not really listen to what 
someone is saying.

The conversation doesn’t flow correctly and 
their message is lost. Next time, every time 
you notice yourself preparing your answer, 
just let it go and focus on what they’re saying. 
You might come back to it, or you might let 
the conversation flow in a totally new and fun 
direction.

Now that we’ve covered those 3 important 
principles, here are 5 questiosn we can ask 
that leads to deeper conversations.

This is a great starting question to can inspire 
a meaningful answer. Some people will have 
an immediate, awesome response to this 
question that can lead you down many paths.

Others will need a helping hand. If someone 
isn’t opening to answering the question, you 
can ask them further questions like, “what 
was your life been like until this point?”

What’s a story of yours that you 
don’t get to tell often enough?

 If I really knew you, what would I 
know about you?

What in your life currently makes 
you feel the most fulfilled?

What are you passionate about?

What’s your story?

TRÉ RESTAURANT @ BANYAN TREE PHUKET

Staged amongst the serene Double 
Pool Villas, Tré restaurant is at the 
forefront of culinary excellence, 
will serve an International cuisine 
of the highest order, replete with 
a premium Western menu en-
hanced by molecular and modern 
preparation techniques as well 
as avant-garde presentation. Tré 
boasts a sublime dining experi-
ence by combining freshly sourced 
ingredients with slow-cooking 
methods, showcasing a splendid 
array of wonderful flavours. 

Inspired by food around the globe, this menu 
features delicious modern recipes in which 
pure ingredients are transformed into de-
lightful dishes handcrafted to satisfy any 
culinary craving. The menu is devised by our 
highly experienced culinary team. Our aim is 
to provide top quality food that goes beyond 
time and space for travelers with a cultured 
palate. Tre brings a new inventive approach 
to contemporary fine dining in Phuket. We are 
committed to using sustainable products and 
fresh ingredients from ethical suppliers to cre-
ate richly textured plates.

Wagyu Striploin Steak, Scottish Langoustines 
with Madagascar Peppered Sweet Breads and 
Foie Gras with Pear Purée are just a few of 
the delectable entrées on the new menu at 
Tré. Main courses include Poached Veal Ten-
derloin, Risotto with Truffles and Homemade 
Duck Ham, as well as Smoked Halibut and 

Wild Striped Bass infused with Herb Butter for 
seafood lovers. There is no other way to round 
up a meal than with a sweet selection of ex-
quisite desserts. Guests can choose to savour 
a rich, wholesome Rum Banana Flambé or a 
delicious Chocolate Soufflé with Caramel and 
Vanilla Ice Cream to finish.

Guests can now indulge in the glorious spread 
of treats and sips of Tré amidst the tranquil 
surroundings Banyan Tree Phuket’s signature 
DoublePool Villas. 

Located on Bang Tao Beach 
Tel: +66 (0)76 372 400 
Reservations: phuket@banyantree.com 
banyantree.com



Liam and Stam, co-owners of Collard Studios, visited the Karen Hill 
Tribe near the border between Thailand and Burma. Here they discuss 
how they organised their visit to this remote community, pick out their 
favourite pictures and reveal what they learned along the way. 

T R A V E L  P H O T O G R A P H Y  D I A R I E S

A  W E E K  W I T H  T H E  K A R E N  H I L L  T R I B E



r

Introducing the Karen 
Hill Tribe

Liam: The Karen Hill Tribe has lived near 
the Thai-Burmese border for many centuries, 

starting in Burma before moving into Thailand 
in the 18th century. Karen communities can 

be found in 15 different provinces along 
the border, speaking a number of different 

languages.

Stam: Their traditional dress is made up of 
colorful woven tunics and turbans and they are 

known for farming rice, which they cultivate 
via crop rotation. They are also thought to be 

Thailand’s only tribe that owns elephants!

r

The importance of 
planning

Liam: Stam organised this trip as she speaks 
Thai. This was extremely useful as it meant we 
were able to sort out the logistics of getting to 
Pai, a northern city in Thailand with access to 

the mountains where the tribe live.

Stam: When researching the trip, we found 
a hiking guide called Pong who runs survival 

trips to this remote region. Once we were 
there, he led us up some dirt tracks and 100km 
into the Thai rainforest to a Karen settlement. 

Pong knew some of the village elders having 
passed through the area on a number of 
occasions over the years, and agreed to 

introduce us to the tribes-people.

r

Preserving Karen culture

Stam: The Karen’s culture and language is 
under threat as they integrate more and more 

into Thai society, so we felt it was a unique 
opportunity to capture their authentic way 

of life, clothing and rituals before it is all lost 
forever.

Liam: It felt like we were photographing the 
last elders to live in these traditional ways, as 
all the younger tribes-people spoke Thai and 

wore modern clothing.

r

A warm welcome

Stam: The Karen are among the most 
hospitable and friendly people we have ever 

met. We stayed in the house of one of the 
village elders, and she walked around with 

us to introduce us to other families, making 
it very easy to then capture some authentic 

moments.

Liam: One of the female elders was a little 
unnerved by our lighting, so Stam held her 
hand for the first few portraits we took to 

reassure her that the light was harmless. She 
seemed to really enjoy it after that.

r

Picture perfect

Stam: We have selected our favourites from 
the trip for this photo feature – pictures that 
we think best the story of our time with the 

Karen Hill Tribe. My absolute favourite is the 
portrait of one of the village elders (below 

right), who invited us into her home for some 
food when we got the opportunity to take it. 

r

Christmas celebration

Liam: It was Christmas when we went to 
the village, and this particular settlement is 

Christian, having been visited by missionaries 
100 years ago. We were treated to the most 

beautiful carol singing once the sun went 
down, and the whole village then walked 

from house to house by candle light, singing 
and dancing to more Christmas songs along 
the way. It was quite unexpected and really 

atmospheric.

r

What we learned

Stam: The Karen are not granted citizenship 
and are constantly being forced deeper and 
deeper into the mountains as commercial 

farming encroaches on their villages. Despite 
this they appeared so content and were 

unbelievably kind and welcoming to us when 
we stayed there.

Liam: Sometimes it’s the people with the least 
who display the most generosity, which always 

surprises and amazes us.

Stam & Liam

collardstudios.co.uk
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BRILLIANT TOMBSTONES BY PEOPLE WHOSE 
SENSE OF HUMOR WILL LIVE FOREVER

People’s last words stick with us 
for a long time, but memory fades 
and stone doesn’t. Unless you get 
cremated and your ashes end up 
in an ugly urn, your remains get 
a grave, and together with it - the 
last opportunity to entertain those 
who drop by for a visit.

boredpanda.com

THE SILENT TRAGEDY AFFECTING 
TODAY’S CHILDREN

There is a silent tragedy developing 
right now, in our homes, and it con-
cerns our most precious jewels - 
our children. Through my work with 
hundreds of children and families 
as an occupational therapist, I have 
witnessed this tragedy unfolding 
right in front of my eyes.

Our children are in a devastating emotional 
state! Talk to teachers and professionals 
who have been working in the field for the 
last 15 years. You will hear concerns similar 
to mine. Moreover, in the past 15 years, 
researchers have been releasing alarming 
statistics on a sharp and steady increase in 
kids’ mental illness, which is now reaching 
epidemic proportions:

• 1 in 5 children has mental health 
problems

• 43% increase in ADHD
• 37% increase in teen depression
• 200% increase in suicide rate in kids 

10-14 years old
 
No, “increased diagnostics alone” is not the 
answer! No, “they all are just born like this” 
is not the answer! No, “it is all the school 
system’s fault” is not the answer!

Yes, as painful as it can be to admit, in many 
cases, WE, parents, are the answer to many 
of our kids’ struggles!

 It is scientifically proven that the brain has 
the capacity to rewire itself through the 
environment. Unfortunately, with the envi-
ronment and parenting styles that we are 
providing to our children, we are rewiring 
their brains in a wrong direction and con-
tributing to their challenges in everyday life.

Yes, there are and always have been chil-
dren who are born with disabilities and 
despite their parents’ best efforts to provide 
them with a well-balanced environment 

and parenting, their children continue to 
struggle. These are NOT the children I am 
talking about here. 

I am talking about many others whose 
challenges are greatly shaped by the 
environmental factors that parents, with 
their greatest intentions, provide to their 
children. As I have seen in my practice, the 
moment parents change their perspective 
on parenting, these children change.   

What is wrong?
Today’s children are being deprived of the 
fundamentals of a healthy childhood, such as:

• Emotionally available parents
• Clearly defined limits and guidance
• Responsibilities
• Balanced nutrition and adequate sleep
• Movement and outdoors
• Creative play, social interaction, op-

portunities for unstructured times and 
boredom

Instead, children are being served with:

• Digitally distracted parents
• Indulgent parents who let kids “Rule 

the world”
• Sense of entitlement rather than 

responsibility
• Inadequate sleep and unbalanced 

nutrition
• Sedentary indoor lifestyle
• Endless stimulation, technological 

babysitters, instant gratification, and 
absence of dull moments

Could anyone imagine that it is possible 
to raise a healthy generation in such an 
unhealthy environment? Of course not! 
There are no shortcuts to parenting, and 
we can’t trick human nature. As we see, the 
outcomes are devastating. Our children pay 
for the loss of well-balanced childhood with 
their emotional well-being.

How to fix it?
If we want our children to grow into happy 
and healthy individuals, we have to wake up 
and go back to the basics. It is still possible! 
I know this because hundreds of my clients 
see positive changes in their kids’ emotional 
state within weeks (and in some cases, even 
days) of implementing these recommenda-
tions:

• Set limits and remember that you are 
your child’s PARENT, not a friend.

• Offer kids well-balanced lifestyle filled 
with what kids NEED, not just what 
they WANT. Don’t be afraid to say “No!” 
to your kids if what they want is not 
what they need.

• Don’t pack your child’s backpack, don’t 
carry her backpack, don’t bring to 
school his forgotten lunch box/agenda, 
and don’t peel a banana for a 5-year-
old child. Teach them the skills rather 
than do it for them.

Teach delayed gratification and provide 
opportunities for “boredom” as boredom is 
the time when creativity awakens:

• Do not use technology as a cure for 
boredom. Avoid using technology dur-
ing meals, in cars, restaurants, malls. 
Use these moments as opportunities 
to train their brains to function under 
“boredom” 

Be emotionally available to connect with 
kids and teach them self-regulation and 
social skills:

• Become your child’s emotional coach. 
Teach them to recognize and deal with 
frustration and anger.

• Teach greeting, turn taking, sharing, 
empathy, table manners, conversation 
skills,

• Connect emotionally - Smile, hug, kiss, 
tickle, read, dance, jump, or crawl with 
your child.

We must make changes in our kids’ lives 
before this entire generation of children will 
be medicated! It is not too late yet, but soon 
it will be…

written by Victoria Prooday
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Gym sex
Studies have shown that the best time to have sex is after 
you’ve been to the gym. The blood flow to your genitals is 
much higher after you’ve had a workout. This makes your 
sexual performance and function go sky high off the charts. 
Testosterone levels also are at their highest after exercise, 
which makes you like a sex rocket waiting to be lit!

Where is it!!??
Did you know that the sensitivity of the clitoris is due to 
the 8,000 nerve fibers down there. This is a massive 100% 
more than what is contained in the man’s penis. Sop this is 
the area that most helps a woman reach orgasm, and one 
where men haven’t got a clue where it is!

Fantasy
Nearly two thirds of all men and women have fantasized 
about another person while having sexual intercourse 
with their current partner. Typically, the one being 
fantasized about is not someone they will be able to 
have intercourse with, but it may increase theirs or their 
partners satisfaction.

Depressed? 
Feeling a bit depressed? Then you need to have sex or 
masturbate. Masturbation is well known to help cure or 
relieve depression. The reason being is that the release of 
emotions and hormones when orgasm is reached, helps to 
put your mind at ease. The chemicals released in your brain 
makes you feel awesome and better with the world. Only 
problem is that if your depressed about not having enough 
sex, this can end up a vicious circle or crying, masturbating 
and then being happy for an hour.

Fingers
To see how manly a man is, you need to check out the size 
of his ring finger! Yes that’s right! Apparently to know how 
much testosterone a man has, compare the length of his 
ring finger to his index finger. The longer the ring finger is 
in comparison to the index finger, the more testosterone 
in his body.

Tight!!!
When the woman is about to orgasm, the vagina decreases 
in size by as much as 30%. It tightens up to help increase 
the sensitivity felt by the woman and the man as she 
climaxes into the orgasm. Nice!

What’s keeping you? 
Women are very good at making themselves climax. On 
average it takes only four minutes to cum through mas-
turbation. Here’s the bad news lads! It can take upwards of 
10-20 minutes to reach climax during intercourse, by which 
most men have already finished.

Low calorie diet
Semen is very low in calories. There is just thirty-six calo-
ries in a teaspoon of spunk. Ideal if you are trying to cut out 
milk from your diet.

Breasts are great
1% of all women can orgasm through only stimulating 
their breasts. This is not the case with men, unless they rub 
their penis on some breasts.

 

       DON’T GO THROUGH LIFE 
THINKING YOU KNOW IT ALL, BECAUSE 
YOU DON’T!

Ferrets
Did you know that if a female ferret doesn’t get some ferret 
cock for a year, she will die? It’s true! Tell your mates this 
down the local pub or bar. Great ice breaker as well when 
you’re on a first date!. Just as well this is not the same for 
human females who can go for years and years before it 
heals up and they turn into a nun.

Virginity
The majority of women lose their virginity between the 
ages of 15 and nineteen, despite the fact that 15 is under 
the age of consent in most countries! As well as this, most 
women actually regret this and wish they had waited 
that bit longer. The most disturbing sex fact is that if you 
haven’t lost your virginity by 24 then you’re most likely to 
never lose it!

Affairs
Women are more likely and willing to have an affair when 
they’re about to ovulate, than any other time through their 
menstrual cycle. This is due to their bodies’ wanting the 
ovulated egg to be fertilized and not because they are just 
slutty. This is a great excuse for women to go out and start 
shagging when they want! Nice one!

Sex Drive
Apparently sex drive is all to do with they way your brain is 
programmed. Scientists believe that some people are wired 
up to want / have more sex than others. This is both true 
for males and females.

Noses are sexy
When you’re having sex, your inner nose swells up. Yes, just 
the same as your breast and private parts increase in size. 
This is due to the increased rate of blood flowing to those 
body parts. 

Size doesn’t matter 
bro!
Good news for us men! The size of man cock when fully 
erect is not important at all! The average length of a man’s 
penis is 5.5 inches, and even if it’s smaller, it doesn’t effect 
the ability to make a woman orgasm or father a child. But 
you might get laughed at in the showers after football.

Threesomes
Did you know that 30% of the population in Australia have 
admitted to having been part of a threesome at least once 
in their lives. 25% of those threesomes involved a sheep of 
some description.

Stud
There is enough sperm in one man’s ejactulation to impreg-
nate every fertile woman on planet earth! Can you imagine 
the gene pool after that! We would all be doomed!

Men work harder
During sex, men burn lots more calories than women do. 
This is probably due to the fact that women are mainly on 
their backs and men are doing all the thrusting! Women 
burn on average 69 calories per session, which is kind such 
an ironic number!

Lower cholesterol
Want to better your performance in the sack? Well you 
need to lower your cholesterol! It is known through various 
studies that lower cholesterol is directly related to a better 
performance in the bedroom.

Grandma, NO!!!
The question that most of us wonder about on a daily basis 
is “Do old people have sex”? “Does Granny and Grand-Dad 
get jiggy”? The answer to this questions is HELLA YEAH!!!. 
Apparently one third of women in their 80’s have sexual 
intercourse with their husbands, or life partner. *High Five 
the old boys down the bowling club*

Oral Sex
Oral sex is not just a favourite with us humans. Dogs, 
wolves, bears and believe it or not, BATS!!! 

Pumpkins
For centuries its been known that chocolate is very sexy 
and can be an excellent arousal for having sex. Waft some 
melted Mars Bar under your wife’s/ girlfriend’s nose and 
she will be all over you like a rash! But chocolate is not 
the only smell to get you horney! Apparently the smell of 
pumpkin can help increase the blood flow to the penis to 
encourage an erection! God I love Halloween!

Pour some sugar!
Low blood sugar is totally bad for your love life. Avoid 
having low blood sugar! Apparently by having low blood 
sugars, this makes you irritable and less likely to want your 
partner. This can be a good thing if your other half is fat or 
ugly, or both.

Faster than Bolt
The very first gob of a man’s ejaculation travels at approx-
imately 28 miles per hour! That’s faster than Usain Bolt!! 
So really you can say that your spunk is the world record 
holder of the 100 meters!

Heart beat
When you’re just about to orgasm, blow your load, cum 
etc etc, your heart rate can go to 140 beats per minute. 
This is not excessive, but just enters the common cardio-
vascular zone.

Hard n Fast
Men under 40 can get erections real fast! 10 seconds! That’s 
all it can take and boom! they are ready for some serious 
action! For some it’s much longer than the impressive 10 
seconds. If this is the case, then it can be an indication of 
erectile dysfunction. Get it checked out Bruv!

checking my emails 
This one it amazing! One in 5 people use their smart 
phones, ipads, laptops during sex. Can you believe that! 
During sex, they are on their phones looking at Facebook or 
checking their emails! Christ!

Liars
7% of the population have sex once a day. 22% have sex 
3-4 times a week. The rest of the population don’t want to 
talk about it because they are too tired to talk from all the 
sex they are having or from the masturbating on their own 
in their parent’s basement.

Sexy voice
Women have the amazing skill of making their voice “sexi-
er” in order to entice their men when they need sex.
Men, unfortunately, do not have this ability and simply 
have to rely on other factors like flashing the cash or 
buying them an expensive handbag.

Nipplegasmic
60% of men who get sexually aroused have erect nipples. 
Apparently the nipple area on men is just as sensitive as 
they are in women. A bit embarrassing really in a wet 
t-shirt competition. Nipplegasmic!

for young, lusty American soldiers.  But there 
had always been brothels and massage par-
lours to satisfy local Thai and Asian men.  An 
essential part of many surrounding cultures 
is the easy and affordable availability of fe-
male company.
 
The Thais, who are inventive and creative by 
nature, simply elevated the sex industry to 
an art form much the way they did with their 
world famous cuisine.
 
Patrick Campbell and his mates rightly chose 
to relocate to a culture where whatever 
they wanted for companionship, whether it 
would be for an hour or a lifetime, would be 
freely available.
 
Phuket Days follows the adventures of this 
motley band of brothers on their journey to 
find sexual happiness.  Some have more suc-
cess than others.  Patrick, who writes as his 
surrogate, Henry, is confronted by the con-
fused sexual encounter he has with a “mod-
ified” female and with the lies and treachery 
of another bar girl.  He eventually finds some 
happiness with Nok, who captures him when 
she beats down the door to his hotel room 
and he finds that he is unable to resist.  They 
eventually build a home and life together 
that has endured almost 15 years.
 
Another member of his friends finds a hap-
py life with a transgendered partner while a 
third friend has been kidnapped by a local 
woman and is currently being held ransom 
in exchange for the deeds to his house.
 
Phuket Days is a great gift for those wanting 
to share the mystique of daily life on the is-
land. Patrick is certain to explain the idiosyn-
crasies of trying to live in a place where the 
rules, ones that change without notice, pro-
vide the exact challenge and adventure that 
a man wanting a new life can experience.
 
Phuket Days is available at Seng Ho Book-
store, Wine Lovers, Kata Rocks, Mangosteen 
Resort, Boat Lagoon or by contacting Patrick 
at:  drpaccampbell@gmail.com
 

Phuket Days is available at Seng Ho Bookstore, 
Wine Lovers, Kata Rocks, Mangosteen Resort, Boat 
Lagoon or by contacting Patrick at:  
drpaccampbell@gmail.com

 

Sex and the many consequenc-
es is a major theme that flows 
through Dr. Patrick Campbell’s 
latest novel, Phuket Days, Life in 
the Island Fast Lane.
 
Patrick is well known on the island for his 
long term contributions to the local press.  
He continues to write extensively about 
the native natural environment including 
his encyclopedic knowledge of the many 
plants and trees that make Phuket a verdant 
tropical paradise.  His columns in the weekly 
newspapers advise those wanting to estab-
lish a garden or hoping to protect it from 
the myriad stresses of poor soils, challeng-
ing weather conditions and the multitude of 
pests and predators.
 
In addition, he cautions readers on the dan-
gers of environmental pollution and global 
warming that he cautions are endangering 
the world.  He is eloquent and knowledge-
able in his warnings about man’s impact on 
the planet. Much of his impressive knowl-
edge of the natural world is included in 
Phuket Days. 
 
He was awarded his doctorate degree from 
the University of London for his work on 
Alfred Lord Tennyson, the Poet Laureate 
of England during much of Queen Victoria 
reign in the 19th century.
 
Patrick has written analyses of several books 
of poetry and an intriguing book on psycho-
analysis and performance.  Another pub-
lished book is devoted to body art in addi-
tion to over 40 academic papers on noted 
writers and poets.
 
But he cannot be described as an introverted 
academic devoted strictly to his studies and 
his students. He also managed to live anoth-
er life during an academic career peppered 
by love affairs, visits to gambling dens and 
international travel.  He has always main-
tained a broad group of friends, many not 
suitable for polite society.
 
It comes as some surprise that this noted 
professor of English literature and theatre 
joins his friends on moving to Phuket on his 
retirement to pursue another type of wild-
life, that of the appealing Thai bar hostess 
found in abundance in almost every beach 
and village on the island.
 
Five of these friends become characters in 
Phuket Days.  They are drinking partners in 
London at a Kensington pub, The Hansom 
Cab, on Earl’s Court Road.  None of these 
fellows (except Patrick) are particularly ap-
pealing and would find it challenging to find 
youthful female companionship in England.  
Only one has any experience of Thailand.  
Nonetheless, they decide to sell up and 

move to the Land of Smiles leaving behind a 
long life littered with ex-wives, children, ca-
reers and memories.
 
I asked Patrick why they made such a deci-
sion to leave their lives all behind.
 
“Well, I suppose we were all interested in 
having a sexual life and exploring the possi-
bilities of another way of living,” he said.
 
Thailand is one of the world’s most popular 
destinations for men to migrate to find sex 
and sometimes love. There are hundreds of 
thousands of these men, the majority com-
ing from the UK, who are scattered around 
the country with heavy concentrations in 
the beachside resort areas like Phuket and 
Pattaya.
 
While most are divorced or widowed, many 
maintain wives who accept having their long 
term husband living on the other side of the 
world knowing full well why he has gone.
 
In this era when people are living longer with 
better health, the prospect of an adventure 
or two after retirement is proving irresistible.
 
And with the freely available drugs to deal 
with erectile dysfunction, almost any older 
man can reinvent his virility and sexual func-
tion not available to his father’s generation.  
Drugs like Viagra, cialis and any number of 
local herbal concoctions revive limp body 
parts giving new hope for a return to sexual 
happiness.
 
On Phuket, it’s hard to avoid the sight of a 
senior citizen being hugged and seduced by 
a lovely young Thai lady.  Often foreigners 
are blamed for leading the local women into 
a life of sexual bondage.  But a bit of history 
may throw a clearer light on the matter.
 
The beer bars and go go palaces that thrived 
during the Vietnam War of the 1960s and 
1970s provided a big market for sex services 
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Phuket Days is a “must-read” for anyone who visits, lives, or plans a ride on 

book - part story, part guide, opens up a wide-ranging perspective, with fresh 
insights into one of the worlds’ top tourist attractions. Based on the conviction 
that there is so much more to this tropical paradise than its tired stereotype 
as a pleasure palace, and unlike other “expat” accounts which concentrate 

and opinions about “The Pearl of the Andaman” - its past, present and future. 
Taking the catastrophe of the 2004 tsunami’ as its point of departure, it runs 

soap operas, developments and driving habits, characters and criminals.
 “Phuket Days” tackles those questions visitors and “expats” argue about: 

What is the “Patong Flying Club” or the “noble lie”? Why is the island one 
of the world’s accident hot-spots? What happened to all that money you 
lavished on your Thai girlfriend? Why is wine so pricey and whisky and 
beer so cheap? Is Phuket an environmental disaster waiting to happen? What 
makes ladyboys tick? Episodes are linked by a story-line which follows the 

destiny. Curiosity has been known to kill more than the cat….
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Patrick Campbell

Dr Patrick Campbell is an Englishman who spent 
his working life teaching in universities. He holds 
a doctorate from the University of London and 
has published extensively – on poetry, history and 
the performing arts – for Macmillan, Routledge, 
Manchester U.P. and MacFarland. He has written 
a novel, and a memoir about his rural upbringing. 
Visiting Professor at two eminent North American 

in Performing Arts in the UK. Having retired 
ungracefully to Phuket in 2003, he indulges his 
passion for the island by writing about gardening, 
the natural environment, the island’s culture, its 
movers and shakers. His work has appeared in “The 
Bangkok Post”, “The Phuket Gazette”, “The Phuket 
News”, “Window on Phuket”, “Thailand Tatler”, 
and “Bikinis and Martinis”. He lives with his Thai 
partner Wan in Rawai.
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BangTao Beach, Phuket
catchbeachclub.com
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My name is Anastasiia. I was born and 
grew up in Ukraine. At the age of 17 I 
entered university to study the tourism and 
restaurant business. I liked my specialty 
because it allowed me to travel to different 
countries and work at the same time. I have 
been lucky enough to work in hotels in 
Turkey, and around the Mediterranean coast, 
as well as conducting tours.

I have always been attracted to sport and a 
healthy lifestyle. It seems to me that it is very 
important to allow enough time for physical 
activities to improve the body and maintain 
health. It is not surprising, therefore, that I 
decided to link my professional activities and 
hobbies together.

One of my main hobbies is yoga. When I first 
started, it was not particularly popular, and 
finding a coach was quite problematic, at 
least in my country. Eventually, I managed 
to find a good teacher, and obtained several 
certificates, and worked in several sports 
clubs and hotels as a yoga and fitness trainer.

After graduation, I came on holiday 
to Thailand and fell in love with this 
country, with its spectacular scenery, 
beaches and nature.

Six months later, I moved to Thailand, first 
to Pattaya, then to Phuket. In Pattaya, I 
worked in tourism at first and subsequently 
became one of the founders of Cozy Yoga 
Studio. In addition to traditional yoga, 
we offered stretching, pilates and fitness 
classes for beginners and athletes. As well 
as my coaching duties, I was involved with 
organizational issues, which was invaluable 
as I met many interesting people and 
improved my skills as a coach and manager.

After two years I moved to Phuket, where I 
have now been living for three years. I teach 
yoga in several studios on the island, such 
as Smile Yoga, which is located in Thalang, 
Lemonade Club House, and Art House in 
Rawai. I like different types of yoga such as 
Hatha, Vinyasa flow, Ashtanga, and Yin. I 
enjoy experimenting even more, connecting 
different styles in one class. It’s a kind of art.

I like to spend my free time on the beach, 
traveling to neighboring provinces and 
other countries. I’m happy to live in Phuket, 
the climate is wonderful, the views are 
breathtaking, and the culture and customs 
are interesting. In addition, life here provides 
an opportunity to get acquainted with 
interesting and positive people from all over 
the world. There is no time to be bored.
 
Anastasiia Falko
Yoga teacher
nastya-falko@mail.ru
+66855692464
whatsApp, Line: 0855692464
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Sampotong, a small village in Chiang 
Mai. I had a wonderful and very happy 
upbringing, as life in the village and farm 
was very simple and real.
 
My elder sister, Rose, started as a property 
agent and then become a developer.
One day in 2012, while assisting my sister in 
the sales booth of her property project at 
Central, I met my current partner and soon 
after, I moved to Phuket.
 
Over the years, I have been fortunate to 
travel to the UK, Europe and other Asian 
countries. My partner is an experienced 
businessman in the fashion world, with 
several decades of valuable experience.
Through my travels and being with my 
partner, I became inspired to pursue my 
childhood dream of becoming a fashion 
designer.

Two years ago, I decided to start a handbag 
business and after spending some time in 
research and fact-finding, covering both 
design and sourcing, I finally launched my 
brand, “ZIA”, a wonderful name with many 
positive meanings and associations.
 
Coming from a humble background, I 
worked my way up and had different types 
of jobs such as working in a restaurant, 
sales assistant in a fashion clothing store, 
as well as helping my sister in her property 
development project.
 
I love Art in various forms, particularly the 
highly inspiring works of Picasso!
Although I took lessons from a very good 
artist in Phuket, sadly, these days I can’t 
seem to find enough time to paint!
In addition, I love spending time with my 
partner and three dogs on our organic farm.
 
I love Phuket, have many friends, and 
find it to be an inspiring place with a very 
interesting history.

Phuket provides an extensive choice of 
activities, from its beautiful beaches to 
an extensive variety of restaurants, not 
forgetting the lovely quaint Old Phuket 
Town, which is always vibrant and full of life.
Phuket is also home to a wide range of 
interesting people from all over the world 
and from different walks of life.
 
I am hoping to continue to build on my 
dream and open my first store in Phuket.
 
Sukanya Panyalert
ZIA Fashion
ziazia1001@gmail.com
097-1588290
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fortunate to have older brothers to take us out on 
evening jogs to the park, followed by our usual 
cackle therapy and catching dragonflies, tadpoles, 
guppies and tiny shrimps along the sides of the 
lake. Island hopping trips in a rubber dinghy, 
snorkelling, and scuba diving excursions were the 
highlights on weekends.

After school, our days were filled with activities like 
playing volleyball, basketball, badminton, table 
tennis, and later on, while working for golf and spa 
resorts in Malaysia and Indonesia, I learned to play 
golf. Employment with a 5-star golf resort brought 
me to Phuket. Desperate to break free from my 
paradise prison of living, working and playing 
within the same compound, I decided to pursue 
a new interest which was not dependent on my 
friends joining me, and a sport I could practice at 
my own pace. Thus, I discovered the fantastic sport 
of cable wakeboarding.

My days away from work were spent wakeboarding 
from 11 am to 6 pm to amass my adrenaline fix. 
While attempting to get better at my game, I met 
and made friends with many local and overseas 
wakeboarders and enjoyed the fun, fit and fearless 
wakeboarding community.

When the opportunity arose to build Anthem 
Wakepark, other than it being the first clockwise 
cable park in Asia, the focus was on bringing out 
the contagious vibes that made wakeboarding cool, 
fun, and friendly to encourage and enlarge our own 
fan base among local and overseas regulars.

Five years into the business, I still enjoy 
connecting with visitors from all corners of the 
world, young and old — regardless of whether 
they are dropping into wakeboard for the day or 
simply to enjoy our peaceful panoramic lakeside 
view. I am fortunate to have met so many amazing 
individuals on a daily basis.

When I get some time to myself, I prefer low key 
activities. Blending my own fragrance body oil or 
strumming on my ukulele in the kitchen with the 
help of YouTube or listening to some interesting 
ideas on Ted Talk puts me in a good mood. Many 
of my friends have gone vegan so I get to cook 
and appreciate a good vegan meal with them 
even though I am not vegan myself. I also enjoy 
tending my own fruit and flower garden. As a 
proud parent to my gorgeous golden retriever, 
I love spending time grooming and teaching 
her tricks. As for my exercise regime, I enjoy my 
morning routine of practicing Vinyasa or Hot Yoga. 
Depending on what indulgence I plan to feast on, 
a guilt trip will motivate me to spend time rock 
climbing, wakeboarding and swimming in our 
freshwater lake. I love my open office where I can 
work, play and have friends come by for a cuppa 
and a quick chat.

My wish for Phuket is that Thailand will soon seek 
the help of foreign talent to design and build 
efficient recycling plants to help manage the huge 
amount of waste lying all over the island.

So many talented individuals from around the 
world who visit and love Phuket are more than 
willing to make a positive impact on a place they 
love. Perhaps the Thai authorities can offer a special 
annual visa for those willing to volunteer their time 
and expertise coaching and mentoring young Thais 
with useful life skills and the inspiration to improve 
their livelihoods in the future. Anything we learn 
will never go to waste. At the moment, although 
many orphanages take good care of young kids, 
after they turn 18 there are not many options for 
those lacking academic ability, except hustling on 
the streets or in the night entertainment industry.
 
Rebecca Lek is a co-founder of Anthem Wakepark 
located at 194/6 Moo 7 Srisoonthorn Sub-district 
Thalang Phuket.

Tel: 076 620-034, email: rebecca.lek@
anthemwakepark.com.
Opens daily from 09:00 - 18:30 hrs.
Anthem Wakepark has a restaurant, cable 
wakeboarding, a rock climbing gym and floating 
obstacle playground
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and I am 40 years old. I come from 
Udon Thani Province, took classes to 
become a DJ when I was 17 years old 
and worked in Hua Hin for four years at 
various clubs, and a small Karaoke bar. 

I moved to Phuket when I was 22 and 
worked at Baya Beach Club in Patong 
for nine years. Since then I have been 
at Catch Beach Club and particularly 
enjoyed being sent to Ibiza. I also had 
the chance to be a DJ on the island of 
Capri, Italy — some of the best ways to 
gain experience.
 
Music is an art, easy to listen to but 
hard to understand, as any artistic DJ 
will know. Being a DJ is not as easy 
as many people might think — not 
everyone can play music that all the 
guests like. I enjoy very much listening 
to soul, funk and disco music. My 
favorite artists are Claptone and Purple 
Disco Machine.
 
When I have free time, I always check 
out new music and try to gain more 
knowledge and be the best. I also 
enjoy spending time with my family. 
My hobby is fishing, and I feel relaxed 
in a natural environment. I love to 
travel to Similan, Phang Nga Bay and 
Ratchaprapha Dam.
 
I like Phuket, it’s so beautiful, 
especially the beaches. Surin beach 
is my favorite. Sunset at the beach is 
wonderful. Phuket culture and food 
are also very unique and I love the 
fact that every Phuket dish has its 
own history. In the future, it would 
be good if the government could 
make Phuket a Special Administrative 
Region for tourists. I also believe that 
the transportation issue in Phuket is 
urgent, as the traffic is getting worse.
 
Adisak Maswanna (DJ Joey)
Dj.joey_baya@hotmail.com
Dj.joeycatchbeachclub@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/adisak.
dj.joey
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to grow up in. On completion of my apprenticeship 
in typography, I left to backpack around the world. 
Australia was my first port of call and I immediately fell 
in love with the wonderful lifestyle it offers. I enjoyed 
Australia so much that after exploring for a couple of 
years, I settled there for a decade.

While backpacking, I frequently took casual jobs in bars 
and restaurants to help fund my travels. Having enjoyed 
this I began a career in the hotel industry, and was 
fortunate enough to work in some fabulous hotels and 
resorts, and had the opportunity for offshore postings, 
eventually being appointed to general manager.

During my hotel years, I observed staff attending 
job-specific training which generally had little impact 
on profit, yet when they participated in personal 
development programs there would be an immediate 
improvement. Curious about this, I began to explore 
personal development and coaching. This led to me 
leaving the hotel industry and establishing a successful 
consultancy — advising business owners on the ethical 
maximization of their profit potential through personal 
development, which proved to be ideal preparation for 
the next unexpected chapter in my life.

Following the typical story of coming to Thailand, 
falling in love with it and moving here, I found myself 
at a crossroads and a friend recommended I undertake 
a detox program. I was amazed that such a simple 
physical process over just seven days could have 
such a profound impact — physically, mentally and 
emotionally.

I immediately became a raving fan and spoke to 
everyone I knew about the benefits of detox.
My natural curiosity to understand more about 
natural health and detox resulted in an invitation 
to join a small wellness retreat in Rawai. Over the 
next 18 months, I learned a tremendous amount 
and was able to help the owner develop this into a 
thriving business. I was then invited to establish a 
new wellness center, and over the next seven years 
developed the most successful center in Phuket.

Three years ago, former clients who had detoxed 
under my supervision several years earlier approached 
me to join them in developing corporate wellness 
and commercial wellness opportunities. They saw 
the synergy between their core business of vacation 
ownership and the provision of wellness services for 
members who return to Phuket each year on holiday.

We have a new wellness center planned which 
offers something entirely different to anything else 
currently on the market. Construction is underway 
and we will be fully open in the second quarter of 
2018. That said, many of our clients are finding out 
what we are doing and coming to cleanse and detox 
before we are fully open!

I really enjoy helping others with their health and 
lifestyles, and it’s important to get the balance right 
so this is not at the expense of my own wellbeing. I 
find being with nature is a natural tonic, walking the 
hills of Phuket, swimming in the ocean, or occasionally 
blasting through the jungle on a motocross bike.
When people ask me about living in Thailand, I typically 
respond by saying that Phuket is not Thailand, it’s 
more like Disneyland. As an expatriate, Phuket makes 
living in Thailand very convenient — English language 
capability is widespread and constantly improving. I 
can access a broad range of foods, travel to and from 
the island is easy, banking and communication services 
are accessible, and the infrastructure is continually 
developing. But if you want to experience Thailand, 
then, in my opinion, it’s useful to get off the island and 
meet Thai’s in a different environment.

Rather than sit on a bar stool whining about what’s not 
right in Phuket, I prefer to quietly contribute where I 
feel there is a need. To that end, my membership of 
the Rotary Club of Patong Beach helped me to join 
with others to contribute toward improvements in 
education, sanitation and child welfare for those less 
fortunate. I invite everybody to consider making a 
difference in our community and I’m sure you will find it 
most rewarding, I know I have.
 
Michael Massey
Global Director, Wellness Operations at 
Absolute World Group
michaelmasseyhkt@gmail.com
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EMy early years were spent living in Hong 
Kong before moving back to the UK, and 
I have always had the desire to travel and 
return to live in Asia at some point.
 
I studied hospitality management at 
university because I figured it would allow 
me to travel but I decided to get on the 
career ladder and didn’t make the leap until 
several years later. I worked hard to learn 
the trade under the most inspiring GM’s at 
some of the best hotels in Scotland. Having 
climbed through the ranks to deputy GM at 
the beautiful Cameron House on the banks 
of Loch Lomond, my husband Jamie and I 
decided it was time to start looking for jobs 
abroad. I realized how difficult it could be 
to land a senior management position with 
a respected hotel chain without previous 
experience working abroad, but I was 
hungry for the opportunity. I approached 
the MD of the company I was working for 
who was hugely supportive and introduced 
me to the CEO of Jumeirah Hotels. After a 
lot of persistence, I was offered the chance 
to open Jumeirah’s new property in Baku, 
Azerbaijan as hotel manager. I said yes 
before I had even Googled where Baku 
was! Jamie joined me as executive sous 
chef and we had a crazy time with a rather 
unorthodox hotel opening.
 
I left Azerbaijan after two years to join 
Jamie in Shanghai and we decided to take a 
sabbatical of sorts by way of a backpacking 
adventure around Asia. A couple of weeks 
into our trip I applied for the Resort 
Manager role at the luxurious Trisara resort 
in Phuket. I kept having to hop over from 
wherever we happened to be for a series of 
interviews with the Executive Committee 
and hotel owners. We had literally run out 
of money and booked our flights back to 
the UK to find work when I was offered the 
job and two weeks later Jamie and I moved 
to Phuket. That was four and half years ago. 
I stayed at Trisara for four years after that 
and had the best time meeting the most 
interesting people. I was lucky enough to 
be there at a time when the owners were 
investing heavily in the hotel and got to 
drive or support several really interesting 
projects as well as the impressive room 
renovations. I took huge satisfaction in 
branding and conceptualizing the Jara 
Spa and seeing the two new restaurant 
concepts, PRU and Seafood come to life. It’s 
such a special place and the team there are 
wonderful.
 
I left Trisara to have our now six-month-
old baby boy — he’s our main focus right 
now and it’s amazing to watch him grow 
and develop. Jamie’s restaurant, Bampot, 
is keeping us all busy as a family for the 
moment. As the business expands, I’m sure 
there will be opportunities for me to use 
the knowledge and skills acquired over the 
years to help and develop the brand.
 
Phuket has changed so much since we first 
arrived here and the north of the island 
feels like a small city these days. I remember 
having to go to three or four shops to get 
groceries and now there is so much choice. 
It will be fascinating to watch it grow 
over the coming years with several new 
big developments planned for the area. 
During my time at Trisara, I noticed that 
holidaymakers were less keen to just flop 
on the beach and much more interested in 
great local experiences so hopefully these 
new projects will help cater for that. We love 
Phuket and for the first time as an expat it’s 
our home away from home and will always 
be a special place.
 
Helen Clarke
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H3 Digital have been designing 
and installing cinema, audio and 
lighting systems in Phuket homes 
since 2004. Managing Director 
Ben Hobbs leads a team of 
engineers and designers with just 
one goal — bringing homes to life.

This family business places emphasis on 
easy-to-use systems, professionally installed 
and expertly supported. Systems are availa-
ble for new homes, refurbishments and ret-
rofit projects.

Some of the best home cinema, audio and 
lighting projects in Asia feature designs from 
Ben and his team, who maintain the very 
highest levels of expertise. H3 digital are also 
THX, CEDIA and KNX certified.

The aim is to make your home interesting, 
enjoyable, and more fun. Modern technolo-
gy means that you can have a home cinema 
to rival the local multiplex, your own music 
system which sounds as good as the best 
clubs, and enough lighting control and au-
tomation to make you feel like James Bond.

Home Cinema
H3 Digital design the best home cinemas in 
Thailand, giving careful thought to acoustics, 
light control, operation and comfort. By de-
signing and engineering the right environ-
ment they ensure you have a very special 
movie experience, every time.

H3 Digital can supply a wide range of cinema 
equipment, including acoustic treatment, 
motorized recliners, one-touch control, star-
field ceilings, and even popcorn machines.

Audio
Listen to your favorite music all over the 
home, use your iPhone, iPad or Android de-
vice to select songs and adjust the volume in 
any room. Control the hi-fi system from the 
palm of your hand — an audio system for 
your whole home.

H3 Digital provide a range of audio solu-
tions and are considered experts in Sonos 
and Nuvo multi-room sound systems, with 
over a decade of experience at the highest 
level.

Lights
Enjoy mood lighting throughout the home. 
Make your home more comfortable by auto-
mating and simplifying routine activities like 
switching on groups of lights, setting mood 
lighting or turning off all the lights in your 
home automatically.

H3 Digital offer a wide variety of lighting 
systems — from a single room or area to the 
entire house, including Philips Hue, KNX, and 
A-Touch lighting control.

If you want a fantastic looking cinema, a 
crystal clear audio system or automated 
mood lighting to really bring your home to 
life, get in touch with H3 Digital.

www.facebook.com/H3DIG 
www.h3-digital.com

H3 DIGITAL
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Today’s current social trends lend 
itself to a vast and rapidly changing 
civilization based in consumerism. 
This is creating a world where the 
value of price is brought to the 
forefront, while cultural value takes 
a back seat. 

Societal consumerism is everywhere we turn, 
from the phones we use, to what we wear 
and the food we eat. Even as a society of in-
dividuals, we are constantly bombarded and 
targeted towards a variety of vibrant consum-
er avenues that pool us together into the im-
mense abyss of social consumerism; we have 
no choice. However, the area we are able to 
regain a modicum of control is not whether 
we buy, but what we buy. We have the free-
dom and ability to choose where we spend 
our money, and for what reasons. 

The fashion industry is no different. While we 
are at the height of social consumerism, and 
industrial progress, we see a steady trend of 
fashion industries relying on outsourcing pro-
duction in order to create a cheaper product 
for the mass sales that are required of this 
consumer market to survive. The truth lies in 
the fact that the industrial revolution has cre-
ated a means whereby machines are able to 
surpass the production rate and cost of peo-
ple and their hands. Although from a business 

represented by each hand made thread that 
creates the final product we see before us. 
Cultural collectiveness and hand craftsman-
ship is what fuels the Paul Ropp philosophy.

The brand harnesses dying techniques uti-
lized by generational Indian communities of 
hand loomers. Paul Ropp understands the 
necessity of sustaining these techniques by 
insisting on them, rather than joining the rest 
of the sheep while these techniques fade and 
disappear through time - as many other tech-
niques of craftsmanship already have. Each 
textile used for Paul Ropp collections embody 
and harness the essence of this craft, and of 
the individuals who tirelessly work on the cre-
ation of each fabric. This is a company that has 
decided to forgo the industry need to mass 
produce at cheaper prices. It has been stead-
fast in the philosophy that where the product 
comes from, the art that the techniques cre-
ate, and the cultural connections they provide 
surpass the importance for a cheaper price 
tag intended for mass sales. 

The value on a Paul Ropp price tag encom-
passes not only the culture where it origi-
nated, but the hands that created it and the 
desire of the people who wear it to be con-
fident in their self representation. Paul Ropp 
as a brand, and as a clothing choice, demands 
individuality and freedom from the faceless 
masses.

Discover more at www.paulropp.com 
Paul Ropp shops: 
Surin Gallery – Tel. 080-5381976 
Boat Avenue – Tel. 087-6237988 
Laguna Plaza – Tel. 087-6237988 
Paul Ropp Outlet – Tel. 076-621607 
Central Festival Samui – Tel. 077-410356 
Opening hours: 10:00 AM – 07:00 PM 
Website: WWW.PAULROPP.COM

By Sayang Perini

paulropp.com

perspective this is helpful, from a consumer 
perspective it means that we are sacrificing 
value and human importance for a cheaper 
price tag.

People who invest time and money into their 
appearance and the clothes they wear are not 
only driven by a social need to be clothed, 
but an individual need to be able to represent 
themselves and their individuality apart from 
the global and anonymous pool of “consum-
er” that we are all a part of. There are numer-
ous brands out there today that speak to this 
desire. Paul Ropp is one of them.

The Paul Ropp brand extends far beyond 
the fashion and garments it produces. It 
represents a desire for unique individuality, 
for making social statements and breaking 
boundaries. It speaks to the consumer need 
for difference as a sense of individual or per-
sonal control over the blanket “same-ness” we 
are funneled into. The value of a Paul Ropp 
garment begins at the cultural level which is 

CONSUMERISM VERSUS CULTURAL VALUE
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A fifteen year old Amish boy and his father 
were in a mall. They were amazed by 
almost everything they saw, but especially 
by two shiny, silver walls that could move 
apart and then slide back together again. 
The boy asked, "What is this Father?" 
The father (never having seen an elevator) 
responded, "Son, I have never seen 
anything like this in my life, I don"t know 
what it is." 
While the boy and his father were watch-
ing with amazement, a fat old lady in a 
wheel chair moved up to the moving walls 
and pressed a button. The walls opened, 
and the lady rolled between them into a 
small room. The walls closed, and the boy 
and his father watched the small numbers 
above the walls light up sequentially. 
They continued to watch until it reached 
the last number, and then the numbers 
began to light in the reverse order. 
Finally the walls opened up again and a 
gorgeous 24-year-old blond stepped out. 
The father, not taking his eyes off the 
young woman, said quietly to his son..... 
"Go get your Mother."

Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson go on a camping trip.  After a good dinner 
and a bottle of wine, they retire for the night, and go to sleep.

Some hours later, Holmes wakes up and nudges his faithful friend. “Watson, look up at the sky and tell me what you see.”
“I see millions and millions of stars, Holmes” replies Watson.“And what do you deduce from that?”Watson ponders for a minute.  “Well, 

Astronomically, it tells me that there are millions of galaxies and potentially billions of planets. Astrologically, I observe that Saturn is in Leo. 
Horologically, I deduce that the time is approximately a quarter past three. 

Meteorologically, I suspect that we will have a beautiful day tomorrow. 
Theologically, I can see that God is all powerful, and that we are a small and insignificant part of the universe. But what does it tell you, Holmes?”Holmes is silent for a moment.  

“Watson, you idiot!” he says.  “Someone has stolen our tent!” 

A man and a friend are playing golf one day at their local golf 

course. One of the guys is about to chip onto the green when he 

sees a long funeral procession on the road next to the course. 

He stops in mid-swing, takes off his golf cap, closes his eyes, 

and bows down in prayer. 

His friend says: “Wow, that is the most thoughtful and touching 

thing I have ever seen. You truly are a kind man.” 

The man then replies: “Yeah, well we were married 35 years.” 

When NASA first started sending up astronauts, they quickly discovered that ballpoint pens would not work in zero grav-ity. To combat the problem, NASA scientists spent a decade and $12 billion to develop a pen that writes in zero gravity, upside down, underwater, on almost any surface including glass and at temperatures ranging from below freezing to 300°C. 

The Russians used a pencil.Two guys are sitting on a bar stool. 
One starts to insult the other one. 

He screams, “I slept with your 
mother!” The bar gets quiet as 

everyone listens to see what the 
other weasel will do. The first 

again yells, “I SLEPT WITH YOUR 
MOTHER!” 

The other says, “Go home dad 
you’re drunk.”

A turtle was walking down an alley in New York when he was mugged by a gang of snails. 

A police detective came to investigate and asked the turtle if he could explain what happened. 

The turtle looked at the detective with a confused look on his face and replied “I don’t know, 

it all happened so fast.”

An Alsatian went to a telegram office, took out a blank form and wrote, 
“Woof. Woof. Woof. Woof. Woof. Woof. Woof. Woof. Woof.”

The clerk examined the paper and politely told the dog: “There are only nine 
words here. You could send another ‘Woof’ for the same price.”

“But,” the dog replied, “that would make no sense at all.”

Little Johnny was sitting in class doing math problems when his teacher picked him to answer a question, “Johnny, if there 

were five birds sitting on a fence and you shot one with your gun, how many would be left?” “None,” replied Johnny, “cause 

the rest would fly away.” “Well, the answer is four,” said the teacher, “but I like the way you’re thinking.” 

Little Johnny says, “I have a question for you. If there were three women eating ice cream cones in a shop, one was licking 

her cone, the second was biting her cone and the third was sucking her cone, which one is married?” “Well,” said the teacher nervously, “I guess the one sucking the cone.” 
“No,” said Little Johnny, “the one with the wedding ring on her finger, but I like the way you’re thinking.”

A blonde and a lawyer are seated next to each other on a flight from LA to NY. The lawyer asks if she would like to play a fun game? The 

blonde, tired, just wants to take a nap. Politely she declines and rolls over to the window to catch a few winks. The lawyer persists and 

explains that the game is easy and a lot of fun. 

He explains, “I ask you a question, and if you don’t know the answer, you pay me $5.00, and vise versa.” 

Again, she declines and tries to get some sleep. The lawyer, now agitated, says, “Okay, if you don’t know the answer you pay me $5.00, 

and if I don’t know the answer, I will pay you $500.00.” This catches the blonde’s attention and, figuring there will be no end to this 

torment unless she plays, agrees to the game. 

The lawyer asks the first question. “What’s the distance from the earth to the moon?” The blonde doesn’t say a word, reaches into her 

purse, pulls out a $5.00 bill and hands it to the lawyer. 

“Okay,” says the lawyer,” your turn.” She asks the lawyer, “What goes up a hill with three legs and comes down with four legs?” The 

lawyer, puzzled, takes out his laptop computer and searches all his references. No answer. Frustrated, he sends e-mails to all his friends 

and coworkers, to no avail. After an hour, he wakes the blonde and hands her $500.00. 

The blonde says, “Thank you,” puts her head on the pillow and goes back to sleep. 

The lawyer, who is more than a little miffed, wakes the blonde and asks, “Well, what’s the answer?” Without a word, the blonde reaches 

into her purse, hands the lawyer $5.00, and goes back to sleep.

An 85-year-old man was requested by his doctor for a sperm count as part of his physical exam. The doctor gave the man a jar and said, “Take this jar home and bring back a semen sample tomorrow.” The next day the 85-year-old man reappeared at the doctor’s office and gave him the jar, which was as clean and empty as on the previous day. The doctor asked, what happened and the man explained. 
“Well, doc, it’s like this--first I tried with my right hand, but nothing. Then I tried with my left hand, but still nothing. Then I asked my wife for help. She tried with her right hand, then with her left, still nothing. She tried with her mouth, first with the teeth in, then with her teeth out, still nothing. We even called up Arleen, the lady next door and she tried too, first with both hands, then an armpit, and she even tried squeezin’ it between her knees, but still nothing.” 
The doctor was shocked! “You asked your neighbor?” 
The old man replied, “Yep, none of us could get the jar open.”

A wife was making a breakfast of fried eggs for her husband. 

Suddenly, her husband burst into the kitchen. ‘Careful,’ he said, 

‘CAREFUL! Put in some more butter! Oh my gosh! You’re cooking 

too many at once. TOO MANY! Turn them! TURN THEM NOW! We 

need more butter. Oh my gosh! WHERE are we going to get MORE 

BUTTER? They’re going to STICK! Careful. CAREFUL! I said be 

CAREFUL! You NEVER listen to me when you’re cooking! Never! Turn 

them! Hurry up! Are you CRAZY? Have you LOST your mind? Don’t 

forget to salt them. You know you always forget to salt them. Use 

the! Salt. USE THE SALT! THE SALT!’ The wife stared at him. ‘What 

in the world is wrong with you?You think I don’t know how to fry 

a couple of eggs?’ The husband calmly replied, ‘I just wanted to 

show you what it feels like when I’m driving.’
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it flow, Free as a Bird and Energy Recharge 
offer result-oriented techniques devoted to 
relaxation and therapeutic indulgence for a 
blissful mind and joyful body.

The resort’s recreational activities featuring 
Kids Corner, Fitness Centre, Thai Cooking 
Class, Thai Boxing, etc. are available to com-
plete your extraordinary experience.

Set 500 metres back from Patong Beach, 
Grand Mercure Phuket Patong Resort & Vil-
las offers a quiet and secluded sanctuary, 
just steps away from one of the most famous 
beachfront entertainment districts in Thai-
land. Shopping bazaars, a range of interna-
tional eateries and many of Phuket’s most 
exciting nightlife venues are all within walk-
ing distance. Excursions to outlying islands 
and incredible diving and snorkelling sites 
are easily arranged from Patong.

Grand Mercure Phuket Patong Resort & Villas
1 Soi Rat-U-Thit 200 Pi 2, Patong, Kathu, 
Phuket 83150 Thailand 
Tel: +66 (0)76 231 999
Email:  h8109@accor.com    
Website: GrandMercurePhuketPatong.com

Facebook: grandmercurephuketpatong
Instagram: grandmercurephuketpatong
Twitter: @GrandmercurePKT
Pinterest: GrandMercurePhuketPatong
Tripadvisor: grandmercurephuketpatong

SCAN ME!
AND RECEIVE 

25% OFF

ARBITRATION IN THAILAND 

“Just steps away from Patong’s 
nightlife — Grand Mercure Phuket 
Patong Resort & Villas is a serene 
hideaway tucked behind Phuket’s 
Andaman seafront”.

The award-winning resort features 314 
rooms, comprising 252 Superior Rooms, 38 
Deluxe Pool Access Rooms, 10 Suites and 14 
Pool Villas, and is ideally suited to intrepid 
young travellers, families and friends keen 
to explore and experience Phuket Island 
from a comfortable base in the heart and 
soul of Patong.

Each room features a comprehensive set of 
amenities and extra touches, such as the 
choice of a walk-in rain shower or traditional 
bathtub and a welcome selection of season-
al fruit. In-room sofas, minibar and stunning 
lagoon pool views are included as standard. 
Connecting room options and a turndown 
service are available upon request, alongside 
laundry and 24-hour room service.

Fuel your daily excursions with a delicious 
buffet breakfast featuring European, Asian 
and local specialties, homemade delights 
from the bakery, tropical fruit juices and 
freshly brewed coffee at Bubbles Restaurant. 
As the day progresses, indulge in a delicate 
pastry at Chou Chou Deli Shop, relax at the 
poolside with Phuket’s Distilled Rum moji-
to – a natural handcrafted cane spirit from 

the Phuket based distillery or an imported 
craft beer at Craft Beer Lounge. Finally, delve 
into the heart of Phuket’s culinary heritage 
with our signature “Mee Hoon Gaeng Poo”, a 
local yellow curry with crab meat, or savour 
“The Jewel of Phuket Cuisine” — a selection 
of seven specialties, which best represent 
Phuket’s influence.

For those searching for inner peace, what 
about trying the award-winning Ryn Spa and 
be pampered by our specialists on a sooth-
ing and rejuvenating journey. Select a Ryn 
Spa Package or one of our four Ryn Signa-
ture Wellbeing Massages: Only Sleeping, Let 

GRAND MERCURE PHUKET PATONG 
RESORT & VILLAS

“The stories told within these 
walls engage the mind, captivate 

the senses and enhance the 
experience of every guest.”
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In a vintage European Riviera-style 
setting, where classical music and 
opera play non-stop, the new and 
unique Aria Opera Cafe is the place 
to meet friends and enjoy a drink 
and meal together. Located at Boat 
Avenue, near Laguna Phuket on 
the left side of Villa Market, you 
can relax at Aria Opera Cafe while 
listening to the beautiful sound of 
classical music and opera pieces 
through the JBL vintage speakers.
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to Aria Opera 
Cafe, with its exciting menu — ranging from 
East to West, local to fusion, and a selection 
of good wines, rosés and Champagnes. Of 
course, Aria Opera Cafe also serves excellent 
coffee and fabulous English teas by Newby. 
There are also other beverages, such as cock-
tails/mocktails and smoothies to complete 
your dining experience. Our signature menu 
features Deluxe Salmon Steak, Spaghetti Von-
golé, the ever popular Chiang Mai Jao (a tra-
ditional northern Thai Khantoke meal), South-
ern Phuket (a local Thai village set meal), and 
Singapore Lah Bak Ku Teh (infused spicy pork 
soup with Oolong Cha). Apart from a variety 
of main courses, Aria Opera Cafe also serves 
light fusion meals such as canapes and cros-
tini finger food, oysters, and caviar with wine 
or Champagne. 
 
For those craving an authentic afternoon tea 
— Aria Opera Cafe serves traditional English 
afternoon tea from 2 pm to 5 pm daily. This 
delicious treat consists of three tiers of good-
ies — sandwiches filled with thinly sliced cu-
cumber, egg mayonnaise and roast beef, fluffy 
English scones, fruit tarts, and mini cakes, as 
well as a choice of high-end teas for a perfect 
afternoon experience. For something more 
luxurious, why not opt for a glass of bubbly 
Moët Champagne with strawberries to add a 
classy touch to your afternoon tea.
 
So if you are all dressed up and want to dine 
at a classy vintage cafe with a European Rive-
ra ambience, come down to Aria Opera Cafe, 
where you can have a wonderful time with 
your friends or loved ones. Call us now or ask 
your hotel concierge to make a reservation 
for you.

Aria Opera Cafe Phuket 
49/35 Boat Avenue (outside Laguna Phuket) 
Open daily 8am - 10pm       
Reservations  076 325 299   / 088 079 5999 
www.ariaoperacafe.com    
Facebook/Tripadvisor: Aria Opera Cafe

ARIA OPERA CAFE - A CLASSY VINTAGE RIVERA CAFE

2 7a 15
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P H U K E T

Kamala
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Your Dream Wedding…at
Cape Sienna Phuket Hotel & Villas.

Spring or Summer, Grand or Private, Sunshine 
or Twilight… We make dreams come true on 
the most special and important day of your life. 
We take delight in making your every thought
count and making everything perfect to your 
imagination, every moment a memorable one.
To each the perception of a perfect wedding 
is unique, but has one thing in common, Hap-
piness! And we believe in delivering all the 
things that are associated with your happiness
on that day.

CAPE SIENNA PHUKET HOTEL & VILLAS, 18/40 MOO.6 NAKALAY ROAD, T.KAMALA, A.KATU, PHUKET 83150, THAILAND
 +66(0)76 337300    +66(0)76 337399    MICE@CAPESIENNA.COM    CAPESIENNA.COM

Cape Sienna Hotel & Villas offers a wedding 
setting for extravagant and intimate groups 
which is unmatched in Phuket.

Put your hands together and leave it with our 
professional team… just say I DO...!

24

3

24

3

24
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Aries (March 21 – April 19): You’ll begin a new period 
in your life, brimming with self-confidence and 
improving your self-image. You come up with new 
ideas easily and want to share them with others. 
While there is a big focus on learning and reaching 
beyond your normal routines in January, friendships 
and connections take on a strong role during Febru-
ary. There can be excitement, change and possibly 
some romance involved with friends, networks or 
group associations. You try to bring more balance 
into your life and are more compromising. Favorable 
Dates: Jan 5, 6, 14, 15, 23, 24; Feb 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 
24; Mar 5, 12, 14, 18, 23, 30. Favorable Colors: Red 
and Green
 

Taurus (April 20 – May 20): Mental focus will be 
on your income stream with ideas for improving 
your budget, detailed agreements and negotiations 
with financial institutions. Opportunities may unveil 
themselves for earning extra income through creative 
sources. You can come up with innovative solutions 
to problems and should try the unconventional route 
first. You can become obsessed with a particular idea 
or subject, and dedicate yourself to learning as much 
as you can about it. A good work-life balance is 
possible now as you pay work and your personal life 
the attention they deserve. Favorable Dates: Jan 6, 8, 
15, 17, 24, 26; Feb 3, 7, 12, 16, 21, 25; Mar 4, 9, 13, 
18, 22, 27. Favorable Colors: Blue and Green
 

Gemini (May 21 – June 20): You want to get your ca-
reer goals in order and work hard to attain them. You 
will evaluate your finances, expenditure and budget. 
You’re in an excellent position to share your ideas 
with others and to enjoy positive relationships. This 
period awakens you to your feelings about someone 
or rekindles an interest in a project that you haven’t 
yet pursued. This is a good time for mingling, even if 
you’re not looking for love, as others can open doors 
for you at this complex and exciting time. Favorable 
Dates: Jan 1, 3, 10, 12, 19, 21; Feb 2, 7, 11, 16, 20, 
25; Mar 5, 7, 14, 16, 23, 25. Favorable Colors: Yellow 
and White
 

 Cancer (June 21 – July 22): You will be more con-
cerned about making progress with your earnings, 
the value you place on necessary items, and the 
need for possessions to prove your self-worth. You 
may begin a business partnership that’s mutually 
beneficial, or see a positive development with other 
people’s money (debts, loans, taxes, inheritances, 
joint finances). You can deal with the serious aspects 
of life but in a positive way. This can be a wonderful 
period for blending your agenda with a significant 
other, for counseling and negotiations, and the pos-
itive energy sticks with you. Favorable Dates: Jan 2, 
7, 11, 16, 20, 25; Feb 2, 5, 11, 14, 20, 23; Mar 2, 7, 
11, 16, 20, 25. Favorable Colors: Yellow and Red

Leo (July 23 – August 22): You’re in a more com-
municative frame of mind than usual, but perhaps a 
little miffed by the delay in certain projects, waiting 
for information or a go-ahead. Generally, this isn’t a 
good time to make any big career decisions, unless 
you go back to something you worked at before. 
During February, you’ll see forward movement on 
your projects and initiatives with delays lifting. If you 
are searching for your soul mate, there will be noth-
ing standing in the way of you hitting the right note. 
Favorable Dates: Jan 5, 8, 14, 17, 23, 26; Feb 3, 7, 
12, 16, 21, 25; Mar 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24. Favorable 
Colors: White and Red
 

Virgo (August 23 – September 22): It’s a time for 
taking charge of your reputation, public image, busi-
ness or career path. It’s also a time for tackling your 
responsibilities head-on. You are more courageous 
and in a great position to manage and lead. You can 
enjoy excellent opportunities for improving your 
home life and bringing more creative flair into your 
private world. You enjoy yourself when you spend 
time with people you’re close to or in one-on-one 
settings. This can be a good time to reaffirm your 
love for someone you’ve been with for some time. 
Favorable Dates: Jan 5, 8, 14, 17, 23, 26; Feb 3, 7, 
12, 16, 21, 25; Mar 7, 14, 16, 21, 25, 29. Favorable 
Colors: White and Red
 

Libra (September 23 – October 22): This is a period 
of increased personal power, even though you start 
to look back before moving forward. You’ll be brim-
ming with new ideas, talking about your plans and 
setting a course for your personal needs. You may 
see a relationship come to an end for someone you 
are close to, especially with a romantic partner or 
business associate. For partnerships, this time could 
be one where you either walk away or work toward 
making the relationship stronger, taking it to another 
level. You can come across as fairer, more compro-
mising and vacillating. Favorable Dates: Jan 2, 3, 11, 
12, 20, 21; Feb 2, 7, 11, 16, 20, 25; Mar 4, 8, 12, 17, 
23, 28. Favorable Colors: Green and Red
 

Scorpio (October 23 – November 21): You can focus 
on making more money and improving your finances. 
You’re in a better position to straighten things out 
and resolve conflicts related to money, support and 
power dynamics. You’re also more open to new ideas 
and different ways of doing things, wanting to break 
free from the norm somehow. You can tackle your 
goals one at a time, and get the smaller stuff done 
first, but always have your eye on the prize. You can 
see the big picture, take a practical approach, and 
create an achievable plan of action. Favorable Dates: 
Jan 3, 5, 12, 14, 21, 23; Feb 2, 6, 11, 15, 20, 24; 
Mar 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24. Favorable Colors: Blue and 
Yellow
 

Sagittarius (November 22 – December 21): This is 
a good period to let things go and release as much 
energy as you can. Clear out your life and bring 
whatever necessary to an end. You could see things 
you’ve been working on come to a conclusion. 
Overall, you may seem more emotional than usual, 
and become more sensitive and intuitive. You may 
want to transform yourself in some way. You may feel 
most like yourself when you feel close to someone. 
You could also try to deal with a deep-seated issue 
and anything related to joint finances. Favorable 
Dates: Sep 1, 8, 10, 17, 19, 26; Oct 4, 5, 13, 14, 22, 
23; Mar 1, 8, 10, 17, 19, 26. Favorable Colors: White 
and Yellow
 

Capricorn (December 22 – January 19): It’s the time 
to focus on your personal needs and relationships. 
You’re driven toward better financial security, and the 
more money you have, the more secure you feel. Use 
your reservoir of vigor to see you through the next 
two months and bring forward your new ideas and 
plans. You will be ready to push back the boundaries 
as far as possible and surpass yourself to reach 
your goals, but there’s no certainty that everyone 
will want to follow you. You may also see a surge in 
your sex drive. Favorable Dates: Jan 4, 6, 13, 15, 22; 
24 Feb 1, 7, 10, 16, 19, 25; Mar 5, 9, 14, 18, 23, 27. 
Favorable Colors: White and Purple
 

Aquarius (January 20 – February 18): You are more 
creative and dynamic when it comes to managing 
your money. You might receive significant gifts or 
bonuses now. It’s an excellent time for finding the 
information you need, sharing your ideas, advancing 
your studies or projects, and connecting with helpful 
people. This romantic period inspires you, opening 
your heart to feelings previously left unacknowl-
edged, and the pursuit of your heart’s desire. You 
can try to communicate your feelings with others 
and have a more subjective approach. You can come 
across as more theatrical and affectionate. Favorable 
Dates: Jan 4, 6, 13, 15, 22, 24; Feb 1, 7, 10, 16, 19, 
25; Mar 2, 7, 14, 18, 23, 25. Favorable Colors: White 
and Purple
 

Pisces (February 19 – March 20): You will feel an 
energy surge. Remember to use your energetic 
enthusiasm positively, and go for what is managea-
ble in your short and long-term goals. You will have 
numerous assets at your disposal to conclude your 
projects successfully and achieve your desires. Some 
will consider moving to an inspirational place, ena-
bling them to feel more fulfilled and at ease. Others 
will want to set up home or try to break with relation-
ships that were clipping their wings and preventing 
them from taking off. Favorable Dates: Jan 5, 8, 14, 
17, 23, 26; Feb 2, 9, 11, 18, 19, 26; Mar 7, 9, 16, 18, 
25, 27. Favorable Colors: Blue and Yellow
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MANISH’S ZODIAC PREDICTIONS  
1 JANUARY – 31 MARCH 2018 

T H E R E  A R E  1 0  D I F F E R E N C E S  B E T W E E N  T H E  T W O  P I C T U R E S .  W H E R E  A R E  T H E Y ?

Spot the Difference

k.p. AstrologEr, NuMErologist, tArot cArd rEAdEr & vAstu coNsultANt, MANish@MANishAstrologEr.coM, fAcEbook.coM/MANishAstrocoNsultANt
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Phuket

Phang Nga

Beach Photography by
STEPHAN AUDIGER 
www.art-phuket.com

Siam Beach
children, snorkeling, restaurant

Ya Nui Beach
small, cute, snorkeling, restaurant

Mai Khao Beach
looong quiet beach

Surin Beach
celebrities, beach clubs, restaurants 

Bang Tao Beach
5 star hotels, local seafood restaurants
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Ao Sane Beach
rough sand, snorkelling, restaurant

Kata Beach
white open beach, surfing in summer season

Emerald Beach
peaceful, north facing beach good for sun tan

Laem Singh Beach
hip, young, restaurants, short trek downhill

Nai Thon Beach
white sands, peaceful, scenic road to get there

Banana Beach
insider tip, restaurant, short trek downhill

Laem Ka Noi Beach
park on top parking lot and walk down

Kamala Beach
busy in high season

Nai Harn Beach
local hangout, busy but cute

Patong Beach
very busy beach, lots of activities

Ao Yon Beach
shallow waters, oyster rafts, locals

Kata Noi Beach
white open beach

Kalim Beach
rocky, surfing during summer season

Layan Beach
tranquil, peacful

Paradise Beach
shady, peaceful, calm waters all year
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Panwa Beach
rough sand, shallow water, peaceful, scenic

Laem Ka Beach
local thai style beach with lots of shadow

Karon Beach
white open beach, no shades

Nai Yang Beach
thai locals, shades, calm waters all year
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Rawai Beach
shady, seafood stalls, local boat trips

20

PHUKET BEACH GUIDE
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ARBITRATION IN THAILAND 

Want to buy something DIFFERENT, 
MODERN, COLORFUL, FRESH 
or even RETRO for your villa, 
apartment, restaurant, resort or 
beach club?

Want to invest in something durable and re-
sistant to UV, rust, rain, heat and sun? Tired of 
always seeing the same furniture and decora-
tion for your outdoor space?

Why not bring a unique touch to your out-
door decoration?

The LF concept stores in Phuket Laguna and 
Bangkok have famous exclusive brands such 
as Fermob, Fatboy, Vlaemynck, Maiori, Biobu, 
Sunnylife, Rice and Tuva.

At LF stores you will find outdoor furniture 
from Fermob and a very large range of color-
ful aluminum products in OTF fabric from 
France by Ferrari. The well-designed solar 
lights in 100% aluminum from Maiori tru-
ly work. Microfiber eco beach towels with 
amazing prints made in Spain by Tuva and 
ecological outdoor dinnerware from Biobu 
in bamboo with delicious colors and mod-
ern designs. LF stores also stock Sunnylife, an 
Australian inspired living range for an endless 
summer, reflecting the best moments at the 
beach, park, pool or backyard. Funny aroma 
candles, delirious inflatables and much more 
are waiting for you! Last but not least LF stores 
offer the style of modern living with Fatboy 
originals and unique Rice products, as well as 
new high-quality round towels from Les Antil-
laises, very trendy hats and beach bags from 
Travaux en cours and outdoor quality rugs 
from Pappelina in Sweden.

For us, the outdoor lounge should be colorful 
and inspire joy. We want to challenge stand-
ards and break with the conventional. Color-
ize your life visiting us....

LF shops in Bangkok @ Crystal Design Center 
(CDC), at Sukhumvit 49/11 and LF shop in Phuket 
@ Boat Avenue (Cherngtalay) 
Email: info@lf-th.com 
Facebook: @LFoutdoor

LF SHOP

Some of the brands we represent in Thailand: 
Fermob: World’s number one for outdoor furniture, made in France.
Fatboy: Fun and comfort for this original Dutch brand. 
Pappelina: Best outdoor rugs made in Sweeden by an old traditional way.
Sunnylife: Today world famous by its Flamingos buoys, this Australian brand expands with many fun products for outdoor.
Maiori: Sun lights with modern design made by Hong Kong company.
Biobu: Bamboo fiber diner sets, and ecological products designed in France
Travaux en Cours: France most actual and fashion brand for hats and bags. Made in Italy.
Tuva Towels: Microfiber and ecological high quality towels made in Spain.
Vlaemynck: Is the best of the world for outdoor parasols in quality terms. Made in France. Famous outdoor furniture too.
Les Antillaises: Round hight quality towels with beautiful designs by a company in Martinique and made in Portugal.
Rice DK: Retro fun everyday life items. Famous for their beautiful melamine sets. Designed in Denmark
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